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No icy chains were flung upon the tide;
And on the meadows, singing as he went,
Rhode Island’s settler pitched his peaceful tent.
Up by the mountains, down toward
the sea,
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All the fair land was open, now, and free ;

In deep foundations that the pilgrims made,
The corner stone of liberty was laid.
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He had no title for the lands he trod ;
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And if he would be free, keep free his soil ;
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Only the despot will the people fear—
The patriot greets thee with the cry: “ What
cheer?”

The Morning Star.
MAY

footsteps

Be this the motto that you daily span,
Like an unfading rainbow over man;

Fear not the people! make them free as light,
God

will

guide

them

with

his

fearless

might!
yl
:
Be like our pilgrim, over land and main,
And ROGER WILLIAMS has not lived in vain.
.

Correspondence.

18, 1870.

Roger Williams.
BY REV. CHARLES W. DENISON.
——

]

stray,
Whether your grateful paths through flowers are
prest
Among the prairies of the teeming West,
‘Whether Alaska’s icy realms you rove,
Or coming Cuba’s spice and orange grove,

English
WEDNESDAY,

:

Whether a puritan, on Plymouth Bay,
Whether on Hudson’s shores your

And

bh

enn.

»

The wintry winds swept fierce along the strand,
Tall cliffs of ice hung over rock and sand,
‘When a lone couple leaped upon the shore,
To find a welcome at New England’s door;

Derby, ENGLAND, April, 20, 1870.
The Easter Holidays have brought sunny
skies and opening flowers.
Everywhere
there are appearances of awake ning life
and returning verdure. Children flock into
the fields and come back laden

with daisies,

violets and priniroses, and young men and
maidens assume a gay and cheerful aspect,
But little thought old Massachusetts Bay,
while the old and matured welcome once
To whom she gave her greeting there, that day. more the season which takes them back to
Pilgrims had come before them—safely found ‘years they shall never see “again, and forA sheltered shrine, and called it “ holy ground;”
when
And here our pilgrims dwelt.
One early dawn, ward to the glad eternal spring-time
all things shall be made new.
re
Amid the howlings of a snowy morn,
An angel infant, radiant with charms,
Our British Parliament has gone home to
Laid, as the gift of God, within their arms;

most in getting up the ovation, but Dr.
Mullens, of théL.ondon Missionary Society,

“Go bear

This child I give to the dark Indian lair!
Go dwell in what men call his ¢ smoky holes,

its Easter vacation.

It broke up innov

Greet my free sunshine, list to my free rains,

Feel summer’s

heat all free, and winter's snow,

Then publish a free God! My servant, go!”
The pilgrim went.
Uaguarded, all alone,

Paused not, till rocky Narraganset Bay
Broke on his gaze, just as his roble blood
Streamed through ‘his sandals, on the frozen
flood.
Loud roared the winds; the snow fell thick and
fast;

In midnight darkness swept the tempest past ;
On marched our pilgrim, great, and calm, an
strong,
.

Making the waste melodious with his song.
‘Week after weck, in blasts all sharp and keen,
Heknew net once what “bread or bed did mean
;”

Tossed to and fro, a famished, outcast man,
Yet of the hosts of freedond in the van!
God!

who

stooped

to own

and

His faithful servant in the wilderness!
‘Who, *mid the anthems of the upper sky,
. Heard freedom’s

champion from

mood.

Legislation

the desert cry;

Jed him, unhurt, still true, and pure, and great,
To rear the pillars of the first free stitte!
A kind enquiry through the journey broke ;
Strange words a wandering Indian chieftain
spoke:
“What cheer? O pilgrim! tell us, now, what
cheer?
Why to our waters doos the pilgrim steer?’
But higher tones than these our pilgrim heard;

signed

by

over

5,000

ministers

was

presented to the House of Comimons by Mr.
Miall, but the protest was presented

to Mr,

Gladstone by deputation. Both protest and
petition were needed, and there is no doubt
that they will be effective.
The bill will
be either remodeled or withdrawn.
Itis
interesting to note that you are discussing
a similar difficulty, and that you come to
the same conclusion that the majority in
comes to,—viz.:

Let us have

the

L. Post of Montrose,

Pa., takes

his

placeas

correspondent of the Baptist Union of Great

Britain and Ireland.

Mr. Post announces

with thankfulness the ratification of the
amendment of the constitution giving to
men of every race and color the right to
vote. It is a significant and: glorious result of your late struggle, in which all free
nations will rejoice.

The

next

July will enable you toread your

tion of Independence

Fourth of

declara-

“with new emphasis

and a jubilant voice. At length all men in
your great republic are ‘‘free” and have

“equal” political rights.

new

life to Chiistianity itself,

He has been

ery year for the College, and the money
always forthcoming.

The

London

Baptist Association, under Mr. Spurgeon's
presidency last year, and under Mr, W. J.

-

West Virginia Correspondence.

ff
‘
Lewis's this year, still continues. its efforts
on behalf of the Evangelization of the great
PERSONAL, .
. Some of our brethren may perhaps think
“Pilgrim, be strong, for thou shalt meet good city. Chapel-building goes on year by year,
a movement has been inaugurat:d to re- tit a little singular that I accepted the posicheer!
duce all chapel debts, and a mission hall is tion I now occupy, of State Superintendent
Plant, in'my name, 8 commonwealth nll free,
For man to love, and serve, and worship Me!
to be erected in one of the worst and most of schools. The reasons are:—1. It was
«+/{/nbind the conscience from all human ties;
degraded parts of London.
well nigh a necessity, caused by the ne-

"T'was now the spring time of another year
Since first the
f our pilgrim asked, * What
~ cheer”
And other sons of liberty were there,

The homesteads.of the wilderness to share,

Clear fountding bubbled by the green hill-side;

The well-known leader of the Hindu The(| ists ix now in London, and has received a

as was natural have busied themselves

of

There isno school in the

State, except the State University,

that has

so strong ahold on the confidence of its
leading men, or that is more strongly attracting the interest of students. We have

and such other

friends

as could

be

con-

that the Republicans will son lose sway
here. Itis true that they made a great mistake last fall, that came neaf being fatal,
but they are not likely to repeat it. Their

Sohithern sensibilities at the

‘materially increase. Without the negro vote,

the Republicans would carry the state this
fall. With it, the Republican majority will
be considerably increased.

, A.D. WILLIAMS.

Charleston, May 5, 1870,

Washington

Correspondence.”

Even the last number of the

THE NEW CAPITAL.
After a struggle of years, the State Capi-

wal, which had only temporarily been located

the Virginia

Central,

now

‘being organized, are.completed, it will be
very accessible—quiteas much so as any
point that could be chosen. As *‘ possession is nine pointsin law,” Charleston has
the inside track, and will likely retain
it.

Tod

when

completed

will

be the

the

West,

though,

of

course,

he

never

thought of going through the mountains
with a steam horse. A road from Pittsburg—the
Central—connecting with the
south west, and crossing the Chesapeake
not very far from here, will undoubtedly
be built in time—and at no very distant
time, either. It will pass very near, if not
immediately by, our school and mission at
Flemington—crossing the Baltimore and
Ohio in that vicinity. Another road is
projected from this place to Parkersburg.
These roads will afford an admirable railroad system for the state, and will open up
and develop almost untold resources, both

agricultural and mineral.
THE KANAWHA

°
VALLEY.

the

head of

which Charleston is situated, is a

The Kanawha Valley, near

most de-

* Radicals.”

But

it has

and is recoiling with fatal
own cause

and

friends,

overshot

effect
who,

itself,

upon
I

its

believe,

are really ashamed of it.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad is be-

coming a controlling force in the valley,and
is essentially a northern enterprise. Its
capital is northern,and its men are northern,

or else such southern men as really * accept the situation”— not in word only, but
in deed.
A radical change is obviously
and rapidly
taking place—both as to
the character

of leading influences,

fo the persons who wield them.

and

as

The real-

ly most influential; though perhaps not the
most noticeable, man in this valley to-day
is a true son of New England. In less than
fen years, perhaps in less than five, the

colored

fellow

citizens

enter

very:

a8 they are divided in their

preferences,

as wells.

as the whites, there is an ample field for discus-- sion open to them. On every street corner may be seen groups of these ‘‘American citizens ofs Many of them

are

the northern

cli-

mate is too rigorous. It is healthful, exceedingly fertile, abounds in almost untold and
openings for the profitable investment of ei
ther capital or enterprise, that

can

hardly

be excelled elsewhere.

POLITICS.
I do not share the fears of Bro. Brackett,

The

ACQUITTED,

*

verdict in tiis case will probably

‘lack in knowledge

they

make

up in zeal,’ and? »

sometimes proceed to blows by way of clinchingtheir

arguments,

The

colored

women

share

surpriSe no one. After a trial of nearly a largely in the political excitement. A morning: month, the prisoner was acquitted on the or two since, as I was passing a group of colored: .
plea of insanity. The evidence submitted men on the street corner, my attention was ar— completely vindicates the intimate friends rested by a colored woman who was talking to: .
thém very earnestly. Said she: “What do yous
of Mr. Richardson and his wife, and seems colored men go round hollerin’ and hurrahin’ fox- to make it plain enough that there were de white men for? Did you eber know dem to go-

just and reasonable grounds for a divorce.

round shoutin’ for a colored man? Why don’t you

As Mrs. Richardson was

put.up some of your own folks; put up a colored

the

witnesses’

stand,

not placed
she

has

upon

published,

since the trial, a full account of her marriage

with

McFarland,

and

the

reasons

which led to a separation.

This account

represents him as a drunken,

improvident,

cruel husband, and seems much

stronger.

evidence than that adduced in Court, to
show that, if not insane, he was continually

mad.

man and den holler for

tion met in New York last week, and

soon

became divided on the subject of a union
with the American Association. A union
was generally advocated, but the terms on
which it should be effected were the point
of difference.
One party desired a female
president for the United Association, the
other a double presidency, one of each sex.
The

differences

became

so

decided

that

him?

Dere would

be

tion.

One

of them seemed

to be laboringiw»

convert the.other to his views by an earnest: ar
gument or entreaty.
The other listened) atten- -

tively and quietly for awhile, but at Iémgth,..
throwing up his hands with a look of supreme:
disgust and contempt depicted upon his sabley
countenance,he exclaimed, “Oh pshaw | You can’t
lectioneer if you isn’t got de stamps”
MISCELLANEOUS.

The American Medical
in completely

Association succeeded

stultifying

themselves

over

the

“question of the admission of colored delegates before closing the session

of their

recent conven-

tion here. Dr. Sullivan, of Massachusetts, offered a resolution “That no distinction of race or
color shall exclude . persons claiming admission
to this Association who
are duly accredited
thereto,”and sustained it by a shortspeech.
The
delivery of his speech was interrupted by storms
of hisses and outcries, and at its close his reso-lution was voted down, 106 to 60. The next vote:
taken by these sapient gentlemen was to adopt a»
resolution declaring that the question of color
had nothing to do with the exclusion of the re--

jected delegates! After this exhibition of candor

and veracity the convention adjourned sine die.
—The Northern Pacific Railroad bill meets with
determined opposition in the House.
It came
up on Thursday last, when, after afew five min:
ute speeches, the previous question was moved,
and the attempt made to crowd the bill through
without further debate, or giving opportunity
for amendment.
The opposition resorted to filaus ‘‘ might prevent unanimity of action.” ibustering and succeeded in staving off the
pasThat such a spirit should develop itself in sage of the bill. Yesterday it came up again,and
the proposition was made to the friends of the
connection with so important a movement
is sad indeed, and every friend of reform is bill that, if amendments were permitted to be
anxiously hoping for a union of sentiment offered and voted upon, the opponents of the bil}
would stop filibustering. This offer was rejected,
and effort.
.
and yesterday was spent in dilatory motiens:
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
without reaching a vote on the bill.
The views
A collision between an express and freight *of the opponents of the bill were well expressed
train occurred onthe Missouri Pacific Rail- in’ the five minutes’ speech of Mr. Ela, of N.H.
road near
Eureka,
Thursday morning. He denounced the bill as enormous in its grant
of lands; as a scheme to enable the eompany to
Both trains were badly smashed,and about mortgage
to European money-lendersa domain
twenty persons were killed. The wounded larger than half a dozen of their petty kingdoms
will exceed that number, though none of for the purpose of bringing hither the scum of
the wounds are of a serious nature. A European population to compete with, and de-misunderstanding of orders on the part of press the farmers of the West; asa proposition
the engineer of the freight train was the to bring hither the vagrant hordes of Asia tobuild the road, a people undesirable,
alien in
cause of the accident.
blood, and pagan in religion.
It would also embarrass the government in refunding the pablic
GEN. JORDAN IN NEW YORK.
debt, by throwing upon the market a .competing
General Thomas Jordan, commander-inloan at higher rates of interest and : better securichief of the patriot army in Cuba, arrived ty. The bill will probably pass,. ultimately, as:
in New York-on the 7th inst. He comes the land grabbers appear to have combined” with:
their various
through
the hope of carrying
for munitions of war, and to awake sympaschemes ; but the resistance made to this bill will
thy in behalf of the struggling Cubans. call the attention of the country to the enormous
He reports the Cuban cause in a better con- plunder of the pubile domain that is presposed;.
dition than at any previous stage of the and it is hoped will arrest many of these schemes:
The system of land-grants to railroads has been
war, and affirms that the success of the

revolution depends only on time.

His army

now numbers about ten thousand men,

well

will

and

of vast benefit to the Western country

continue to be, ifexercised moderately and jus
diciously.

The Illinois Central Railroad received:

equipped and
supplied with
artillery. six sections of land to the mile. This was thought:
The season is in favor of the patriots, and to be a munificent endowment -in those days.
the General reports that they are in high But it ‘was left for the Northern Pacific railroad
spirits. He thinks the Spaniards have lost to throw all others into the shade in the matter of
their opportunity for putting down the land-grants. To this road were given forty secrevolution, and that the resul’, though it | tions to the mile,~a solid belt of land forty miles.
may be remote, will certainly be in his
vor.
;
FRENCH

fa-

The vote in France gives about five millions majority in favor of the Emperor's policy. Paris and a few of the larger cities
gave an opposing vote, amounting to about
one and a half millions in all.

wide the whole length
comes this present

bill

to

now:

And

of the road.

enable them,

ease-

in

they can not find forty unoccupied sections te the

POLITICS.

There were

about fifty thousand opposing votes cast by
the army, but theré was a majority of nearly two hundred thousand to offset the opposition. There was some rioting in the
streets of Paris, on Tuesday. night,the 10th,
and several barricades were thrown up, but
they were carried by the troops and members of the police force, not, however,
without a slight loss of life on both sides.
As one of the results of the vote, the minis-

try have resigned, and there will be a new
one formed, with Ollivier at its head.
VENEZUELA.

mile in a belt a hundred miles wide, to extend:
their locations twenty miles wide, so that in the

most valuable-and

fertile sections

of territory:

through which the road passes, the company wills
have sixty square miles of land for every mile of:

road they build. . It is high tifle to pause in<
this career of profligate donation of the public
lands.—The Senate are engaged in the considera~
tion of the legislative, executive, and judicial appropriationdill.
An amendment proposing to

appropriate $500,000 for the

erection of a State

Department brought on quite a lively discussion
upon the removal of the Capital to the Mississippi valley. Senator Howell, Schurz and Yates opposed the appropriation of any more money for
the erection of public buildings here, and Senator"
Yates predicted that the Capital would be re-

moved within ten years. Nevertheless the amend
ment was adopted by a vote of 41 to 15.

Senator

Morrill, of Vt. , deliverd a long and carefully pre-

pared speech on the tariff, on Monday, but the:
prospect of passing a general
session grows

fully less.”

siege und daily expected to yield.
Thwhole civil. political and military force of
the Government has become demoralized,

and. President Monagas

was muking

ull

“smaller

by

Senator Wilson’s

this.

Tariff bill at
degrees and

army

beauti--.

bill wag be-

BR

:

[4

Ww.

hasteto quit the country, Affairs could n't
well be in a worse con ition. The state
troops are poorly clad, are without food,
and have no money to purchase supplies,

The Mexican Congress has voted so to: amend
the Constitution as to create a Senate. It now

There is no faith in the public «flicers, und

prisonerat Puebla. It is rumored that’ the Mormons are looking to Mexico as a plice of refuge.

a general gloom has settled over the country.

-

some sense in dat.”
On another occasion two:
colored men were noticed engaged. in conversa.

WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE.
The national Woman's Suffrage Associa-

awaits ratification by the States.

tionists are unusually quiet.

The revolu.

The President is

expected to pardon the son of Santa Anna, now a

1 Ye
%
DN

.

well informed and :

The revolution in Venezuela, once sucscepter will have departed from the old
fore the Senate yesterday, and it was apparent
regime,and thrift and progress will hold and cessfully checked, has again spread over ' from the discussion that it will either not pass as:.
Barcelona has been all, or be so Hpdifed gs to be of little consewield it. Since coming into the valley, my the whole country.
feelings have under-gone an almost com- captured by the revolu'ionisis, and the Gov- quence. The bill for the abolition of the-frankprivilege has been before the Senate the past :
plete change concerning it. Repulsion has ernment only ho'ds a few seaport towns ing
week, but it was soon laid aside and its prospects:
At
last
advices
Caraccas
was
in
a
state
of
given place to attraction. It is far enough
are not at all brilliant at the present time:.
south for those to~whom

:

heartily into the excitement of the contest, ang:

formed, and, as is usual in such cases, what they

MCFARLAND

—

shortest and best route from the seaboard
to the West. It is the route surveyed ' by
Washington, for the great thoroughfare to

Our

PRE

haveah intelligent comprehensign of the mat-ters they discuss.
Others are not so well in---

‘| cliques were formed, and meetings were
RAILROADS.
held simultaneously in different places.
The Chesapeake and Ohio is already finish- Mr. Tilton presided at one meeting, and
ed from the east to White Sulphur Springs, polities, the divorce question, &c., were disa point within the State, 109 miles east of cussed. Henry Ward Beecher presided at
us. Itis expected thatit will be finished the other, and the question of suffrage ocfrom the westto this place, and perhaps cupied the most of the time. The Boston
east of us, the present season. The inter- organization has fallen out of the favor of
me diate distance has seme hard grading both the Union and American Associations,
and tunneling, that will take some time and it was feared that ¢* fundamental differlonger to accomplish. It is a magnificent ences of character” of the puritanic Bostoniwork, and

cans,

African descent,” engaged in earnest political dis--

Events of the Week.

* regu-

lar” Baptist paper gives us a handsome
compliment. If what has been promised
us by the denomination had been given us,
our way would be entirely clear before us.
Perhaps I ought ‘to add, that, although
giving most of my time to the duties of
this office, Istill retain my interest in, and
connection with the college. -

evokes as much feeling and is accompanied with:
all the noise, display and excitement of a Presi
dential campaign elsewhere, Three candidates are in the field, all claiming to be good Republi--

cussion.

other respects. Friends have increased in
attachment, new friends have constantly
been made, and opposition has lasgely died

not.

idea of negro

suffrage is over—as it will pass here as it
has elsewhere—the white radical vote will

been nnusually fortunate, in these and in

glect of the denomination to meet its obli- inexhaustible mineral wealth, and presents

gations to the W. Virginia Mission, 2. The
very cordial welcome from all classes of position was so spontaneously and heartily
Protestants and from a representative of the offered, that it was not easyto refuse—it
Jewish persuasion.
Perhaps the Unitari- seemed providential. 8. Bro, Brackett,
ans,

the‘number

delivering lectures on this theme at the Roy- lightful valley, the most pleasing and inal Institution. His lectures arc considered teresting in the State. Its soil is exceedingly
to be a covert attack upon orthodox Chris- fertile—albeit it has been subjected to the
tian faith. Only his first lecture is publish- most exhausting processes of Virginia farmed. He is a man of vast learning, of kindly ing. Under other processes, its producheart and most devout spirit. Anything he tiveness Would be amazing.
may say deserves a candid and generous
r
‘
CHANGE.
hearing. He is certainly nota new TheoThis part of the State has” hitherto been
dore Parker nor even a Keshub Chunder
:
Sen.
more intensely southern and consequently
May my closing words have a personal ‘‘ conservative” than any other portion of
and denominational bearing? With regret West Virginia. Even recently, a sort of
we learn that Dr. Grahamis not able to Ku Klux organization has been gotten up,
visit us again at present,and that he will not ostensibly ¢* to prevent negro supremacy’—
‘therefore be present atour Centennial As- really, by fair means and foul, tv perpetusociation in June next. Itis desirable that ate a southern rule and to put down the

nominational catechism and no denomintional or sectarian religious teaching.
The Annual Conference of Pastors formerly connected withMr. Spurgeon’s College,
and the annual meeting of the supporters of
the College, show the increasing influence some brother should come in his stead. Dr.
of the great Baptist preacher.
Mr. Spur- Ball, we trust, will not disappoint us. He
geon ‘himself is in good health and spirits. will receive a hearty welcome, whether he
No trace of his indisposition remains. In comes alone or with a colleague. It would
the most hopeful and joyous mood he met do the Editor at Dover good to cross the
his flock of preachers, and with all his old Atlantic again and breathe our island air,
freshness and power he joined them in Con- and it would do us good in England to see
ference and prayer. It was your correspon- bim-again. Would not the Star be able to
dent’s privilege to be present both at the rise and shine for a few weeks by the aid of
Conference and the annual supper, and other hands and heads, were he to accomgreatly was he impressed with .the vigor, pany the New York editor?
The Centenary
buoyancy
and spiritual life manifested Bazaar is in course of preparation
Orissa
.
throughout the proceedings. About £1,200 on the east and
America on the west are
were obtained by the annual supper given
Joining, we hope, to give interest and cosby one of the Deacous of the Metropolitan
mopolitanism to the celebration.
tabernacle. About £5,000 are needed evTaomAs GospBY,
seems

than hinder, the

study the Bible for ourselves.
In reading at Wheeling— has been fixed at this place,
and the State offices were removed hither
his addresses, one feels that, if the mind of |
on the first of April last. There is,” howIndia, in escaping from the pollutions of
ever, much dissatisfaction existing, and it
idolatry, must pass through the deep waters
is possible that it may yet be removed to
-of a philosophical theism, the peril is great;
some other point. The chief difficulty is
but it may prove by God's grace a purifyinaccessibility, as it cannot yet be reached
ing baptism, and at last the shores of asimby railroad, and only by a round-about
ple and earpest trust in the Saviour may
route
by river. This, however, will in
sifely be reached.
time be remedied. When the Chesapeake
A sketch of the life of Dr. Baron Stowe and Ohio railroad, now in process
of rapid
appears in last week’s Freeman, and Mr. A. completion, and

He listened ; ’twas Jehovah’s sovereign word;
And thus it published in his willing ear:

Leave that to Him who rules above the skies!”

ly increasing.

without the Bible. She may not accept the
dogmas and doctrines presented through
the various churches whose missionaries labor in her midst; she is confounded and
perplexed with the different religious denominations but the spirit of Christ, he
believed, India would one day accept. He
reminded his hearers also that Christianity, 4

goes rather

Bible in our schools, but let us have no de-

And made each waste he trod a house of prayer.
Stern winter was upon him ;—but his way

wondrous
bless

tion

England

His solitary track through wilds unknown,
‘Weary and sick, he knelt in freedom there,

O

amiable

4.

generally,

students has increased to over one hundred,
and the influence of the school is manifest-

rise, thou hast slept too long;” and India
arose. England went out with the Bible

in its founders, in its earliest traditions, in
its first laborers, was Oriental and Asiatic.
Leave us to ourselves, he added, and let us

acceptance.

Since my previous note,

sister,

hard; the wheels grate, and the friction
produces undue heat. The Irish Land Bill
is unpalatable to our landed aristocracy.
The Peace Preservation Bill was very nau-

What sweet MELANCTHON hoped, but daved not
say,
Was given that pilgrim of the West that day!
There, in the wilderness, (God bade him stand,
And hear and publish His supreme command :
“Go, from the desert, pure, and true, and still,
Proclaim the freedom of the human will!
Go, scale my mountains, traverse all my plains;

that it would help, rather

‘gave a most interesting account of himself
and his party. He saw,he said, the finger
of an all-wise Providence ‘working for the
redemption of India, and he recognized in
the connection with England the beginning
of brighter and moresglorions days for his
country.
England came and knocked at
“Noble

strongly -advised

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 11,710:
College at Flemingtoa. -5. It sa position
LOCAL AFFAIRS.
white
vote
of great usefulness, and its demands seemwill not be much increased this
.| fall, over last fall, but will not drop much,if
Lcal politics are exceedingly lively here} just
ed imperative.
isl
[}
any, behind it. And when the shock to the now. The contest for the Mayoralty of the city
THE COLLEGE; “

great Father and Lord of the Universe, and
at a meeting at Hausner Square Rooms

Mr. Peabody’s benefactions on behalf of
the London poor will not speedily be forgotten by an age in which money is the
And teach my gospel to benighted souls.”
measure of all things. Mr. Mason of BirThe strangers went.
Where savage heathen
mingham has given, I think, about £100,’
.000
to some local objects of charity, and Sir
"They told the being and the love of God;
seous to Parliament.
It can not be agreeAnd, what their fellow pilgrims gave them not,
able to have to curtiil the freedom of the F. Crossley now gives £20,000 to the LonThey found a welcome in the Indian’s cot.
press, and to repress sedition and rebellion. don Missionary Society, £10,000 to the PasKind, and all loving, was their meek exploit,
The Education Bill for England and Wales tor's Retiring Fund of the CongregationalAnd gravely listened stern old Massasoit,
.
|
suffers from the pressure. of Irish legislation ist body, and offers to give £10,000 to erect
‘Where Wampanogs and Narraganset men,
and perhaps from its own inherent weak- anew Infirmary at Halifax, and £10,000 as
Dwelt by the ocean beach and rocky glen.
Proud Philip, stern Canquicus, had learned
ness. The opposition to certain provisions of aloan-fund to assist men and women of
Faith was all born in man, but never burned ;
the Bill is insurmountable. Non-conformists good character in his native town.
Minantonomah, generous as, brave,
Professor Max Muller, who is engaged in
unanimously protest against taking a long
Could never think the rack had power to save.
translat
ing
the Vedas, is anxious to do for
step
backward
even
in
the
supposed
interHeaven had ordained with these barbarians wild
More than religion what he has done for language,and
To lodge these strangers and their helpless child; ests of national education.
5,000 ministers of all denominations have what Cuvier did for anatomy.
And, in the dark and gloomy desert wold,
He would
Their glorious mission to the world unfold.
signed a protest against endowing denomdiscover the purpose that runs through the
Sprung from Jehovah’s hand, for all the earth,
inational religious teaching by the State or religions of mankind, and construct the
Free-will, free-worship, in that spot had birth.
by local rates, against ‘The Conscience
true civitas Dec on foundations as wide as
What CALVIN taught not, on the banks of
clause” which requires a Non-conformist the ends of the worli. The Science of Re“ Rhone,
British citizen
to claim religious toleration ligion, he considers, may be the last of the
‘What LUTHER, in his convent, had not known,
sciences which man is destined to elaborate ;
‘What WICKLIFFE only saw, like walking trees, in schools, supported by national money,
and againstany government inspection or but when it is elsborated it will, he thinks,
What Kxox but faintly heard
in Scotland’s
breeze,
supervision of religious teaching.
A peti- change the aspect of the world and give a
And with it came God’s voice to them:

sulted,

[It was supposed, by the friends

Dean Stanley, Jord Lawrence and others
kave taken part in. Keshub Chunder Sen
preached at a ‘Woitarian chapel upon the

the doors of India and said:

No. 20%

=

in her hand, and though the early British
O ’twas a glorious freedom that he brought,—
Freedom of heart—freedom of spirit—thought; | rplers were corrupt, yet when the Bible was
Unfettered by the grasp of ptiest or sword,
received and studied, India found in it new
The peaceful freedom of the Jiving Lord!
guidance and inspiration. She can not do,
Fear not the people!
Let the word go forth!
Sound it from East to West, from South
to
North;

1. Any person who takes a paper
regularly from the
POSOTLIE me Bethor directed to
his name or another’s
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all
, or the publisher may contin.
ue to sead it until piyment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periorlicals from the post-office, or
remo
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie
ence of intentional fraud.
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spirituality and omnipresence of God, the

The rude, mysterious and barbaric tongue,
In which the heathen savage spoke, or sung,
Our pilgrim garnered from its hidden nook,

LUTHER RB. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
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= | not wholly unlike those of - some. people in

Close of the Season.

| America.

For instance, the good old Pres“|'byterian deacon, who did not so much
‘mind his daughter wishing to be baptized
“but
, it grieved him to think she
(immersed)

was about to cast away all he had ever

galees has’ served,

in

some

instances,

to

companions

give the Santal mind an impetus it has failed thus far to receive among the Oriyas.
While in Orissa scarce a Santal has been
found able to read and write, except those
taught in our Mission schools. Here in Ben-

and ready for duty in the saddle whenever
called for.” But as the close of the season

tered the elements and made some progress
in the acquisition of knowledge. The three

while they
A few rods

discuss neighborhoed matters.
distant, under a similar. tree,

tethered “Don,

are

list named

Jeoe,—the

and

Charley

clean

being of “the

chews the cud, while his two

befits,”

faithful #pimals,. gal, numbers bave been met, who had mas:

ply their grinders,—all

and all the

converted brothers of this place, had not

little appendages of camp life, which have
ministered to our comfort the past cold sea-

only learned to read and write, but had ac-

has arrived, our tent, “lin set,”

son, are, for the most part, to be laid aside
for the next seven ‘or eight months, while

we beconf® indoor prisoners, watched
guarded by sun and ran.
~/. °

The unbounded freedogr
are able to roam the
the winter
need

Sib

months,

be, in the open

and

Sag which we
vey, during

five in tentd, Ow when
air,

is delightfully ex-

hilarating to both body and mind, and most
favorable. for purposes of itiderancy.
The
past cool season has been a very delightful
one. Extending over a period of more
than four months it has been broken in upon by only one short rain.
This occurred
about two months ago and gave a fine start
te verdure, foliage and vegatation generally. But idexorable Drought soon resumed his imperial sway, and now nearly everything is dried to a crisp, and-a large portion of the land has actually been overrun
by fire.
The droves of miserably lean,
gaunt cattle that wander about in search of
. afew blades of grass or a green twig, look
sufficiently woe-begone to have belonged to
the herds of old king Ahab, in the days of

quired some knowledge of the Ramazan and
other popular Hindu works, ere they became acquainted with the Gospel of Salva-

They had lost all confidence in the

tion.

tions, and so resisted him that he left him

been

as an example for us; but must have

something to fit him ‘for his great work.
We must remember that he was human in
every

sense

of

that word,—disobedience

alone excepted,—as well as divine. And
the apostle must have. had reference to
something in the shape of discipline when he
says of him,—** being made perfect, he
became the author of eternal salvation.”
And again,— ““ to make the captain of
their salvation perfect through sufferings.”
These sufferings must have been preparatory to his final great work,~ and sufferings, too, in enduring

temptation.

The strongest objection that we can see
to this view is, that it admits the possibility
tempta-

of Christ's yielding, as a man,

to

tion ; and yet we cannot see how
ture .can be harmonized upon
view of the subject. It must
that there was some great and

the Scripany other
be evident
important

purpose in seeking, as it were, that tempit was
said that
be
may
It
tation.
what
for an example to us; but
only

example

could it be to us, if he could not

yield? He may say

to us,—‘‘

I endured

religion of the Santals; and Pachu, the
_eldest brother, being the head man of his
village, had completely laid waste the village Jaher, or sacred grove, years ago.

that great temptation, to encourage you
to resist temptations,” but we reply,—

Hindu

could.”

teachers,

however,

little comfort, though they

afforded

see

by the very friends whom God has delegat-

ra

-

not their imminent

he

danger,

bedause

grace and man’s heaven-kindled love

have

And uch id I was enrap.”
Were it otherwise, favored |hel
| they will not think.
.
:
|’ for a season.”
ure
‘gran
e scene, and
many,
now
careless
and
impenitent,
would
~The
father
of
young
S.
had
become
80
|
"This voluntary submission to the tempt- |
‘shouted i
View nein od : Ht]
‘be
most
fearfully
alarmed,
seeking
the
saldeadened
by
hisown
daily
use
of
brandy,
am still more elevated and I- feel as if I
ation, and asit were seeking it, was pecuvation of their souls, until the controversy could cry aloud for joy when I see the light
liar to Christs’ mission, and not designed that he failed to see the cruel part he had
acted in the drama, and received the stroke he'ween them and their Maker was decid- of knowledge, secular and sacred, advanc-

done for her.”
soour
With the early dawn we are to strike
end,
an
has
earthly
- As everything
Our visit at Bhimpore
journ under the friendly Banyan must come tent and depart.
with feelings of deep
ered
rememb
be
time,
will
same
the
to a close, and much about
interest. We have, I trust, been enabled
Here,
terminates the present cold: season.
age the new believers in
for.the past ten days, we have come and’ to cheer and encour
preached the gospel to
have
‘and
Christ,
the
until
tree,
gone and dwelt under the
who have seldom if evvicinity
the
in
many
scene has come to have quite a home-like
;
beford.
it
heard
er
aspect. Here our attendants gather around
Benthe
with
contact
that
seem
would
It
places
fire
the camp fires, in the little mud
prepare our frugal meal,and also their own,

Jom iy
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them

¢¢ You endured because you could not do
otherwise. You might have fallen if you
No, some other object is apparent.

A.D.

entertained and

paid them; and their old father’and another
relative once made the pilgrimage to Gyar,
and Pachu himself also tried the virtues of
bathing in the sacred Ganges.
Still ill at
ease, their minds had become prepared to
entertain and ultimately to embrace the
plan of salvation by Christ, when it was
fairly presented to them.
Others may be

Intemperance—A Single Fact.
Amjd the green hills of New England, on
a white marble

slab, is written the name of

ed tothem as protectors?

as an

inscrutable- decree

ed.

of Providence.

But the trug-hearted mother looked on the

frightful wreck of her noble boy with pangs
of keenest

remorse,

Se

If the minister of the gospel would give
himself more

time for

reflection,

his ser-

mons would be more interesting and profit-

She felt that this fa-

able. Instead of being dry and monotonous, they would impart life and power,
kindling a flame of zeal in the heart which
could not be querched. Such would be the
comforted, but went down broken-hearted happy effects of the minister's labors, that
to her grave beside him. The young wo- he would have less occasion for complaint;
man whom he loved so fondly still lives, souls would be converted, and the Redeem
/
%
with a heart educated by suffering to feel er's kingdot advanced.
spend
would
Christ'an
‘professed
the
If
for and comfort the afflicted.
Her soulcrushing grief at first produced severe ill- more time in reflection, he would see more
‘ness, and for a long time her life -was des- beauty in religion, and more glory in the
paired of, but she looked to God for strength Cross. ‘The aspirations of his soul would
to bear her great sorrow, and he gave it to ascend to heaven and with an exulting
of the
ber; and striving daily to do bis will, and heart he would rejoice in the strength
Redeemer.
Sublimer
themes
would
atfollow the example of Jesus in going about
tract
the
mind
from
the
groveling
pursuits
spirchastened
with
waits
she
doing good,
it her summons to a home among the bles- of earth.
S. 8. C.
These are some of the benefits of reflecsed.
ther, by stimulating an appetite for
drink, had placed a dagger to his
‘which, in her blindness, her hand
cruelly to his vitals, and she would

ing from point to point and penetratin
deeper and deeper into the darkness, whic
I am sure is at last to be dispelled to allow
our earth to stand clear in the light of the
Sun of Righteousness.
ier

strong
breast,
pressed
not be

tion.

But to be profited ia this manner, all

.]

An Unprofitable Servant.
—

C—

“ Ah! yes,” said a gentleman, not looking nearly so humble as his “language, and
with a litle sigh, “I am an unprofitable
servant.” He did not appear particularly
distressed. In fact he seemed to feel some
pleasure in the reflection, and so he dwelt
with lingering emphasis on it, *‘ an unprofitable servant, sir.”
:
But, my dear sir, there were two unprofitable servants. With which of them do
you identify ously There was the man
to whom his departing Lord gave the one
talent, who,having

but a

master’s honesty,

buried it in the earth, and

:

po r opinion of his

banded it back, just as he got it, with,
*« There,

thon

hast that is thine.”

You

read of him in the 25th chapter of Matthew.

His Lord said of him, * Cast ye the unprofskould have set times for the employment itable servant into“outer
darkness;there
‘of their thoughts. This is ‘indispensable in shallbe weeping and gnashing of teeth.” .
i
order to grow in grace and in the knowl- Surely, my dear sir, yon do not think your:
_ Ina great revival recently enjoyed in
self that unprofitable
servant? You would
onéofthe fates, a gentleman connected edge of the truth. Tne mind should not be be more concerned if you did. Instead of
saffered to dwell continually upon earthly standing there playing with your watchwith one of the learned piofessions, became
objects to the utter exclusion of those of a chain, and with religious phraseology, too,
a subject of the converting grace of God,
heavenly nature. Tnis would be ‘ruinous you would be in your closet, on your knees
and in the first meeting in which he conto the soul, both for time and eternity. in an agony, © ing, *‘ God be merciful to
fessed Jesus, he said that, notwithstanding
Then you must mean anotha sinner I"
Wisdom would point out a better course,— me,
er. Then what other? In Luke xvii. 10,
they had seen his apparent quietness, he
the direction of our thoughts upon Christ. the Master said, * So, likewise ye, when ye
had’been miserably unhappy, feeling con- the believer's refuge.
7
S.H. B.

The

Sinful

in Pain.

victed that all was not well while living
without hope in Christ.” This is the case
with the unsaved generally. Thereis a terrible unrest.

* There is no peace,saith my

shall have done all those things which are
commanded you, say, ‘We are un rofitable
servants: we have done that which
is our
duty to do.’ ™ Is it with these you place

Selections.

yourself? But you see these have dome all

those things which were commanded them.
an only son belonging to one of the most God,to the wicked.” ‘The wicked travailYou dare not say that. Yet it was among
eth
with
pain
all
his
days.”
”
wealthy families of the place.
One unacthese you were tacitly placing yourself, as
in a like state of awakened inquiry.
The
reasons
of this
are obvious.
quainted with the sad story of youngS.
you credited yourself with a little amiavelopement of Creation.
How impoi tant that both the living teach- might read the inscription with a sigh, tbat 1. Those in sin and neglect of God are out
ble humility and said, ** I am an unprofitable servant.” Before this much-abused
erand the printed page be sent forth without the heir of so much wealth should die so of their proper element. Fish cannot live
in
stint through the length and breadth of the early, but to those who knyw him, wealth out of water. Men were made to be hapThe following is the closing summary of language again, pause and consider The
connection you place yourself.
which
land! Will not our friends at home pray would be lost sight of in view of the fear- py. In holiness and love they can be so. Rev. Dr. McCosh’s first lecture before the persons who may fitly say this, have done
earnestly, and give liberally, and so furnish ful struggle that he maintained for dear life, Outside of these they are out of their nor- Boston Theological Seminary, on the histo- their duty ; and if any one should laud and
the means for enlarging and vigorously with a demon that dogged his steps for mal condition and must be unhappy.
magnify them, as charitable corporations
ry and order of creation:
are apt to do when
prosecuting this glorious work so full of weeks, months, aye,years even, and thrust
2. Because of the powerful, frequent
And what do we learn from this rapid and collecting agents
« generosity” and ‘* munificence” have
him at last,in awful terror, into this untimerun
through
the
ages?
We
gather
first
Elisha.
In order to thrive well here, stock promise and so sure of an ample reward?
and indeed almost constant reproofs of
been displayed, thisis to be their modest
J. PHILLIPS,
ly grave.
>
requires care during the dry months,scarcethe Spirit. The wayward child of good that in the midst of the potencies of nature, renunciation of all merit. You do not
controling and subordinating them, there
Bhimpore, Mar. 11, '70.
ly less than during the winter months in
Sawyer grew up a noble type of man- parents, frequently told of his wrongs, not is a marshaling power, bringing order, I stand there; and there is nd other ‘‘ unAmerica.
Few natives,
however,
ever
hood,—fine in form, genial and dignified only has a sense of his folly, but feels that do not say out of confusion,—for there is |P rofitable servant,” but he who is doomed
:
make adequate provision for, feeding their
in bearing, and was considered a leader in he is condemned by his best friends, and no proof that ever there was confusion in to outer darkness.
"The Great Temptation.
We have bad numerous biographies of
God’s
universe;
chaos,
is
a
creature
of
the community,and placed in offices of trust has no union with them and with what is
stock. Great detorioration and frequent losstl
fr
rofitable servants, sometimes, indeed, a
a very early age.
‘But the morning that really good. He who rebels against the heathenism aud was never seen in the actues.ave the necessary results.
“Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wil
al world,—but producing order where there } ittle one-sided, and highly colored, but’ yet
The past four months have, it is probable, derness. to be tempted of the devil.”—Matt. 4:1. beamed so brightly was soon shut in by the government under which he lives, or is-a might
have been confusion; making a inthe main good. Shall we ever got a
And immediately the Spirit driveth him into the darkest of clouds.
He loved the inebriating traitor to his country’s cause, feels that this cosmos where there would have been a sketch of an unprofitable servant? It should
witnessed more itinerant labors by the mem- «wilderness.
And he was there in the wilderness
be perfectly fair, recounting all the favorable
bers of our Mission than any previous cold forty days tempted of Satan.”—Mark, 1: 12, 13. cup that ‘‘at last biteth like a serpent, and government and all the principles of right chaos. ‘Herbert Spencer indeed tells us, points; the unblemished life; the steady,
in
his
usual
dogmatic
manner
and
in
his
condemn him. God reproves and conseason since its commencement.
Both mis- « And Jesus being full of the Holy Spirit, returned stingeth like an adder.”
the business qualities that
customary generalizing flights, that the regular habits;
success ; the family launched in
sionaries and native preachers have all been. from Jordan, and was led by the Spirit into the wil
His father believed in the use of spiritu- demns transgressors. Ahd in sin the ‘al- operation of pbysical law must be benefi- hed
derness, being forty days tempted of the devil”’—
more or less extensively engaged,
and
ous liquors as a beverage, and being a man most constant feeling is, that there is no cial. But Isee no necessity for this; I 1 fe; the perfectly colorless character that
Luke4:1, 2.
never rebuked ‘a wrong, and never made
much good seed must have been widely
of wealth,always kept his family generous- union with God and the eternal principles can find no security for it. If these laws be an enemy smengs world of rebels against
One of these writers says that ‘‘ he was
of
right.
:
blind
forces
they
might
as
readily
produce
ly supplied with brandy. Sawyer with his
scattered.
Will not our friends, in the
God; with
a pathetic paragraph on
ying
led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be
3. A sense of guilt. Guilty for wrong destruction as beneficent construction, and
then it shoul
and
struggle;
a
home churches fervently pray that the seed tempted of the devil.” This was the ob- superior mental capacities, saw, before he
without
doing. Conscience declares it. God is would probably produce now the one and enumerate the talents buried, the opporiuthus sown may spring up and bear fruit, ject for which he ‘¢ was driven into the was seventeen, the pernicious effects of a
True, if they be modes of
greater than the conscience. He declares now the other.
God's intelligent action, the issue must be nities spurned, the good undone, the posi"yes, produce a rich and glorious harvest of wilderness.” He was led out there on pur- free use of this fiery poison, felt in his guilt. It is distressing
to the whole beneficent, but it is because there is intelli- tive evil strengthened, the godliness made
souls? Is it not worth while to inquire pose to be subjected to temptations, growing appetite for it, that there was dan- soul.
evil example handed down,
.
gence in them and benevolence in them. respectable, the
of others shielded
selfishness
whether our work is not and has n t been Would he not meet safficient temptations ger, and this consciousness of danger was
natural
the
4, Fear of wrath to come. Death and It might be difficult to prove directly from- and sanctioned, the tone of Christian living
And
greatly retarded for the want of strong faith in the course of his mission; would they enough to arouse him to resistance.
retribution are to come. ¢¢ A fearful look- nature that God must have created these lowered, the good impulses of others checkand earnest, believing prayer? If the bless- not come naturally upon him ; need he es- to fortify himself against the encroaching
ing for of judgment.” ¢ The fear of the sixty elements with their properties, as ed, and the general *‘ aid and comfort”
ings we receive bear any proportion to the pecially seek them? Why go voluntarily. enemy, he wrote a pledge never to taste wicked, it shall come upon him.” Fear they appear in the world. But then these given to the King’s enemies, the brake put
elements are so suited to each other, and
faith we exercise, isit at all surprising that into temptation: Then is not this example intoxicating liquors again, and signed it
and that by
is a tormenting passion of the mind. Some their properties so act on each other, that upon the wheels of His chariot,
King's serthe
with
a
bold,
firm
hand,
as
if
satisfied
that
of
be
to
claiming
persons
our souls are lean and meager, and our la- contrary
to the spirit of his prayer,—
we seem to see design in their very make
¢ through fear of death are all their. lifewith a
close
a
to
draw
should
It
vants.
nothing
could
ever
prevail
against
a
resobors destitute of the desired results? O how ¢¢ Lead us not into temptation?” Is there
and structure, and we do seem entitled to
73d Psalm, with
Until twenty he time subject to bondage.”
argue taat they have been created by the calm exposition of the
bountiful is Divine goodness, that even in not less danger of falling by temptation in lation so firmly fixed.
Ye in sin, turn at once from it. You same intelligence as adapts them to each particular emphasis on verses 4 and 17,
spite of cur weak faith, the seed of the king- the path of duty, than when we seek temp- withstood manfully the temptation into
* they have no bands in their death,”—
have
had suffering enough. Do you wish
dom does here and there catch ‘the good tation? Then again, ‘he was led by the which his mistaken father cruelly led him, more? Are you desirous of the pains of other. Thus we have a being of power ¢« until I went into the sanctuary, then unworking to produce ends. These ends be- derstood I their end.” Alas! that there
ground,spring up and bear fruit,some thirty, Spirit.” Itled him out there on purpose and kept his pledge unbroken in daily sight
more and more wondrous. The should be so many subjects among avowed
the second death? There is good for you. come
of
the
decanter
of
brandy.
some sixty and some an hundred fold.” to subject him to temptation. “*‘ For God
Real good in this life and eternal bliss in blind forces are made to work out ideas in Christians for such a record !
the Platonicsense. The Mundus SensibilTrue thus far, in the history cf our Indian cannot
Then he was prostrated by severe sickbe tempted
with evil, neither
that which is to come. To-day the Saviour
The unprofitable servants never think of
Mission, these fertile spotg_have been very tempteth
he any man.” Does this not ness, and his physician, as is too often the will receive and love you, if you will come is appears as the Mundus Intelligibilis, how much they owe to the Lord for spiritutaking forms with geometric proportions,
much like angels’ visits, few and far be- rather seem to clash with the spirit of this case, prescribed spirits as a restorative. At
benefits, and they feel no obligation to
unto him.
F.
and of testhetic beauty, assuming colors of al
render
again to Him on this ground. Any
tween.
But, the Lord be prised, they ex- Scripture ?
first
he
peremptorily
refused
to
taste
it,
but
harmonious hues, and giving evidence of a religion they have came to them by circumist! Witness Bangsee Mahantee’s party at
.
Could Christ yield to temptation? It may his mother, in her great anxiety for his relofty intelligence. In the midst of these, stances, and they assume it will reach othDay-gadia, and the three Santal brothers be said that he could not have yielded to covery, insisted that he should take a little,
sensation and feeling appear, and there is ers—as far as necessary—in the same way.
Human and Divine Love.
a wonderful structure of limb and joint and
and others in thisvery place. And in how the temptation. What then could have just for a medicine, and at last he’yielded.
any heed to calls for aid
nerve to furnish means of activity and of They never give
many other locations, the precious
seed been the object of his voluntarily submit- It seemed a small matter, but it was like
or Bible classes.
schools,
Sabbath
in
How strange that, to-night, far away
enjoyment, which in the whole animal
Tong since sown, with weeping, is even now ting to the temptation; and if he could not openinga crevice in a bank against pent- from home,in a foreign land, where the dear creation becomes great beyond our compre- They fully believe that Sunday is a day for
a little extra sleep. They see no. necessity
swelling, germinating and preparing to yield wouldit have been a temptation? up waters.
His slumbering appetite for tones of my mother’s voice can not reach hension.
for burdening the church with collections,
burst forth into life, who can tell? The sowWe now see that this' intelligent is also
The apostle says: *‘ He. was tempted in brandy was so’ quickened by commencing men or her kindly hand minister to me, that
they will not take any
Crowning all, we and for their part such
er continues to go forth and scatter the all points like as we are;” then adds,—
again its daily use, that he nevermore was 1 shouid feel the strength, the fervor, tlie a benevolent power.
things. When the
about
trouble
have the law written in the heart, declarseed beside all waters.
His labors, feeble « yet without sin.”
Why add that, if he master of himself; yet his whole soul re- unwavering love of that mother, as never ing that right is above might; and we have church is to-be rebuilt they see no occasion
for it; it served their fathers, who were
and imperfect though they are, are watched could not sin. ¢¢ For in that he himself belled against slavery to Intemperance,and b. fore! Ican realize it fully now,—how
the good advancing in the midst of opposi- just
as good as they were.
Asfor increasover by the eyeof Omniscience, and a di- hath suffered being tempted,”—Heb. 2: 18. hence the bitterness of the cup of misery like a perfect mantle of light and warmth
tion, and asserting that it will at last subing
the
minister's
salary,
they
are sure
vine hand is pledged to give the increase.
and comfort, it has ever been around me; due all to itself and rule in the name of they have given as much as ever they got;
How could he have suffered, if he could which he drank to the very dregs.
And we now see what God reckons which is perfectly true. They do not ap“ Inno season since my return to India, not have yielded? - Or did he suffer because
who becomes stich without so perfect that I did not realize what life God.
the highest of all, and this is holiness,
a
weather
cold
wy
not?
compunctioy, may live stupidly
on for would be without it. Just as we come to holiness not independent of intelligence, prove of sending missionaries abroad, they
have I so much enjoyed
he really wanted to yield and could
labors as during the past.
With the ex- If this be so how would he be *‘ able to years, byta constant struggle, such as was live through the long, bright summer days but a holy intelligence, a holiness not inde- are all wantedat home; they object to so
many ministers being ut home when there
ception of a portion of January, occupied succor them that are tempted?” Also in maintaided by young S., soon wears ouf the in a charmed unconsciousness of their gold- pendent of love but a holy love. God is is so much want abroad. They dislike
same in all time, but as the ages roll
in attending ‘‘the week of prayer” and Hin- Hebrews, it is said: ‘For consider him life. He knew,and his friends knew, unless en beauty ; but when the chilly November the
on they display higher and ever higher prayer-meetings, because they interfere with
dar jattras, we have labored mostly among that endured such contradictions of sinners he again obtained control of himself, that days come upon us, we turn lovingly to perfection. These three, the power, the the family, and they decline to have the
he must speedily die. Yet, strange to tell, those summer days and keep them in our intelligence, the love, are thus the three family turned into a prayer-meeting. No
but ye be weary and
the Santals around and west of Santipore.
against himself,
word of theirs ever encouraged a minister
acquainted
become
and
endured
see
which unite to form the pure, or
Chirst
to
As
his father still kept before bim the fatal hearts. If in all the days of her motherly beams
The desire
faint in your minds.”
other Christian worker: no act of theirs
whole
light
of
a
holy
love.
We
have
now
care she had. once withdrawn her tender
with the Santal converts here, in the close them and did not yield, so you have his brandy.
ever
helped a fallen one to rise, or kept-#
risen to the contemplation of a God, the
power
of the traveling season, led to our present example
to encourage you to endure
Sawyer loved most tenderly a beautiful, anxiety and self-denial, I should have seen same as is described in the word: God is a feeble one from falling. Their great
that
yisit. We feel abundantly repaid for our them.
true-hearted maiden, who loved him no less how rich her gift of love. But her time, spirit, God is love, God is light. Those is that which is called in Latin—would
it had died with the language—uwis inerlie,
Our hearts have been cheered, and
pains.
What were the temptations most likely fervently in return, and her plighted troth her strength, her pleasure have been so are the stars which have come out of the which means, the force of inertness: They
Santals
the
of
conversion
the
in
puietly
and
willingly,
yes,
so
gladly
and
star-dust
to
form
one
grand,
central
sun.
of
our faith
are endowed with the one qualification for
to beset his paths? He was to be a perfect to him was as the golden sunshine of heaystrengthened. Our new friends have been egmple as well as sacrifice ; and to present en that brought summer to his soul. : But warmly bestowed, that it has been selfish- pure and dazzling brightness, which we the eldership of which Dr. Guthrie tells us.
Attend worship
with us daily, especially to
ly received and enjoyed, withouta sign of cannot open our eyes without seeing, but The candidate—who proposed himself—
example he was to take the seed of when he found his resolutions of reform
which, as we gaze upon it, causes our eyes could not visit the sick, or lead in prayer,
in the tent at evening. They appear sio- that
appreciation from me.
to close in awe and adoration.
Abraham, ‘ be aman of sorrow and ac- were of no avail,—that, notwithstanding all
but he thoughthe could be *' aye objecteere, honest, simple hearted and earnest.
O sorrowful regret! May thy shadowy
I do not know whether any of my hear- ing.” They object to increase of mission
quainted with grief.” He was to place him- his efforts, the destroyer was: gaining upon
Their position at once exempts them from
ers have gone up from the Riffelberg to
our condition, and be subject to all him, his generous nature recoiled from bind- wings be lifted from my heart, and I be Gorner Grat, in the high Alps, to behold collections, to mission Sunday schools, to
all suspicion of sinister motives in embrac- self in
destiny, and brought once more into full enjoyment.
miserable
his
Memorial Funds, to all excitement, to overshare
to
life,
her
ing
human
of
trials
and
ills
common
the sun rise. Every mountain catches the
ing the gospel. - Their resolution to remain the
churches, to talking about the West, to
the ordinary powers of bis he released her from the engagement. Then shall I be safe and happy though light, according to the hight which the full
use
only
and
all Boards, Societies, and committees genamong their own people, where they are
he
anguish,
no
other
love
be
mine.
No
other,
his
of
bitterness
the
in
Then,
proupheaving
forces
which
God
set
in
motion
support,
own
erally. They object to handsome churches
converted and shunned as outcasts, equally human nature for his
birth, and prayed for did I say? O Christ! who prayed in has given it. First the point of Monte though others pay for them ; but they will
tection and defense. No miracles are tobe cursed the day of his
exempts them from motives of vanity.
Rosa is kissed by the morning beams, not go to shabby churches. They do not
the garden of Gethsemane, who died upon
by divine power to be used for his death to free him from his wretchedness.
blushes for a moment and forthwith stands
Raju, thé middle brother, who has been wrought
the cross, who now lives and intercedes for
spirit; they disapprove of
Mania
a
potu
succeeded,
and
he
felt
own personal benefit.
clear in the light. Then the Breithorn, believe in public they are for every one
James, came in yesterday.
professions;
high
me,
[
had
read
of
thy
suffering
and
thy
absent with
Now possessing divine power, what would himself pursued by unnumbered devils, love with4 far-off tendernesss, but now 1 and the dome of Muschabel, and the Mat- minding his own business; they see no
He at once manifested a warmth of affecand twenty other grand mountains necessity for all this stir about perishing
be most likely to do? Use that power and saw before him countless yawning write it with tears. How have Ibeen blind terhorn,
he
embracing
° the distant Jungfrau, receive milliofts ; and had they been there, ‘when
tion, and a degree of Christian zeal which
conto
fearful
too
agony
an
with
for his own benefit. The three great temp- graves,
Thad’ not previously noticed in either of tations that would be most liRely to beset template. This could not last long, death to its blessedness! But this human .each,in its turn, the gTadden rays, and the grateful woman broke her alabaster box
blush each for a brief space, and
then rethe other converts, unless I except Sanatan- bis paths would be to use his divine fame overtook him, and here,in this rural nook, mother-love has interpreted to me thine main bathed in sunlight. Meanwhile the of ointment and anointed the Saviour, they
and.
ed
heart
warmare
own, and now I see and feel; its infinite valleys between lie, deep down,. dark and would bave seconded the vote of censure
Both these brethren
for his own. personal support, as he might the birds sing as sweetly, and the summer perfection, and cldim it for my own. .
moved by Judas, and demanded,
ts
elemen
the
s
posses
to
r
appea
dismal as death. But the light which has upon her,
and
zealous,
having winds kiss as gently the green turf above
not
‘
straits;
great
what Jposs is. this waste P"—Dr.
to
“To
reduced
be
has
Raju
God and Christ and mother love! These risen is the light of the morning, and these Hall, in the Evangelist.
"of earnest, ‘devoted workers.
where to lay his head.” The Jews bad him, as though his brief life had not thus
shadows are even now lessening, and we
twice been out with us in the villages. He come to believe that the Messiah was to been crushed outin torture. But will not help make a heaven indeed.
are sureythey will soon altogether vanish.
He
is
earpoinf.
the
andéo
well
a
ns
_ teaso
Such is the hopeful view I take of our
establish a temporal kingdom, and he his sorrowful history yet speak to many
far
go
to
longs
and
‘nest and affectionate
world. “‘ Darkness covered the earth and
he was, tempted to father and motherand physician, and give
see
The Présen BS
we
as
be,
would
Reflection.
_ andmeaxto preach the good news among use bis divine power for that purpose. point to the woe pronounced against him
gross darkness the people ;” but God's light
——
YO
RO
gods
the
can fe forsake
.

his people.

“How

’ and customs we have so long observed and

worshiped P™ ¢arnestly asked & grey headed
sire, this morning, as Raju’ pressed them

with

thesin and folly of their vague,legendworship.

A

familiar illustra

‘And he might

be tempted

to unnecessari-

ly go int® great danger, and then extricate
bimself therefrom by his -divine power,

and thereby fall in the midst of his misgion. So he is subjected to all these tempta-

and they
the enquirerof the fol- tions before he begins his labors, be after
ever
will
than
severe
more
0 what was worthless, are

gon.to

jo. The feel.

wards.
il

with

Sohe went forth to Hitétghe devhis

greatest possible

tempta-

who

“giveth his neighbor

him drunken?” Ob,

drink,

fo make

how fearful, to have

the blood of a victim,slain through our influ-

C——

:

There is too Tittle time spent in reflection.

Seeing much to excite the

mind

and pas-

as broken forth as the morning,

and to

arisen. Already Isee favored spots illumin-

Men spend their lives in anticipations, io
determining to be vastly happy at some peri-

countries, and the, United

other—it is our

them who satin darkness a great

light has

ence, cry from the ground to the God of

sions, some, without
due consideration,
rush forward with a blind impetuosity, re-

land, filled with the young, the noble and

broad territory already stand in the light ;
f| and I see not twenty but a hundred
‘impenitent neglect, until too late, their fu- of light striking up in our scattered a ints
ture and eternal interests. They do mot stations in old continents and secluded

hesiven for vengeance. Yel are - there not gardless of consequences. This, no donb,
innumerable graves throughout our fair is the principal reason why so many of the
true, who have

heen

led

into temptation,

and placed in the power of the destroyer

give themselves time for reflection.

They

ated by it; Great Britain and her spreading
colonies, wité#-certain
other _

Sates with her

isles and barren deserts, according as God's

ob or other, when they have time. But the
present time has one advantage over every
are

own.

Past opportunities

gone, future are not come.

We

may

lay in a stock of pleasures, as we would lay
in a stock of wine; but if we defer the tast:
ing of them too long, we shallfind that
both are soured ‘by age.—Collon.

Rest
BY

MARILLA.

Rather be thrown

«

Might lie in the realm of dreams,

Ne’er thinking the clouds of sadness
Could shadow its radiant beams.
She longed for the world’s bright pleasure,
The bliss which the gay have known,

a fiery

And then, in the halls of learning,

*

She fancied her soul might rest ;—

Doyou see that man with a little

And peace was a stranger guest.

her fame was lighted,
on the briffiant page,
sweet voice she slighted,
was a gilded cage.

Then Love, on her bright, bright pinion,

Flew down from the bowers so fair,
And gained in her heart dominion,
' Half-hiding the world’s dark care.
But Death in his tharch of sorrow,
Cdmg e’en to that home of light,

cleave
the hardest rock. We do not need
new powers and new discoveries in the art

And shed, o’er her life’s to-morrow,
. His chill and withering blight.

of war.

We can do with less of these if we

The rest which the heart had sought ?
For Joy in its strength was riven,
And Hope had arisen for naught.
No gleam from the towers of gladness,

where, as we trust

in

God,

he

‘with us and by us, aad all

will

shall

ters.”

work

Astonishin’®

be filled

Effectual

At last through the heart's deep wailing,
She looked for this rest above,
And found there a joy unfailing,
A rest in the Saviour’s love,
Then fair o’er the darkening river,
And bright o’er the settled gloom.

Came a blessed rest that ever
Proves a victor o’er the tomb.

made you
mower;

-

A short time since, an aged man related
to me his own history, which I give as far
as I can recollect in hisown words:
+ «J did not believe in the Bible, or if the
reality of religion
at all. I considered
what was called Christian experience as a
delusion, the effect of excitement

upon the

imagination—and - Christians as a set of
fanatics. Ihad studied skeptical writers,
and was confirmed in my belief that death
* is an eternal sleep—no heaven—no hell.

And

yet, at times,

as the

years

sped

on, an occasional doubt would arise.

he

question would force itself on me—what
if these things should prove true? Then
what will become of me!
After

suffering long

from

these

annoy-

ing doubts and suggestions, I at last resolved to try a method which would enable
me to become entirely and for ever free
from them. I said to myself, ‘I will secretly try the very method these Christians
fgpose. They recommend
prayer and
reading. 1 wiltest their own ap-

ointét way

thing

nin

myself,

and if there is any

in hugion I will find it—if not, my

shall n

r more again

by a doubt.”

Illustrated.

This art i3 carried to the highest perfection in the East. A travelerin Persia tells
how he was besieged by one who solicited

Skeptic's Test.

a gift more costly than he was prepared to
ive. The hoary,and as the people esteemed him, holy mendicant, sat himself down

before his gate, throwing up a rude tent to
shelter himself from
the noonday sun.
There he remained like a sentinel, nor left
bis post but to follow the traveler out of
doors, and return with him. Taking snatches of sleep during the day, when the other
rested in the house, he kept up a hideous
howling. and clamorous demands, all the
hours «f the night—an annoyance which,

persisted in for successive days and

nights,

widunthe
and

show

it to

me.

I

have

never

be-

lieved it, but if all these things aro trueend
the Bible is true, revealit unt) me and enlighten me.’
Then I searched the Bible.
, ing with the New Testament, I

Commencread con-

all causes heard, his eye, as it roamed over
the crowd, fell on her.
There she was,and

always was—sorcow in her dress, but determination in the flash of her eye; her
form bent down with grief, but her spirit
unbroken, resolved to give the judge no
rest until he had avenged her of her adversary. Now breaking in on the business of

tinuously chapter after chapter with intense
interest and absorbed attention,

ever

and

anon asking God to show me the truth.
The more I read, the stronger my interest
grew, and deeper and deeper the conviction, the astounding conviction fastened on
me, that all this is true!

I have

lived

all

my life believing lies! Iam a sinner!
I
am lost!
I examined the Bible throughout. I
dwelt on the creation—the fall—the coming

of -Carist,

Deeper and deeper grew

the

conviction of my guilt—my anxiety became
intense and I did not attempt to conceal it.

Throughout

every day of

that week,

I

in

spen t all my time in searching the word
of God and in prayer; sometimes spending
the whole day alone in a wood, beseeching
God to have mercy on my soul.
At last, on Sabbath morning, just a
week from the day I set apart ‘to see if
these things were true,” while riding to
church, Christ revealed himself to me as a
Saviour—my justification. The way of
salvation

seemed

clear

and

plain,

and

I

inwardly exclaimed: ¢ I know that my Rei deemer liveth ' My soul was filled with
unspeakable joy. ¢ My tongue broke forth
in unknown strains and sang redeeming
grace.’ I had in truth found out by m

own experience the truth and reality of reli-

Re

Bb
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gion, and I soon commenced to tell others
what a wondrous Saviour I had found.”
The transforming power of the religion
of Jesus was so marked in the character
and life of this individual, that no one who
knew him could doubt its genuineness;
and for thirty years he has been a pillar

=r i ib dp

in the church of which he is a member, and
has faithfully testified, and though near

his threescore years and ten, still continues
to testify to the reality of the religion which

fe

he tested.

;

-

aT Su
. =

Skeptic!
unbeliever! try this method
yourself; honestly, faithfully, and become
satisfied whether or not there is any reality
in the Christian religion.—American Messenger.

:

. Jewish

]

Proverbs.
t

Prayeris Israel's only weapo , 8 weapon ivherited’ from its fathers, a weapon
tried io a thousand battles,
When the righteous die it is the earth that
loses.

The dying benedic‘ion of a sage to
disciples was, *. I pray for you, that the
of heaven may be as strong upon you as
fear of man,”

his
fear
the
‘oe

¢ If your God hates idolatry, why does he
not destroy it?” a heathen asked. And they
answer him, ‘* behold,they worship the sun,
the moon, the stars; sin
ou have him
destroy this beautiful world for the sake of
the foolish?”

He who has more learning than good
works is like
a tree with many branches
but few roots, which the first

wind

throws

on its face; while he whose works
greater than his knowledge is like a
with many roots and fewer branches,
Which all the winds of heaven cannot
Toot.

.

The

Ah

house that does not open

poor shall open to the physician.
The birds in the
riser.

air,

was

clear

such

ha’

eacons and such ; but what you want

a

No

Need

source

What
takes
moon
of all

knew

before!

is the nature of that land where God
the place of the sun by day and of the
by night,
of the summer acd winter,
o
material things.

NEW

COMMENTARY.

a COMMENTARY

ON THE NEW

June lst,

TESTAMENT,

by J.

three

volumes.

The

first

volume “will:

contain

ministers,

students,

and all

supply

a want

lovers of

long needed

deeply felt

in

the:

;

* Whe attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to some of the features

which will characterize the work:

action of a weaker element, some

day bows

his proud head, and precipitating

itself for-

The proper names in the text will be divided
and accented as they should be pronounced.

Full and carefully revised references and footnotes,
:
The comments will explain the text, exhibit the
connection of narrative and thought, set forth the |
principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
uses.
Numerous

x

critical

notes

on

Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adjacent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate desecriptions of cities, villages, edifices, ete.
The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
making

it much

more

convenient

for

reference than any other similar work, especially

for Sabbath-schools.
4
The Type from which it is printed is new, large
tad clear.
.

innocence

perceives

the approach of evil, which it cannot know
by experience, just as the dove, which has
never seen the falcon, trembles

8 of |
History

pa

Geography,

and Antiquities generally, with
words, etc., in the original Greek.

thus

Marvelous is it how

references to parallel

Scripture, ancient Chronology,

Test.

by

instinct
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the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espec
ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination.

at its approach, just as: the blind man de- Enclose stamp for reply, and address
tects by finer sensitiveness the passing of
J. E. BUTLER,
the cloud which he cannotsee overshadow7416
:
Biddeford, Me.
ing the sun.’ It is wondrous how the truer
we become the more unerringly we know
The Myrtle.
the ring of truth, can discern whether a
man be true or not, and can fasten at once
This semi-monthly, published by the
upon the rising lie in word and look and
dissembling act—wondrous how the charity Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
of Christ in the heart perceives every. aber- for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
ration of charity
in others, in ungentle enlarged and much improved about the
thought or slanderous tone.
Therefore, Christ knew his own by that first of April. It is printed on paper ofa
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All communications in
unlike, itself. He was Perfect Love, Per- tended for publication should be addressed
fect Truth, Perfeet Purity; therefore he
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knew what was in man, and felt, as by aunother sense, afar off, the shadows and

unlovingness, and falseness, and
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¢“ And the city had no need of the sun,
neither of the moon, to shine in it; for the
glory of God did lighten it.”
What must be the conception when the
symbol is removed ; when all that the sun
has in its various gifts and operations sought
to teach us-of the way in which God deals
with men on earth is taken away ; when the

ever
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2D

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death:
I is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneots~
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boase
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hai:
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integwity. Sold by Druggists. Applied at 16 Bond St.&

Archibald Hamilton,..ceeeeeeescesassenadl,25
Series.
210
410
310
476
-

Y.

’
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BUCIHAN

Early Choice.eeeesseacesecreccsssecnsess,50
Strawberry Hill:oooeioeeressinneenese.
1,00
Glencoe Parsonage ccecceesceccscacseeessl, 23

S

CARBOLIC SOAPS.

Overcoming scesesseeseenscscvasecesssss1,00

Carbolic Disenfecting Soap

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post-

age, on receipt of the price.

will positively destroy all ingect life on cattle and cusc
Mange, Scratches, and

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the

FOOT ROT.
For this disease now 80 prevalent, a cheap,safe
afid
reliable remedy is offered inthe CRESYLIC O.
tinh
Not a single instance of its failure has beer
reported.
11b. cans, 50 c.; 8 1b. cans, $1; 5 1b. cans, $1.25,

Dover, N. H.

. CRESYLIC

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
in

Sores of all kinds.

Boxes of 10 1bs., $4; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60.

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

A

thousand cases, in thé Hospitals of Paris, in
which it"cured nearly every case; and in this
country Physicians are daily ordering and commending it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing. cures.
One Bottle will prove its
efficacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
$5.00. Sent by Expressto any address.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
602 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

Tyedpls

SHEEP

DIP.

This preparation is far superior to tobacco, not se
disagreeable, much less trouble, and more
permanent;
cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks,

5 1b. cans, $1.25: 101b. cans, $2.25; 50 1b.

&c.

kegs, $18;

200 1b. barrels, $35.

One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

Post Office

Granulated Carbolic Powder,
For Poultry Houses, 8tables, &c. In boxes of 54bs.,
$1; 10 Ibs. $1.75; 20 1be, $3.75; 50 1bs., $8.00.
BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole
Agents,
52 Barclay 8t., New York.
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ever invented for your use, ' Circulars
Jtree. Mrs. Morgan, P. O. Box. 2438, N.Y.
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts.
Postage extra ; on the

To any person who will

Company,

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
BOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
MANUFAOTURERS

OF

(as Fittings of all kinds ;- Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu:
Cylinder

Boilers ;, Barlow’s

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn's
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;
AND

Portable Steam Engines
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Ml
Machinery, (both eircular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gaeometors and
(oh. to April 1, *70,
til
Gas Works,
{

-

send

Sours

us a

year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub-

scriber, we will

send

CEN
& CE

‘Honey,’ ‘Glycerine,’

DIFFERENT VARIETIES. For purity of materials, fragrance of perfume, cleansing
and softening effects upon
the skin, these Toilet Soaps have nocqual in this country, and are warranted superior to any imported. For
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.

Kennedy's volume,—¢Close Communion, or open Communion?
An experience and an Argument,”’—and will also
send a copy of the same work to the|
new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,
we will

send

3mI7

Prices of Freewill Baptist

any unbound

Baptist

Quarterly, from
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at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
who is authorized to
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advertising in the Morning Star will| or176 Broadway,
New York.
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
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NEW

Pictorial Family Bible,

tracts for advertising, and transact any

business belonging to the advertising
department.

1,000 TUustrations, 50,000 References, a Family
and Family Atbum.

THE REGISTER.

Record,

It is the most superb, valuable, complete, and at
tractive edition of all Family Bibles for the use f°
Ministers, Students, Teachers,Families and Children.
1ts illustrations offer a comprehensive review of the
Scriptures, representing the most interesting views
[ characters symbols, events, antiguities, costumes,
ete. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impressions, awaken new thoughts, andfurnish clear viewe
of divine truth. Tt alse affords an unusual large range
| of statistical, tabular, chronclogical, and genealogical
matter.
|
’
Every one praises this remarkable work in the most

The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued.
It needs only to be seen |
and examined to be appreciated.
A very large part of this edition has |
manner, and no family should be without
been sold.
Those desiring it, will, unqualified
it.
AGENTS
WANTED in evéry town and county in
therefore, do well to send in their or-|; the United States
to cenvass for “The New Pictorial’
Many are now averaging from $5,000
Bible.”
Family
ders at once, as we wish to finish the to £7,000 annual profit
in its sale.
It is reg warded wish
universal! favor, and opens up a rich field and the
most profitable of all employments to good and relia

sale of it as soon as possible.
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lar, Flue and

Premium.

:
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.
ing and transmitting their

Bee
he Eugenie is the most Useful article
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Large

:

STATIONARY

THIS!

#3-$150 to $200 per month madeby Agents selling
THE

ROOM 8, MAJOR BLOCK,
Corner LaSalle and Madicon Streets,

The Christ Child,scsecescccessccsscscsscs

Pompeii

i=,9a purchasi

PERRY & C0,

& CO., Publishers of The Sunday

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

Tt was an admirable reply which Dr. Ar.
nold, of Rugby, made to some one who inquired why he continued to study his lessons over and over previous to teaching his
to the classes. ** Because I profor tha they should
stream rather
be supplied from a running

Series.

Day

A Rainy Day at School,ee..
Day Present,ccse.
Birth

Map, also Prof. Hart’s address, “How to Select
a Sabbath Scheol Library,” on receipt of 10 ceats.

J.C. GARRIGUES

that corresponds with truth and knows ito
be truth.
Christ came with truth, and the

READ

GRAHAM,

Light from the Cros
+.1.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

in detail this admirable

Machine

AGENTS,

nt account, that

..1,60

sending them.
AMPHLET

ed. '
No percentage is allowed on money sent
in itself, not distinguished by the shadows us for the Myrtle.
it casts. There is a something in our’ souls
Sample copies will be sent free on appliof God, which corresponds with what is of
God outside of us, and recognizes it by .di- cation.
rect intuition ; something in the true soul
|.;

«01,60

num, the interest Jayable semi-ans ually,

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

Christ says, “My sheep know me.” Wisdom is justified of her chiliren. ‘Not by?
some lengthened investigation, whether cénts a year; and no more on 10 copies,
the shepherd’s dress be the identical dress, or any number between one and 10, when
and the staff the crozier genuine, do the gent to one address, than on a single one.
sheep recognize the shepherd, They: know The postage is payable at the office of dehim, they hear his voice, they know him as livery.
The
volume begins with the
a man knows his friends; they

Sabrina Hackett,

ay Belloeeoss

order of L. R. Burlingame,

EE,
te
MAGNIFICENT MAP OF

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent Yo L. R.
BURLINGAME, Doformer, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
ver, N. H.
:
TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
.of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 |

impurity.

«1,60

Good

ed

chaser then prefers that mmbout or Moir th Pen

«e1,50

Miscellaneous.

There is money in this book.

itself appears, and God is the

Master and Pup!

Starlight Stories,..ee...
Brother and Sister...
‘Who is my Neighbor?
”
were YOUung.eeeeses
eee
When you and

havesold 100 copies in the last three weeks, and at.
tended to my own housework.”
We received an or-

»

of the Sun.

RY

«1,50

Shining Hours, .

Rainy

Srp

Series.

Luttrell.

Starlighs

KENNEDY,

all druggists.
Price $1.50per b ottle.

save up your talkin’ strength to warp in the

Free Baptist denomination.

—

morning

Roxbury, Mass,

is, to

to the cliff, which, yielding to the incessant

The

DONALD

outsiders.”—Hearth & Home.

work will help to

I will avenge her,lest by her continual comjng she weary me.”
es

the

Andy

Manufactured by

AGENTS

the Scriptures; and it is hoped that the

mond cuts dismond. She conquers by importunity. Yielding to’ her requests, he
says: ‘‘Because this widow troubleth me,

suffer, in

¢ There's another lesson for you,” says
K wish an Agent in every town to sell a new
It seems to me you waste a |
book wanted in every family, and recommendby the leading papers of the country, One Agent
ood deal o’ powder on a good set o’ folks, edlately
reports 34 orders in a day. One Lady says: “I

bath schools,

ant waves, so the persistence of the widow
overcomes the resistance of the judge. Dia-

sit and

I, ¢ Parson.

In

ward, falls into the sea, which, swallowing
it up, sweeps over it with jubilant, triumph-

Prize
I

Lying and withering in _agonv and pain, unable to
turn yourselfin bed, and every
movement will go to
your heart like a knife ; now
tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseasesin a few days
is not the
Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is.
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

0’ him,

about 436 pp., on superior paper, and/will be bound
in the best English muslin.
:
Xt is designed for the use of Bible classes, Sab-

in-

of it.

Mrs.

you.”

\

are
tree
but
up-

even, despise the
oe

got

:

J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N. H.—

whetherit comes from God or not?

——

we

There

would

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED

Her voice ringing loud on the threshold demanding entry,she bursts into his presence,
and is dragged away by the servants,thrust
out, but only to return, as the ball struck
rebounds, the billow shatttered on the rock
falls back into the deep to gather volume
and strength for a new attack.
And as by
constant dashing, the waves in time cut

when

and better life than we

ACberdingly secured a day of ground at his feet, she piteously implores
all the members
it. Nor can he shake her off. Denied her
of the family were abmant at church.
I suit, she follows him to his house to interknelt and prayed,—
:
rupt his leisure and embitter his pleasures.
shun,

‘do talk.

think there never

and

mat-

of thought and feeling, is the universal creator and sustainer, his presence being the
food of the sou!; when he pours forth from’
his own nature that which renews every element of powerin us, and fills us with life

solitude, a Sabbath When”

¢O Lord, if thou dost exist, hear me.
If there is a heaven to gain and a hell to

they

word

are now ready for sale

and delivery.

New Yearseeeeeicess

to say: *‘ No kind o’ need o” wastin’ talk on

the court,she is on her feet, passionately demanding justice, and now, strefched on the

be distarbed

how

These Books

SCIATICA,

that.
But when this last man heard I bad
one to home, he stopped off short, ’s much

thing

and even weeks, seldom fails, as you can
suppose, to gain its object.

Such were the means by which the
ow gained hers. So soon asever this
just judge took his seat at the gate of
city, where in the East courts are held

machines,

;

lishment.

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most
st
-destro;
m
spirit-breaking and mind-weakening
of all the
diseases that can afflict our poor human nature;
When you have the

there was a man with the Clipper, who
made out his'n the best, jist as clear; and |'
then we come upon the Buckeye, and there
itwas agin; there warn’t anything like

Dr. Guthrie, in his discourses on the Parables, gives an illustration from Eastern
life, which throws a flood of light on the
success of the woman pleading with the unjust judge.
He says of her importunity :

Money Creek, Minn.

A

Prayer

their

every

cent. per annum; that rl

LUMBAGO,

Bolles: ¢¢ Parson,
set off godliness,
work well, wher-

was a man with Wood’s Mower

‘Since Death to the loved one came.

but I mean

wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was
morning;
.
‘When you have the
NEURALGIA,
When every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge: |
of madness :
When you have the

Hints to Preachers.

ther’d be a lookin’ up in meetin’ house

with amazement
at the
mighty works
wrought on every hand.—Zion's Herald.

No wreath from the hights of fame
-+Could brighten the heart’s deep sadness,

eagle heading,

reply; *¢ it is not often that I am addressed
in such a way. The fact is, I never had
less need of condolence,and yet everybody,
persists in offering it ; whereas, when I was
prosperous
and well, and a successful
preacher, and really needed condolence,
they flattéred and congratulated me.”

those fellows set off one ¢'

GUARANTEED.

We guarantee to purchasers of onr
12 to 15
per

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab.

J EADER, you may consider this a sortof spread

in a chair, you must

And I said to Parson
if you pulpit folks could
and show how it would

FIFTEEN PER CENT.

TO
TO

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just

Age

have been there. When your system is racked with
. RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting

ever folks had a mind to put it, as well as

have faith, and then be victorious. Let us
then be at the work, and all atit, with the
simple means at our command, and every-

Then where, oh, where could be given

;

‘“ Well, I am glad to hear that,” was the

be our faith, and works of faith. God gives
the hammer,
and there is the granite,
Strike in his name, and .in his strength.
Strike cheerfully, strike patiently, strike incessantly, and the feeblest blows shall |

the

DR, KENNEDY'S RHEUMATIC AND
NEURALGIA DISSOLVENT.
:

ing.

mer assailing that huge granite boulder ?
‘| See him peck away at it! He has struck a
hundred times on the solid rock, and left
herdiy
mark. Shall he stop? No. He
sees the rock split from the beginning.
Down the blows rain—blow after blow—
when lo! in a moment the huge granite
mass is rent from top to bottom. Let such

‘Ambition’s deep fires were burning,

;

Of

"to condole, but to rejoice with you; for it
seems to me that this is no time for mourn-

ham-

AND
AND

Superintendents of S. S.

‘“ In order that we may look upward.”
His friend said to him, ¢‘ I am not come

Faith in God.

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

THE GREATEST

MEDICAL

soming into his 100m, remarked familiarly,
“ Well, I am sorry to see you lying here on
your back.” ¢* Do you know what God puts us on our
backs for P” asked Dr. Payson, smiling.
‘“ No,” was the answer.

Her wish for its joys had flown,

+

During Dr. Payson’s last illness, a feilhd

furnace,

all.

But, just as she clasped the treasure,

The lamp of
And shone
But mercy’s
And fame

into

thap bring any one to public shane.
There are three crowns—of the law,
the
priesthood, the kingship; but the
Sowa of a guod name is greater than

She thought that the boon of gladness

cei

AE

oe

ih

thee like thine own.

Gp
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Condolence ve. Congratulation.

Let the honor of thy neighborhood be to

in Christ.
—
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THE MORNING STAR:
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SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES |
At

Wholesale

Ministerst Teachers, Students, Young
ble persons.
Men and Women—all who regard the growth of mosality—can select any field not yet oc ‘upied, and engage steadily in this work without injury t. their
characters as Christians,
dil

For Circulars and Prospectus Sheets, containingi
full description of THE PICIORIAL FAMILY BIBLE,
and terms to Agents, address Potter's Standard Bible

Prices,

’

OHN.
und Test JOH
Gteow16 Jor

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere

in

New

& Co., Publishers,
porrEe
G1t & 617 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

TONKS

England.

In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which

ge not excelled by any other books
YEARS Is certalnly a long enough time
of their class. In another column, see |THIRTY
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I its proprietors
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Gl Boring Sta,

Baptist family.
Once there, they could
hardly fail to quicken us in mind and heart
as individuals, bind us into unity and gird
us with strength

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1870.
‘GEORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE H. BALL,

as

‘Denominational Literature.
i

—

S—

"A denomination that has vigor enough to
“#zeep a firm hold uponlife will see the need

«of a literature and supply it.
reasens to give for its

separate

It will have
existence;

at will have special views of Christian truth

wvhich it does not feel at liberty io leave
half defined or keep to itself; it will recogaiy the power of the press and insist upon
-asing it; it will wish to establish fresh
bonds between its own scattered members;
- it will be in earnest to supply, in part at
|
least, the reading matter that is to fashion

and

| °

on

of Inconsistency.
-

——E—

In response to our plea forand practice of
Open Communion,

met

sometimes

we are

with the charge of inconsistency. It isalleged that we ought to receive to church
membership the persons whom we invite
to the Lord's table, and on the same terms.

Why db you require bapWe are asked,—*
ti-m (immersion,)

as a prerequisite

admission of members

to the

to the church, when

it i?not made a prerequisite to their admissionto the supper?” The question has
been

often answered, but

there

least objection to answering

as often as there may be

is not

it again,

found

the

and

a sincere

——TuE Eri RAILWAY. Whatever nay
but that of
Baptist, till Sept., 1799, in Y. M., when be said of the management of this great
| this gecurs: * Certified to John Purington | trunk route between the metropolis“
and |
of Bath, that, for a number of years, he has the weet, one thing is certain, it is“the
been considered a member of the Baptist most comfortable and enjoyable road over

Have ministers retrograded in influence ?

Society,

sometimes called

honored

asserted, without much dissent.

Provis-

and

But

care

ward York, cf Maine,

learning, and religious wisdom, as formerly, and there is not that same awe and
cold reverence "felt for the mere office, the
title and station of ministers. Bat that
does not necessarily denote loss of ‘power.
Indeed, in this ease, it results

influence.

in

a

great

They

are

brought into closer, more familiar, co-operative fellowship with the people. There
is less of thé ¢¢ lording it over God's heritage,” and more ‘ working together” in
the cause. The loss is in the pretentious,

showy and formal; the gain is in substan-

a minister who

had

These

member, or

is a transgression sufficient
from

public

acting

as a private

administrator,

in

full

fellowship in any part of our connexion,
known by the name of General Provisioners, or Freewill Anti-pedo-Baptists !’ »

cars

are

so

commodions,

state of the case are,—that Randal

his

Through

her

efforts,

a

bill

visible,

oi

:

but

not

and threatening are invariably

ol

well for us to dwell with thankfulness on
the unfolding of the flower and the falling
of the dew, and the sleep of the green
fields

in

the

sunshine;

but

the

blasted

trunk, the barren rock, the moaning of the
bleak winds,
the roar of the black, perilous

and sleep, and read, and look upon the
grand scenery through which it runs,

seamen.

always

tudes of nature the existence of hell seems
to me as legibly declared by a thousand
spiritual utterances, as of heaven. It is

smoothly and are so home-like, that’we always find rest and refreshment as we ride,

~The conclusions which we draw from this

and

mingled with love, and in the utmost soli-

run so

——For mE SEAMEN. Our gqod sister
Lambert of San Francisco, has given the
most of her life tolabors for the good cf the

and

alone.

~ Wrath

which we travel. “When worn, jaded and
needing rest, the best resort which we find
is in a palace sleeping car on the Erie.

fallén under labor, in which this passage

ful observation and reflection will not justioccurs: ¢ which
fy the assumption.
Great changes have
to suspend thee
occurred ; ministers are not monopolists of

increase of Christian

General

joners.’ The next June, at. Y. M., an
years? It is so explanatory letter was written to one .Ed-

Are they less respected, less

everywhere

occa- on, using no distinctive name

another

Ministerial Influence.

less useful than in former

The Charge

addressed to the Publisher.

denomination,

make us stronger workers in the world
where Christ has set us to build his kingdom
Circulate the literature!
into supremacy.

t EDITORS.

A@~ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
»n business, remittances of money, &c., should be

a

we leave them for use
sion.

whirlpools of the mountain ‘streams, the
solemn. solitudes of moors and seas, the
continual fading of all beauty into darkness,

and

of all

these no language

for

to

coadjutors had no wish to stand permanent- their protection
ly separate from the Baptist family ; that for | Congress, with
twenty vears they claimed the right to hold | coming a law:
and preach their distinctive doctrines, as Times says:
Baptists, on the basis of liberty and church | . Mr, O'Neili’s

has been brought before
a good prospect of its be. Of this bill the New York
:
.
bill for the appointment of
independence ; that open communion was | Shipping Commissioners, to superintend
one of their distinctive doctrines, which,
i ¢ | the shipping and discharge of seamen engaged in American merchant vessele, would

escape

their

strength

into dust, have

for us?

We may seek

teachings

by reasonings

touching the good which is wrought out of
all evil, but itis vain sophistry. The good
succeeds to the evil as the day succeeds the
night, but so also the evil to the goed.
Gerizim and Ebal, birth and death, light
and

darkness,

heaven

and hell, divide the °

existence of man and his faturity.

not asserted at the beginning, became a deal § heavy blow at a class of men whose
inquirer who is simply intent on getting at
tial power to do work for the Master.
prominent one before they consented to practices have been tolerated too long. Of
the truth instead of trying to change the
Very little honor is now paid ‘to a man
real issue or evade the force of the argu- because he is a clergyman; but if he is an any other name than Baptist; that the doc- | all the helpless mortals on earth, poor Jack
. | is usually the worst off; and he consequentment. The reply involves several points: able thinker and an effective worker, the trine of open communion was one promi
| 1 falls a prey to harpies who rob him when
recogto
refused
Baptists
why
reason
nent
1. Thisis not the direct way of meeting love,confidence and dispositign
to give heed nize them as regular Bapti-t churches, he lands, and then sell him to somé ekipper
*¢he young who are growing up within its
Edu
eeting,
who carries him
off to sea.
The bill
own special sphere, and who must take the the argument in favor of Christian commun- to his counsel were never tr than now. and forced them finally to take a separate | among other excellent, provisions, creates a
true
every
that
Moreover,
the ministry ‘have educated name.
trusts which the toilers of to-day are soon jon. The argument is,
The meeting of the Education Society,
system by which wages are paid “and en$0 lay down ;and more or less of its members Christian, simply by virtue of being such » | the people, and elevated them toward¥ a
r
|
gagements
made
with
an
official
sanction.
held
last week at Great Falls, was remarkaWe do not consider it important, whethe
will be intent on leaving behind the record- and who desires to obey the command of level with themselves. While they have the open communion question entered The Captain is bound to respect the sea- ble for the large number of interested minman's rights, and the plan of giving cerbeen increasing in culture and power,
«ed thoughts that shall enable those who his Lord to eat and drink in remembrance
largely into the discussions for the first tificates is an incentive to faitiiful, duty on isters and lay brethren in attendance from
forth,—
shown
thus
is
death
whose
Him
of
the
people
have
improved
even
more
rapare dead to speak on still. All these reavarious sections of the denomination, for the
every such Christian is invited and en- idly, and now have so much. intelligence, five years or not,for'we have not considered | the part of the crew. There are hardly any
sons exist for a literature ; and a denominaspirited character of the discussions, for
that
the
separation
was
final
and
complete
|
of
the
dangers
to
which
sailors
are
peculiartitled to a place atihis Lord's table. That are so well able to think and act for themtion that fails to feel their force or to yield
. | ly exposed when on shore which this bill the general courtesy and fraternal feeling
for
several
years
after
the
discussions
com
and
issue,
unequivoeal
square,
isa plain,
selves, are so far independent of their teachIndeed, our thoughts were not | 068 Bot mitigate, if not absolutely remove. that mark ed the utterancesand proceedings,
to them, lacks the vigor and adaptation
ought to be met in an equally plain, square, ers and leaders, that many imagine that mencdd.
The section which places appointments in
vested
‘a
it
give
and
power
a
for the significant proposals for the school
which make it
unequivocal way. In support of that posi- the influence of ministers is on the wane. somuch upon the initial causes of exclu- the hands of the United Stats s Circuit Judgright to the room it occupies.
that came up from various points, and for the
sion,
as
upon
the
curreut
causes
which
|
esis
a
good
one,
and
would
seem
to
free
anexample,
Scripturé,
to
appeal
tion we
But the mountains are no lower because have forced us to hold a separate existence . | those appointments from the stigma of be- prevailing satisfaction and cordial acquiesThe history of the various denominations
alogy and reason. They who reject the the plain is made higher; strong men are
cence with which the final action was reabout us proves and illustrates this. There
We have been driven to this course because ing made on merely political grounds.
position should justify their rejection on
is not one of them, that is thriving, but is similar grounds. To say, or even to prove, not weaker because the multitude have re- we could not live and work in peace in
ceived, The meeting commenced on Wedmaking a large use of the press; there is that we are inconsistent in some other re- ceived of their virtue and are made strong- Baptist churches.
Amusements in Denmark,
nesday at 3 P. M., and closed on Thursday,
not one of them which has been indifferent spect, is not a very direct nor a very con- er; there is less difference, but not less
at6
P. M., and’ during this time every
While on the history question, we may
strength.
:
to this element of power, thatis not weak,
available hour was filled with thoughtful.
Dr. Prime, of the New York
Observer,
clusive reply to our argument. It is someag well say that the section of our denomioron the wayto the grave, or practically what like trying to get the testimony of a
Indeed,
all this increase of wisdom and.
nation which sprang up in New York, gives this picture of life in Copenhagen, and deliberation and earnest work.
dead already. Those which began with
independence
among
laymen,
is
a
multiA fall and formal report of the action takwitness ruled out of court on the ground
arose, as nearly as we oan learn, some ten finds init a practical and profitable lesson
vehement speech and restless activity, and
that his corn crop was a peor one or his plication of ministerial power, and sup- or fifteen years earlier than that in New for Americans to apply, whose work and | en w:1l be reported next week. We simply
prospered for a time by means of these,
plies agents to execute, to help the ministhe Theological
investment in oil stock proved a failure.
Hampshire,
and that, as we have before recreations-are kept separate, and who put state ‘at present, that
have found thatthe pen must supplement
ter do many fold more than was possible in
School, with the income of its fands, &e.,is to
stated, sprang wholly from the discussion such an intensity into both as to make
2. Because we welcome a person to one
the tongue, and literature support and regformer days. The tremendous activity of of the communion question. These churé¢h- mischievous :
:
:
: be removed to Lewiston, Me., provided cerprivilege, it does not precisely follow that
ulate action. That mammoth Book Conthe
churches, the great efficiency of lay es were better organized, had more memOn the outskirts of the -city—but not so, tain specified conditions are met, and it is
we must welcome him to every other privicern in News York is to-day doing not less
effort, the work which is done in Sunday
far away as to be difficult of access—there presumed that they will -be met speedily;
bers, talent and wealth, in 1790, than the
lege. Because weinvite a. man to share
schools, in Young Men's Associations, in
for Methodism than her almost omnipresare
large gardens, so called, laid off with and at the same time, the Education Society
churches
which
had
been
organized
by
our seat in the railway car, does it follow
the many channels of modern Christian en- Randal; but, at a later period, the New walks and shrubbery and fountains, and in is to render liberal and substantial aid in
entitinerancy. But for its attractive and
must also ask him to share the conwe
that
terprise, are not hindrances
but helps to
vigorous literature, Unitarianism would
Hampshire movement became the strong- the midst are all sorts of spectacular games providing theological instruction at Hillstents of our purse? Because Mr. F. is welhardly get a public notice. The Disciples, comed to a place in the family circle for an ministerial influence, as they re-enforce and: er.
have been
and plays, conibining in one enclosure the- dale. Very large responsibilitigs
or Campbellites, saw that letters must fol- evening, must he therefore be permanently supplement his endeavors, and supply acassumed by the Society and the
"friends of
Thus much for the causes of our separa- ater, circus, gymnastics, music and dancing,
tive, competent, effective agents to carry
low logic and persistent exposition, or they admitted as an equal business partner?
tion from the Baptist family, if indeed we concerts, orations, and whatever is usually the two colleges, and an earnest, wise and
would prove only a short-lived phenome- Have we bound ourselves to support the out his wishes. A wise general, withable are separated. Whatever .prominence Cal- found scattered in different parts of a city united effort is indispensable to a true s
non ; and so they hastened to multiply tracts doctrine of a community of property by supporters, does not shine in such distine- vinism may formerly have held in the con- and to, be visited only after paying a fee for cess in the new and large under
and papers,and to embody their scholarship subscribing in aid of a public charity? tive, individual glory as he would were troversy, it is now practically ended.
We each admission. To enter this garden— which have just been inaugurated.
his officers all block-heads, but his power
in a Quarterly, or in still more permanent
for one is a type _of many—you pay about
The argument reminds ene of the logic by
do not know a minister among us, whose
to execute is increased by the talents and
forms.
Even the Romanist
leaders in
Green Mountain Seminary.
belief in free salvation and freewill would ten cents, and that gives you the entree to
which Southern Congressmen once sought
skill of the strong men around him; and
‘America saw that, unless they could have
to prove that, if John P. Hale insisted upon though they divide the glory and eclat prevent his reception into the Baptist de- nearly all the shows. The theater may
‘the attention of readers, their devotees freeing the slaves, he was bound in connomination, while none of us could gain charge another trifling fee, but the one adThe closing exgpeiSes of the third term
would surely drift away beyond their sistency to give his daughter in marriage of victory, they also add immensely to the entrance without disavowing open com- mission makes all these amusements open
this institugiett confirmed in the minds
of
reach ; and so they hasten to put popular to a negro. That isa very palpable in- efficiency of their leader.
munion.
The old Calvinistic issues are) to the visitor. Around every stage are lit- of all who 4ttended, the conviction that,
This is the case of ministers at the presarguments into their newspapers and the stance of what logicians calla non sequitur.
dead; when close communion yields its le tables and chairs, and refreshments are besides Peing a F. W. Baptist institution,
higher graces of literature into the Catholic Because one writes a note for $10, it does ent time. They have strong co-workers, exactions, there will be no good reason for
erved, if you choose to call for them at an this? really a first class Seminaryof learnWorld.
Thus do all these workers show
not follow that he must write one for who criticise and correct and improve our longer separation. We devoutly pray extra charge. To such places as this, thou- fog, with ndvantages scarcely rivaled by
their leader's plans, who devise plans of
their sagacity, enlarge their sphere and $1,000,000.
for that day to come, when all evangelical sands upon thousands of respectable people any similar school in this part of the countheir own, who have the wisdom and cour- Baptists
multiply their power.
It is surprising that scholars can,
can be one, work together in love resort night after night, usually coming be- try.
3. Those who are invited tothe supper
The leading men of our own denomina- agree with those who invite them in all age tocontrive and execute without wait- and forbearance. We do not pretend to fore dark, for the days are long and the within so shorta time, be enabled to figure
‘tion saw this necessity and opportunity, that is deemed essential t> the supper, ing for instructions, and who know how to | speak for our readers; but for ourselves, we nights short; men bring their wives and go creditably in a public exhibition, but
‘years ago, and put their convictions into while they do not agree in what is essential appreciate and use the suggestidns.of their consider that it would prove a great bless- children, and take their evening meal to- more surprising that they can attain such
pastors to guide them in their work.
deeds.
Our Prin'ing Establishment,
asit to proper
ing to those who now exclude us, a great gether in little stalls provided for the pur- proficiency in their several studies as the
church
organization.
That
exists to-day, is the fruit of much prayer, agreement in the first case is exhibited They have no superstitious reverence for the_ blessing to us, and a blessing to the world, pose, and go home in good. season. This examinations evinced.
" The faculty of the school merit the gratieffort, anxiety and a true self-denial. To chiefly in two points :—first, in the thing to mere office of ministers, butsthey have a if Baptists in America would but follow the is their refreshment after a day of toil, and
deeper, more valuable, more Christian revtude
and respect of all, for the truly honorit
is
not
unlikely
that
it
helps
chem
to
bear
@avid Marks and William Burr, among
it.
doing
of
example
of
Banyan,
Hall,
Noel,
Spurgeon,
manner
the
in
be done ; second,
erence and love for real solid worth than
those who have passed on, we owe a large The thing to be done is to show forth the
and nearly the whole body of Baptists in| with patience the burdens of a working able manner in which they are dischargdebt of gratitude for their service in its be- Lord's death. through an appointed ordi- is possible among less intelligent men. England, and make the Lord’s table .the life. My ignorance of the language of the ing their important duties, and with a new,
So that, comparing the present with the
half.
There are not a few others, on both nance ; the manner of doing it is to partake
sacrament of union, and no longer the | People prevepts me from getting inside of elegant and commodious building, ample,
past,
we
greatly
prefer
the
present.
If
the
the minds of the masses, which is always
and first class apparatus, and an unrivaled
sides of the river, who have nobly shared of the bread and the cup as representing
wedge of division and exclusion.
people are less inclined tosay ¢‘ Rabbi,”
more futeresting to me than communion with location, this school seems destined to be a
their toils, and their work has~not been in bis broken body and shed blood. Now a
they have more “brotherly love,” more
‘| tke rich or learned, because they are on the permanent blessing to the world and a lastvain. Though the range cf our literature Quaker could not agree with us in the thing
genuine Christian fellowship, and a higher
ing ornament to our denomination. Let
same general plane all the world over,
Current Topics.
“has not been very extensive, yet it has serv- to be done, for he rejects the outward ordiappreciation of the substantial excellences of
every friend of the institution do all in his
while
the
uneducated
multitudes
have
more
. «od most important purposes.
nance. A Catholic could rot agree in the
ministerial character, and know better how
——TELEGRAPHING.
A
new
syttem
of
|
or
less
enjoyment
in
different
parts
of
the
power to help bear the burden consequent
“Within a few years the conviction has been manner of doing it, for he holds that only
to
use
their
leadérs
to
promote
the
cause
upon
starting it, and the many emulate the
telegraphing
has
been
invented
which
|
world,
according
to
their
relative
circumthe
gaining strength, that we should enlarge the wafer is meant for the laity while
of the Master,by which means the influence | promises good results to the public.
~The
|
stances.
example
of the few who with self-sacrificing
I
found
these
gardens
to
be
the
beand,
priest;
the
to
alone
-our operations in this direction, and a good cup belongs
of
the
ministry
is
greatly
increased.
devotion
are striving to place it on a. sound
idea
is,
to
use
the
paper
to
break
the
cur|
inctitutions
of
Copenhagen,
for
the
enterbeginning has been made. A considerable sides, he insists that the service can be proprent
of
electricity,
in
such
a
way
as
to
con|
tainment
of
the
people.
They
are
cheap,
financial
basis,
and it must prove a glorious
the
in
list of juvenile books, adapted to the Sab- erly performed only when a priest
success. Some friend should avail himself
vey
a
message
ten
times
faster
than
itis|
go
as'to
be
within
the
reach
of
allhand
they
adminissuiestioh
apostolical
the
of
Why are we Separated?
bath school and the family circle, is.now line
possible to do it by the hand instrument. | are cheap, as one of the proprietors 1d me, of the opportunity now afforded by the corcomprised in our owh publications, and ad- ters the symbols. These are reasocs why
The
process is very simple, and mechanical- | because low prices bring more money than poration, by accepting their proposition to
join
not
Friend may
ditions to this list are stead.ly made. The the Romanist and
A brother suggests that our statement,
name the institution for any one giving it a
books have been generally accepted by the us in the ordinanéé. But our Congregamade sometime since, on the eause of our ly exact in operation, so that,if the message | high. Doubtless there are other and more
fund. Such an a would be a lasting
is
properly
prepared,
no
mistakes
can
oc|
intellectual
enjoyments
provided
for
those
religious press of the coun'ry as having tionalist or Methodist #rother, who per- separation from the Baptists, is rather too cur. The marks which in the usual process
donor and a source of
who prefer them ; but when you consider monument to the
superior attractiveness and merit. They fectly agrees with us in the thing to be done strong. Thatis probably so, as it regards represent letters, are by this cut through
ement
encourag
to
the
friends of the instituthe enormous expense incurred to fit up and
are finding a place on the shelves cf near- and in the manner of doing it,—why should the initial ‘movements in New Hampshire, the paper by a machine, and,thus prepared,
tion ; yet it should be remembered that the
furnish
every
night
such
entertainments
as
ly oll leading book-sellers who deal in he not freely sit with us at the table with though the documents are not explicit on the operator runs them under the point of these, you see it requires the attendance of trustees design that no lack of means shall.
sworks of this class, and the Sabbath school our glad welcome ?
the point. The testimony of the ‘‘ Minutes his battery. Where the heles occur, the many thousands, at the insignificant charge, ‘in any way interfere with the ‘management
Bat in the matter of church building, of General Conference”
/libraries of the various denominations give
is not entirely current is complete, and reports are made to make them pay at all.
of the school, but that it shall ever be their
» thém an honored position. Ithas required while we do mainly agree with these breth- conclusive. In the
¢¢ Introduction” we by marks at the other end of the wire;
On certain days, the Royal Picture Gal- aim to secure the most competent and popto be done, we do ‘not find this statement : ‘ Benjamin - Randal,
wet a little labor and the assumption of ren in the thing
where
the
paper
is
not
cut,
the
current
is|leries
and Thorwaldsen’s Museum
are ular teaohgys, and furnich every possible
in
large responsibilities to do what has al- agree in the manner of doing it. And
of New Castle, New Hampshire, left the broken, and no mark is reported.
facility to students who may attend. BuildSo,
for
|
thrown
open
to
the
people,
and
the
throngs’
that
of
sake
the
for
ready been done, and the continuance of organizing a church
Baptist denomination in 1780, because he a hole in the paper they get a mark, and | of working people evidently in very hum- ing lots are offered for sale on reasonable
which produce could not peacefully preach the, doctrines
fellowship
and
the work will require continued effort and unity
terms, thus, affording an opportunity to
strength
and
edification,
and
holding strong- of general atonement and freedom of the for paper they get a space; and it matters | blelife, as their dress and manner indicate,
- enterprise. Bat the call has seemed to be
not how fast the paper runs, the report is | who pack the halls and rooms, show that those desiringto establish themselves in
ly
to
the
immersion
of
believers
as
New
.-an urgent one, and when the lips of Proviwill.” ¢ In distinction from high-toned | gure,—a mark for a hole,and a space for no | the people have also a taste for something one of the most lonely villages in the
dence send out a summons, there is nothing Téstament baptism,—while our brother Calvinism, Close Communion, and a forThe increased rapidity makes it | higher and better than plays. Something world, where they may enjoy_at their own
hole.
+ for loyal and believing men to do but to go holds with equal tenacity to the sprinkling mal religion, Randal and ‘his coadjutors possible to send over one wire, in a given | mightbe said of the effect of so much home the advantages of educating their
& formard. Is the whole host ready for the of either regenerated adults or unconscious preached the doctrines of a free salvation, time, as many messages as can be sent oy- | amusement upon the morals of the masses; children in a superior school. ,
5
children as New Testament baptism,—we the free agency of man, a living faith, er ten wires by the old procees,and of course | but it is not safe for a transient visitor to
journey?
It will be a source of encouragement to
a point. where our paths diverge. active piety and open communion.”
What we especially wish to say now is, come to
do it at ten times less cost per word.
This | speak with certainty of anything but what the many friends of the institution, to learn
Hence, we go each his way with a mutual
But the historian of the Freewill Bap- is the claim,
* that F. Baptists should take a practical inWhen
the
line
from
New
|he actually sees as he goes along. And to that its financial agent, Bro. E. B. Fuller,
finding only a stronger reason tists says, page 99, that the question of
~~ terest in obtaining and circulating this de- God-speed,
York to Washington is complete, we shall | me it is a pleasant reflection, that the peo- who has been for many months suffering
fact
the
in
union where we can,
communion did not enter into the contro- see what canbe done.
nominational
literature.
It is primarily for having
ple in these Northérn countries, who do not from illness, is recovering his health, and
we mustaccept divergence where it is versy at first, and that the leaders were not
that
+ meant for them,—after that, for all among
accomplish much beyond making a decent resuming his labors for the welfare and
inevitable; and also rendering that diversubsistence from year to year, find both prosperity of the Seminary for which he
- whom they may extend it. “We expect gence less painful by the oneness of heart committedto open communion until five
large
Several
~———CANAL MEETINGS.
years later, i. e., 1785.
our ministers, and others who have influ- which has been promoted by
held in | time and money to spend in’ amusements, has worked so faithfully and given so
our sacred
‘But it must be remembered that Randal, meetings for gratulation haveof been
largely.
»
:
E. D.S.
rates on the that are not in themselves as demoralizing
. ence, will make it a point to circulate the fellowship at the table of a common Lord.
our cities, over the reduction
and the churches which he organized, perpleasures
intoxicating
and
sensual
the
#8
|
dealers
and
.- books and periodicals that are supplied by
raisers
grain
Where is the inconsistency P Is it with sisted in calling themselves simply Baptists, Erie Canal. The
An ample literature
© the denomination.
Va. and W. Va, H. M. Society:

and Notes,

-

Denominational

who join with our Pedobaptist brethren | oq put for the doctrinal barriers to union at the west, and the buyers at the east re- which so many
has been long, often and urgently called us,
whenever there is mutual and honest agree- | wish other Baptists, they would
inevitably joice, for the producers are likely "to get their ruin.
dor. The call is being answered. It now
ment, and diverge when honest differences | pave been included in the general Baptist higher prices,andjconsumers cheaper bread
remains for us, each and all, to make a vig- make this necessary ; or with our C. BapThe
and finally closed up the breach The whole country is blessed by cheap :
orous effort to send it on its way to the tist brethren, who unite with Pedobaptists family,
transportation
from
west
to
east.
ast.
But
this
which had occurred ; and. according to the
in the service of prayer and preaching, and record, the doctrine of open communion
in common Christian labor, on the ground was one of those doctrines, after 1785,
of agreement in the thing to be done and the which perpétuated the breach and made it
manner of doing it, and then refuse such wider, though free salvation was the chief.
’
union at the supper,—the most sacred of one in dispute.
all services,~—where, if possible, the agreeBro. Hosea Quinby, who has devoted
ment between them and their brethren in much time to the investigation of this

these two respects

is more

nearly perfect

)
| than anywhere else?
involy
of | There are hal!» dozen other points

| edin a complete statement of the ground
| upon which ‘the charge of inconsistency
becomes inapplicable to us, and reacts with
special force upon those who make it. But]

question, and has a large collection of documents bearing upon the history of Randal, writes:

* Randal

founded

matter of tolls
is a trifle compared to other

churchin 1780, in New Durham,
the Baptist church of N. D. In some three

poor pursue

to

.

Stern Element.
i

—

whose artistic power springs

the locks | from his ready apprehension of the real el-

| are enlarged so that a boat can carry 600 | ements that enter into the discipline and
tons instead of 250, and when the means of experience of the world, thus speaks of the

towing are improved so that a boat can run | false liberalism that is now so prevalent :

| from Buffalo to New York
stead of ten,as at present,

will come.

in four days in -|

I understand that as the most dangerous,

substantial relief | because

It will cost no more

most

attractive

per dayto | infidelity, which,

form

pretending

of modern

to exalt the

take a boat of 600 {ons through the enlarg- | beneficence of; the Deity, degrades it into

first ed canal than it does
calling it | boats; and six days
his

When

| expenses of navigation.

Mr. Ruskin,

of pur own

This Society, a list of contributions to
| which may be found in the proper Soluagas,

was organized at Martinsburg, during
0
April session of the Harper's Ferry Q.M.,
one year ago, as an auxiliary to the original H, M. Society, and to meet a want in
the Shenandoah Mission, that eould be sup-

plied in no other way.

Its officers are,

Rev. J. W. Dunjee,’ Pred.; Rev. Wm, A.

Jackson, V, Pres.; Rev. N. C. Brackett,
Sec. ; A. 8. Dudley, Treas. and Cor. Sec. ;
and these persons
titute our Executive

now to run the small | a reckless infinitide of mercy, and blind

Board to receive afid use

decrease

Society may direct. This Society has a
three-fold:object in view: First, to train

of

time in | obliteration of the work of sin; and which

transit will save si¥tenths of the ‘present | does this chiefly by dwelling on the man-

He the multiplied churches associated in | cost. Both of these improvements are sure
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New York, Apr. 29,°70.,
Rev. C. 0. Labdy ;
Dear Bro. :

contemplated

the result, of our annual collection for the
Mission cause.
The amount was $30,46.

i
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Home
wishto be
blessopen-

blind eyes of some peor souls to the

of the

I should feel tat I was unfaithful and
recreant to my trust as a pastor if I did not

a

the entire

the interests of

that

duty,

race

building committee

are now

The Executive Committee of the Evangelical
Alliance give notice that it is not proposed to receive delegates from ecclesiastical bodies to the
General Conference next Autumn, but only from
local branches of the Alliance. All members of
these organizations will be recognized as memformation of such
bers of the Conference—the
branches in all parts of the country being ear-

make my people feel on the day of the col
lection, using for a text, “None of us *l.veth

upon us

there

MARION Q. M.,—Held its

Mission.

the church

Gr

Dear Star :—Thanks for your rays of
light and love shining through the darkness sd discouragements
around us.
Your words of cheer help us to wait patient-

ly for themorning, and keep us from feeling that weyre quite dead and buried! Go
and tell thé churches that the Shenandoah
Mission

is trfag

to live!
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built, and anothersq going up.
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2 and 3.

at Larue, Apr.

All
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BRADFORD and T10GA Q.

M.—Held

its Feb.

This church

gession with the Columbia church.

had not been represented in Q. M. Conference
for some time, but the Lord met with us, and as
church was revived,
the result, thé
fifteen souls converted to Christ.

about

and

J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.
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~ RAILROAD COMPANY,

230, g 05

In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or registered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, pay-

able 15th February and August, in GOLD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
bonds have thirty y rs to run, payable in New York

.

MarriedU
In Sandwich,
D. Bennett and

in GOLD.

May 3, by G. W. Bean, Mr. Stephen
Mrs. Julia M, Clark, both of Holder-

pany

ness.
In East Rochester, March 1, by Rev. A Lovejoy,
Mr. Francis 8. Lothrop and Miss’ Nellie M. Abbot,

to assist them the present year.

both of Great Falls.
In Wakefield, May 2, by Rev. H. P Mansur, Mr.
Oliver M. Jellison of Portsmouth and Miss Lizzie E.
Hutchins of W.

bride's father, by Rev. A.W. Eastman, Rev. MOSES

And a Grant of Land from Congress, of

In Lincoln, Vt., May

10,

at the residence of the

B. GOVE and Miss MARY E, PURINTON,

The Company

both of L.

In Saco, Me., April 11, by Rev. E. True,

Mr.

Miss

Clara

G.

their

untiring

zeal and faithfulness in con-|

E: T. TUrTs, Clerk.

stantly raising the standard of the school | 17,18 and 19.

©

oY

in June. Conference Saturday,at 11 o’cP’k atthe Piper
school-bouse, in East Pierpont. Let us have a full
Help from abroad solicited.
L. D.JEFFER?,

Clerk.

CHAUTAUQUE Q M.will hold its next sessionwiththe
church at Kenuvedy, commencing Friday, as 7 o’clock,
P.M., before the first Sabbath in June.

S. MOUNT, Clerk.

Eliza A. Ricker of 8, May 11, Mr. James Ridley and

BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M. will hold its next ses-

June

at 2 o'clock, P.M.
Conferencewill commence
to_forward the 5 cent lax

3.

J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

so

to turn
Hall's

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its
with the West Waterville church, at the ueunal time.

GEO. PLUMMER, Ch’m of Loc. Com.

The New Humpabire Charitable Society will hold its
Annual Meeting in the F. Baptist church at Franconia,
on Wednesday, June8, at 7 o'clock, A. M.
.
D, PLACE, Clerk,
Center Strafford, May 14, 1870.
Post
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«
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Office Addresses.
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I. J. Hoag, Ellington, Cha. Co. N.Y.
E. Smith, Washington, Vt.
IL, Sargent, Hinesburg, Vt.
0.8. Brown, Odessa, N.Y.
Wm. Mitchell, Grovesville, Wis.
©, F. Dikéman, Pickwick, Min,
°
A.W. Westgate, Lincoln, N. Y.
W, H. Littlerield, Carver's Harbor, Me.
Wm. Johnson, Corry, Pa.
Letters

.

J A Acre—J M Allen—D H Adams—B F Anderson—J C
Barrett—N W Bixby—I E Butterfield—J R Barnum—A T
Bowman--M W Burlingame—J Bunker—D W Badger—P
8 Burbank—Miss 8 Brown—J Baker—C E Bisbee—B T
Butterfisld—Wm Bootli—S H 8Barrett—R
Berry—L 8§
Bartleti—MBarnes—D

Cranston—J 8 Dinsmore—R Deering
sier—B 8 Curtis—P
—A J Dalby—O Dudley—C KH Davier--A 8 Dudley ~-G
Fleming—D H Finch
W Edwards—Eliza A
Danforth—D
—T Falkner—S8 C French--J Fuller—M Folsom—B F Ferson—D 8 Fowler—C J Falrbanks—Christian Freeman—
Granville—E Gates—N Gammon—G W Gould—G D
Garland—0 B Grifin—W O Houghtaling—H 8 Hawks—G
8 Hill—L Howard—J L. Hammett—Sally Holmes—Rachel
¥. Hatch—W B Hamblen—L Hutchins—A K Hood—D
Hyde-L Hulse—A G Hill—A H Hudson—H N Herrick—G
Hartman—J F Joy—Mrs A A Jenne—J H Jewell—W
Johnson—N Jones—A WEKnowlton—F AKimball—-JKnapp
—J M Kayser—J H Loveless—J B Logan—dJ 8 Longley—
D Libiy—H 8 Leavitt—L A Laughton--A Losee—J H Mc
n—J Mitchell-8 Merrill—H B Moore~J Millett—
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Makes hair grow.

4120

article.

Cures

its

The first application will do good; you will see the
NATURAL
COLOR returning every day, and
BEFORE YOU KNOW IT,”
the old, gray, discolored appearance of the hair will
Lv, one, giving place to lustrous, shining and beauti:
ul locks.
Ack for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer; no other article is at all like it in effect.
private

Government

Stalnp over the top of the bottle. All others are imiations.
RB. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
For sale by all druggists.
2teow20
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of Japan

invoice
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ranted in all cases of
Dyspepsia, such as
Stomach, Spitting ot
Pain In the Back and
Tongue, and
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subscriber offers for sale his\Dwelling House,"

above stand is situated at Northwood Center, N. H.,
on the turnpike road leading from Concord to Portsmouth, over which a stage runs daily, and near a
sopiemplsied R. R. from Concord to Rochester; ale

Northwood,

TRE

shop

May

1, 1870,

EMPIRE

CORN &FEED MILL
Gi

BY

NASURICTURED

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
of New York,

12t9

And Sold by Agents everywhere.
DR

are war

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened 80 as to run for years without
injury.

It works with less

less expense,

It has taken

State Agricultural Fairs

power than any other,and
York,

WEsT—

.

Virginia-

it has

Kentucky—the only ones at which
hibited.
J.D.

Premium at the

the First

of New

and

been éx-

«BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,
Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist

two

Mill, (now the Empire Mill, with

horses. at 160

of
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels

corn per hour, “I then ground corn

-

old by Druggists

tailor’s

80 within 75 rods of a meeting-house,

two physicians, district school-house,and Northw:
Seminary, the latter of which will compare favorably
States. Terms
with any of its class in this or other
easy.
C. KNOWLES,

For sale at No. 1 Tremont

everyr

before the

stable. The store is well fitted up and has a good
The
The buildings are in good repair.
cash trade.

Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Pro
prietors, and by all Druggists, Mailed for 60 cents,

N.Y,
Bt,

suits

ound in a country store. ‘The House is 2 story, 40x
22 feet, with one L 1 story, 40x18, another 20x20, also
1 story; a good stable and cairiage-house, 31x83, is
connected. Good water in the house, also in the

Piles and Fallingof the Rectum
Oppreesion after eating, Sour
Food, also Headache, Dizziness,
Loins, Sick Headache, Coated

Biliousness.

to

Store, 3-4 of an acre of land, and entire stock of
oods, consisting of a variety, such as is usually

Mattings, the
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Court;

Court of Claims, and the Supreme Courtof the United

of 40 yards; the most
at at $1.50 pe per yard; ; In-

COSTIVENESS.

PERISTALTIC

in direct.

Co., just

Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston.

HARRISON’S

to act

Address,

PATENT LAWS; to business before the Pension and
Land Offices ; to claims for Bounty under the rece't

established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at pop-

ular low prices, an

County

every

ID. HOLLY,
Secretary,
P.O. Box 6720 NV. X, City.

and
Patents,
SIBSEVENTH ST. WASHINCTON, D. C.
Special attention given to contesied cases under the

bald.

yout] beauty by its use.
It does not dye the hair,
ut strikes at the root and fills it with new life an
coloring matter.

our

in

Counsellor at Law and Solicitor for Claims

A better dressing than any

has

YORK.

J. McC. PERKINS,

IS

GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
The whitest and worst looking hair resumes

bottle

wanted

A.

“oil” or “pomatum.”
Softens brash, dry
and wiry
hair into
Beautiful Silken Tresses.
But, above all,
the
great wonder is the rapidity with which it restores
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COMPANY,

NEW

-connection with the Home Office.

MIRACULOUS.
It is a perfect and wonderful
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Face,
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TRUST CO., No. % Exchange Place,
¥ew York,
FREE OF U. 8.
GOVERNMENT TAXES.

and contains no Lead
» Romedy. Roliabie, Harmless,
poison. Depot, 49 Bond St, N. Y. Sold by Drugm ist

Books Forwarded,
BY MAIL.

York

No. 49 Wall Street, New York,
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In Crawford, Pa., March 8, by Rev. Wm. Johnson,
Mr. H. Hull and Miss L. J, Beard, both of C.
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Augusta Gray of Lewiston, Me,
In Pawtucket, R. [., April 9, by Rev. I. Hyatt, Mr,
Wm. F. Carpenter of P. and Miss Hannah Sowle of
April 13, Mr. Andrew P. BisCentral Falls, R.I.
more and Mrs. Harriet J. Rogers, both of Central
April 21, Mr. Andrew J. Perry and Miss JoFalls.
sephine M. Luther, both of Providence.
May 1. Mr.
Joseph F. Means and Mi+s Sarah A. Gray, both of P.
Rev. L. B.
by
In West Stephentown, N, Y., Aprili6,
Coleman, Mr. Albert Andrews of Southington, Conn.,
and Miss Lenia I. Hollis of Nassau, N. Y.
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these bonds is at the rate of $13,560

Miss Addie Powers, both of S.
In Charlestown. Mass , May 7, by Rev. 0. T. Mou

lect often results in an incurable Lung

report showed $80,41 in the Treasury. Our pres.
ent plan for raising funds is for each church to
mako quarterly collection, and each Q. M. a pub-

. Trustées, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Com-

of New

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
This line, connecting St.
and ONLY mortgage.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
through route to California.
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also, some visiting brethren from other Q. M’s.
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dessert at a much cheaper rate thdn ten years ago?
Science has converted awild product of the Irish coast
into an element of immeasurable dainties of the most
wholesome, nutritious and delicious character; and
the priceof this new staple is less by one-half than
that of any other article of the same class contalning
a like amount of nutriment, Need we say that SEA
Moss FARINE is the article referred to. The wealthy
and enterprising New York Company engaged in its
manufagture are entitled to the thanks of every phifor introducing this new source of excel
lanthropist
lent and agreeable food, at a price which places it

=

;

Bankers and Financial Agents,
29 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

RooT RIVER Q.M. will hold its next session with
the Hamilton church, commencing Friday before the
first Sabbath in June, at 2 o’clock, P. M. We hope to

are you aware that you can enjoy the luxuries of the

reported
large ac-

believin
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WESTERN R.T. Q. M. will hold its next session with’
1, 2, commencing at
the West Scituate church, June
.
)

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
Cheaper than Before the War!
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safest preparation

gray hair to its natural color, but
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first Kyger
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doing a good work. There was
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H. BARRETT, Clerk.
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ld its spring
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was received as corresponding messenger from
Caverno—O P Clap —R Comstock—dJ Cowen—~E
Carpetings, all at prices to suit every customer. Union

town Chapel0?
meetings, P and

Let Bro.

denee to our friends and

Foreign Missions,

Remember the returns for the Ageister.
[P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

than Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, where known. It is
good for hildren or adults, for any internal soreness
of the chest or bowels, and the best Pain Killer prepared, under whatever name.

the

churches reported by letter and delegation. Two
churches
reported revivals.
Delegates
to XY.
Meeting were appointed as follows:
Revs. G. W. Baker,
C.O. Parmenter,
D. D.
Halsted, G. H. Moon, 8. D. Bates, and Brethren
Collection for
A. J. Peters and William Cole.
Next session with the Berwick
F. M., $10.47.
church, July 2 and '8.
8. D. BATES, Clerk.
Heh

members are kithfally sowing beside all
waters, and the Uanrches are increasing in

numbers and influed\a,

Philadelph
phia Ledger

Corn and flour are staple articles; but not more

Quarterly Meetings.

MOUNTAIN

Freewill

ship of 2,000, while several others have 1,000 or
CHENANGO UNION Q. M. will hold its next session
But all the congregation belong to the
more.
with the Lebanon and Smyrna church, commencing
E. S. DART, Clerk.
o'clock, P. JM.
church, by virtue of birth and confirmation,— | June 10, at2
if by virtue of nothing else.
WINONA & HOUSTON 3 M. (Mion.) will hold
arren, commencing June
its next session at North
A teacher In one of the Boston public schools
10, at 2 o’clocky P. M,
has resigned, after several years’ service, beT. H. DRAKE, Clerk pro tem.
against
scruples
has conscientious
preaching, and are about securing the cause she
FRENCH CREEK Q. M. will hold its next session
She belongs to a sect
teaching on Saturday.
of an efficient minister.
‘We hope, unwith the 8. Harmony church, commencing Friday
Christians.
Bible
*
as
known
evening, June 10. Church clerks will bring statistics
blessing of God, to be able t> fulfill our |
A. LOSEE, Clerk.
for Register.
and accomplish all the work enjoined
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The all-gone
by our blessed Master.
and
the Buena Vista church, commencing Friday, June 3,
of; is caused by want of proper action of the liverregu.
Clerk pro tem.
CURTIS,
A. B. DREW.
,.C.
M.
P.
o’clock,
bowels
2
at
the
and
heart. These may be assisted,
lated, by Parsons’ Purgative Pills in small doses.
next session
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The

GREEN
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of

WHITESTOWN Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at Flat Creek, commencing June 4, at 10
o'clock, A. M. Teams will be at Palmetine Bridge,at
5 o'clock, on Friday, to convey friends to the meeting.

isa single American Jewess that could write
a correct Hebrew epistle. Hebrew study is but

the work |

RECEIVED FOR
SEMINARY,

session

house for use early next fall. The churoh and
society have been very fortunate in securing a location for the new edifice within a few rods of
the place where the church has always held its
meetings, and near the parsonaga and vestry.
Rev. C. C. Foster having closed his labors
here, we .are supplied every Sabbath with ac-

to himself and no man dieth to himself.”
We give but litlle,but what is given is done
ceptable
cheerfully.
A female member
of our services
church, at service away from home, left her der the
contribution with me, saying she had de- mission

cided to give one dollar out of every in for
tke future.
PE.
sc
- Yours in Christ,

meeting

ti

churches in that city having 8 member- | due from members.
1
all, di- [forward with the intention of completing the | ytneran

rectly or indirectly, are affected by every
act and move we make.
This I tried to

The Shenandoah

special

:
doubts whether

pam-

A large number of these Bonds have been placed in
Europe, and we now offer a limited number in this
market at 90 FLAT, and recommend them with confi.

next

WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next gestion with
The session
the Newark church, at Newark Street.
of Q. M. Conference will commence Tuesday, May 31,
at 1 o'clock, P. M. Ministering brethren are expected
will be
A sermon
evening.
to meet on Monda
reached by the Clerk,—Subject, “The Christian’s
The place of meeting is only about 4
ossessions.”
miles from the R.R. station, at West Burke, and
Dicturen of the Q. M. and from abroad are cordially
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
invited.

little encouraged by American Jews.
The Mennonites of Prussia—under the stress of

pushing

a

MM

passes

bis of Germany are organizing a pilgrimage on a
large scale.

Ministers and Churches.

CASH

per. A Sul ley
given that delegates appointed by fhe 9.3 belong- A ¢ 0, Coline, XY.
enne
e.,

not permitted to contribute for this cause; |
Prussian military law
to
addition
a recent
and the minister either opens the way or
which renders it impossible for them to evade doThe Sherburne church is destitute of a pastor.
shuts it up, for he is really the avenue
ing military duty, which is incompatible with
An acceptable minister would be kindly welcomthrough which the people expect to con ed and well sustained. Will not some one give their religious tenets,—have made arrangements
country, and are
tribute.
If the pastors were faithful in us a visit? or address G. W. Austin, Sherburne, for emigrating in mass to this of large tracts of
now in treaty for the purchase
opening the way, these littles would be Chenango Co., N. Y.
;
land in Tennessee.
flowing into the treasury of the Lord. It is
Complaint has been made to the authorities
TUNBRIDGE, Vt. The F. Bapti-ts in this vilnot necessary to make them feel that itis a
lage and vicinity are making an effort to build a of Granville, Vt., against the Second Adventists
pleasure
to give,—‘‘more blessed to give house of worship, having never owned one ex- for keeping their store and shoe shop open on
a moive, but that it is | cept in company with other denoniinations. The | Sunday. * thd 9 ay
|

are so interwoven, that each and

its

not with the 1st Os. s|
J. CHICK, Clerk.

MARION & OHIO NORTHERN

the

under the belief that their Messiah has at length
appeared in the Wilderness of Judea, The Rab-

The Jewish Messenger

ing ina
:
grant of this Combany
are Seafully set forth
phlet, which can be obtained at our office,

last section in favor of, uniting, and that the union | Gils, Jl. ber Wil Gifford,

A letter from Constantinople states that several thousand Jews have passed through that city

G. S. BRADLY.

of my people would feel grieved were they

be

ednesday, Jule s. 5 is
New Market, May 12, 1870.

the attitude of many of the European States.

Evansville, Mav 3, 1870.

Some

hold

house, in Frapconts, N. H., at 5s 22 Sock, P. ,

hours.

who watch

conneetions, and land

resources,
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fo

ley, Sarah A Bagley, Caroline Lovett,
$5 eaeh; Otis Kucklin, M Smith, Alma Smith,
EN Finney, $2 each; Walter
Kittredge, Horace Hubbard, Willis_Roberts,
Mrs 8 B
Roberts, Jos Rogers, $1 each; Lucy Wakefield, 50 cts.;
Chas M Buzzell, ,25.—$249,75. Mrs Almira Smith, $1 for
piano.— $250.75.
. I. DANIELS, Treas.

Baptist Home Mission Society in the F. B, meeting:

wis
The opponents of the infallibility dogma have
been very much strengthened and encouraged by

Christian sympathy ; Unction.

bind:

ns toll KS oh
| Revd M Langworthy, Prospect, N Y
the preacher exceed the prescribed. t-losated in the village of Bochester, Lorain Co., Ohio.
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our American

:
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kKarnestuess; | nestly desired.

OF EFFICIENCY.

ELEMENTS

i.

keep this matter before my people.

command

in the original

Saviour.
must be constant
In order to it, ministers
learners. They must form systematic and comprehensive plans of instruction.
4. EFFICIENCY. Preaching contemplates certain great objects: (1.) The diffusion of truth
(2.) The
and consequent overthrow of error.
conversion of souls. (3.) The practice of right(4.) The establishment and edification
eousness.
of the church of Christ. (5) No preaching effior mare of
cient which
objects,does not accomplish one
these

Inclosed please find seventeen dollars
and forty-six cents, the result, or a part of
The $13 Isend to Bro. Ball for the
Mission (N. Y. State), as our people
ed it thus divided.
I really hoped
able to send a larger sum, but by the
ingof God, this may be the means of

.

.

liIEkewise.

C. O. LisBY,

s
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The immense tunnage of grain and lumber accumu-
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at St. Paul
weekly
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purchase of any of the lands of the Company.
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There will

Such prolonged services would hardly sat- |

tration. To this end study the laws of figurative | clock lest
language; learn the uses of simile and meta- | limits.

be jopublic, with the hope that others may
y
wlaosd ‘o do likewi
0

(3.) | ence.

vividness of expression.

00

2,00
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3, ,0 5

ofl meon Libby, 3100, BX Davis, Mes’ Martha Mor ey, | them to be ONE OF THE SAFEST AND CHEAPES

the morning, and do not close till four in the &f- | named Yearly[Meetings, having taken action at their

Acquire felicity and practice frequency of illus- |

i
worthyof thought, and itA is made
ments are

PLEDGES

of Place.

Q. M. will

with the 2d Ossipee church, and
sipee church,

(2.) Culti- | ternoon,the doors being locked to retain the audi-

(1.) Bedeeply imterested yourself.

the Foreign Mission Office, brought encour-|

Change
WOLFBOROUGH

of Congregationalism, there isto be a digest of
Pilgrim history prepared for the use of Congre”
gational preachers who desire to preach on the

/

These Bonds have the
option of being converted into stock, and are receivable at par, as cash, for the:

$6; F D Moody, E P Prescott WD MathersiD | INVESTMENTS EVER OFFERED.
JOKL SPOONER, Com of Arrangements. | ampson,
Blair, John Gilkey, Wm
Hayes,David Hayes,Newell Bag-

are.

250th anniversary

to three
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passengers to and from the Yearly Meeting for half-

as mere literature the
:

In view of the appréiching

with

R.to carry
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Mountaif

of the B.C. M. and White

inter- | Sometimes the services begin at nine o’clock in |

Means of so doing:

)
Putten, |Me
# Coburn,
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act of Legislature.
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Change of Place.
The N. H. Yearly Meeting will be held

preacher in Illinois

awakening

Necessity of

.- INTEREST.

The following letter, recently received at | est in religious themes.

agement,

Milton in the schools, and
Bible is more than these.

truth employed; as to the spirit and manner of || whoThereoft is a Scandinavian i
importance. who often preaches from two
proof of its Triaken
its adelivery; 3 Historical
De
o

.

i

;

A. DEERING, Seo.

$50,000 EACH, with right of way for construction.
This Company is EXEMPTED FROM TAXES UP-

Ix | ON ITS LANDS FOR FIFT EEN

Rev G C Waterman, Lowville, N Y¥

church at Franconia, insteal of Littleton.
1 have made arrangements with the Superintendent

to ‘the | history of the denomination.

As

-

Eleven Counties a'ong the 1tn¢ of this oad DONATE

TO MISS A.S. DUDLEY FOR cHurcH

SENT

CASH

132,17 | Northwestern route to Chicago.

Tr¢as.

Noah Blanchard, Lewiston, Xie
Lucretia Meade, Biddeford, Me
Rev H Whitcher, N Gloucester, Me

the 25th inst., for the following purposes: Choice of
officers for the ensuing year, and
discussion of the

Dr. Buslinell’s warning: as to the tendencies of
emigration to lower the standard of society, and
specifies the gospel as the only remedy.

Conference.

Essential Qualities of the Sermon as a Whole.

.
A Cheering
pale. Letter.

Cumberland Q. M. will hold a meeting in Portland at

A missionary in Michigan attests the truth of |.

IRUE.

letics, chapter 10th, commencing at page 232.
As all may not have a copy of the work, I will
here give an outline of the lesson as taken from
the table of contents.
Itis hoped that all will
come fully prepared, for in no other way can the
exercise be made interesting and profitable :

1. EVANGELICAL

with the |

Casco St. church, on Wednesday, at 2 o’clock, P. M.,

0! for more workers, more
ney, more | I hereby notify my ministering
in a new view. He thinks it would be an in«consecration to Christ, and less care for the | consin that the lesson will be in Kidder’s Homi- | tion
sult to prohibit the-reading of Shakspeare or

- Martinsburg, W. Va.

:

of Teachers;
topics, viz.: Qualification
them. | Mrs
and conduct
secureDuties
how to and
gate distribution of Bibles and Testaments,in the | 5 01%’ \ertings,

brethren of Wis- |

adorning of the poor claytenements that
Jill fell so soon. O that *‘ the lamps may
be all lit up in Zion,” and our H. M. Treasuryoverflowing with ¢ freewill offerings!”
ANNE 8. DUDLEY,

Notices

The Sunday School Union, connected

May 8th, eleven,
20 forwaed so
D. | past year, was 70,000, at a cost of $5,000.
E.T
2

4.

.

ig Suede

8

who are addicted to this habit.
The forty-sixth anniversary of the New York
Bible Society was held last week.
The aggre-

March I had

tizing four happy con-

of b

and others We bove

. Having

1

here some refreshing and encourage-

The

verts,

is

Lord

The

the privilege

like the Palm tree!” For the loss of one
3
worker in India, may a score of missionaeyes
Our
ries oarry the gospel to Africa!
run down with tears as we behold the
whitened harvest field, and look in vain, for
help.
&
:

i
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he New H Hampshire Methodist Episcopal Con
ference recently adopted
a strong resolution
.
against the use of tobacco, re-affirmin,

Com,
Me.
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which, together with Road and all its property,
Brown, Arthur Scott, Emanuel 4 Myers, Patsey a5050 || upon
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these Bonds are a First Mortgage

| 2TV7Iied books destroyed and damaged at the great{
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15 Years to Run from January, 1870,

s

liams, Patsy Taylor, Bro Hargrove, David Taylor;

Dee Ces

A MILLION SHEETS
had over
Carleton the Publisher

the ‘six

Second Free Baptist church in | jon jn Boston, which offers a fine home to young | en presses, running day and night, to replace his

the

and | 18 enjoying prosperity.

’

the trials of our faith will never be num-|bered or known, but we believe that these
Lgrgerms

:

church,

full

James Scott, Geo Curter, Henry Green, David Wil-

are re- | addressed to J. E, BUTLER, Biddeford, Me.

a

A

| or orders requiring immediate attention, shoud be | Mrs Mary Taylor

six persons, on | women coming into the city. It had three hun. | losses.
Lebanon, Me., baptized
.
The church ged boarders last year. It has a restaurant table
jus second Sabbath in May.

this good werk.
Much has been done in the Shenandoah

Mission, still we are weak and small,

of

into.

months.trial

Rev. L C. Guptill, pas-

LEBANON, Me.
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THE MORNING STAR: MAY

Poetry.

“"Todder

and I want to,” he

Wanderer's
—

Reverie.

W—

- Keeping silent watch over all.
Green and rustling round the door—
the sunshine quivering through it,

Danced over the oaken floor!
Now the ice-drops are hanging like jewels
On the stems so brown and bare,
And never a glimmer of sunlight
Shines in the chill, blue air.

Ah me! Where the red blaze flickered
In the fire-place long ago,
The winds roar down the chimney,
Where lies a white drift of snow!
Ah! ’twas but the dream of a moment—
A phantasy of my brain,
But I thought the roses were blooming,

:

And I was a child again.
I thought the snow was white blossoms
Adrift on the sweet spring air,

And that shadow that wavered and vanished
Was the flow of her raven hair.
I thought ’twas her white dress fluttering
In the briar bushes below,
But ’twas only the wild wind whirling
A wreath of falling snow.

Bl

he should rise and say simply that he loved

ing to meet a friend.”

Jesus,

out to look at the sun

without

attempting

re-

he

nev-

:

dan dat child;” then

‘Were it not for the faith that points upward

Jasper fell into

a

brown study.
;
Two years before, there had been: found
on the County House steps a. woman nearly
frozen. The kind-hearted inmates took her

And says—* Thou shalt find it again!”
— Vt. Chronicle.

understand,

bold little flaunting tulip, that stood

but

over

the

homely

If you've any task to do,
Let me whisper, friend, to you,
Do it!
If you’ve anything to say,
True and needéd, yea or nay,

Say it!
If youve anything to love,
As a blessing from above,

Love it!
If you’ve anything to give,
That another’s joy may live,
Give it!

If you know what torch to light,
Guiding others through the night,

"| the two years she had been at the Melville
Poor House. - Oat of doors they carried her

Light it!

food, else she would

have

eaten

nothing.

If you’ve any debt to pay,
Rest you neither night nor day,
.
Pay it!

During long rains and the colder ‘days
winter, they were obliged to lock her

If you’ve any joy to hold
Next your heart, lest it grow cold,

would moan ina way pitiful to hear. The
absence of the sun for any length of time
would reduce her to a state bordering upon

her room, where, lying

Hold it!

upon

the floor,

of
in
she

insanity.

If you’ve any grief to meet,
At the loving Father’s feet,
;
Meet it!

““ Yes,” said Jasper, waking from his reverie, *‘ she know less dan I. I'll learn
Jesus to her.”
Jasper’s old minister had talked much of
the Sun of Righteousness. Remembering
this, Jasper, pointing to the great light,
said, ** Margury, Jesus, sun, loves you.”

If you're given light to see
‘What a child of God should be,
See it!
Whether life be bright or drear,
There’s a message sweet and clear,
‘Whispered down to every ear.
Hear it!

Margury gave one

look

eyes, and paid no more
was not discouraged.

from

Many times

Jasper
a

day,

as they sat together in the sunlight, he repeated his lesson. Months passed, but
Jasper's faith never faltered. One dull,
cloudy day, as they were sitting as usual
on the steps, Margury seized Jasper’s arm
.| and pointing to the sun just emerging from

Che Family Circle,
__ Jakper’s Lesson.

behind a cloud, said eagerly,
loves me.”
{

—

her dull

atténtion.

Jesus,

sun,

:

The
in

Chatting

garden,

all

and

at once,

a

he

tried

to

follow the minister's argument.” He always gave out at * secondly,” falling back
upon the text, which he said over and over
to himself. If the minister repeated it often
enough, he generally
learned it very

well.

His

inability

to

speak

in

the

church

prayer meeting was a great trial to Jasper.

nights

Jasper

thought and prayed.
At lerigth it cant

.
He was creep-

intently I distinguished

the bluest eyes in the world, and a topaz

«0 ‘evens! hare you really in hearnest? »
asked saucy little Lady’s-Delight.
“ Why, does she neglect her hs?” inquired Spap-dragon; “I didn’t know it,

brooch upon her bosom, (she always wears

but I'll ask her anyway,and the Heath girls,

chatter, whom we listen to every day.
There was the little ** Forget-me-not,” with
it,) probably an heir-loom that her mother gave her for a birthday present. *‘Lilywhitest

was

there,

who

has

too; they'll tell us about ould Ireland.”
Haven't you got enough now ?” asked
‘¢ Lily-of-the-valley,” who seemed very shy
and retiring.

the

complexion one ever looked upon,

and who always selects the most refined
and delicate perfume.
Also, several of the
Phlox children, all own cousins, and bear-

“Yes, I think

ing a very strong family resemblance. In
the midst of them all sat little ‘‘ Snap-dragon,” very pert and spicy, and feeling unusually important, because . she was going

their animated conversation.
.
There was a great deal of argument, and
a great deal of criticism. These little
innocent looking flowers expressed their
opinion of each other in the same merciless

was

things!”

was

growing—there

He had

fried once

or

so’ much
twice,

but

his remarks were two much for the risibles
of the brethren. Even the minister was observed to be suddenly affected with a cough
3 during their delivery. Jasper himself did
not regard them as successes. ‘‘ He was
of it afore, that
allers so skeered
nor de
he didn’t get no good from de Bible
and arter he got through, his
vs
kept a flip-it-a-flopping till he got to
;
sleep

»

At length he carried his trouble to his
minister. He told all the tifals he had in

es would carry him, he hobbled

there are likely to be some

around

to

Margury sat on the floor

Jasper was as faithful with this lesson as

But I don’t wan-

rmissde promises.
Dare was dat one
ou preach
de oder night, Him dat ’fesses

result. True, coniing” suddenly upon her
once, he saw thé thumbs tarned downward,

mep's
afore er syn,
bir will ls.”
I also 'fess afore
but as soon as she heard him, the thumbs
and his 8
s
went quickly back

y

The minister tried to explain

that we

| + ~conld confess Christ by our lives far better

lt

bf Words, but Juspor was not satis-

]

better be careful what you say,”

exclaimed a ‘‘ Lady’s-Delight,”

with the other. Day after day he would
repest. ** Jesus, san, loves you. Jesus
says, Thumbs down,” but there seemed no

peaking, ending with, “

¢

“You'd

nothing in that to make him think of Margury.
*¢ Perhaps,” thought Jasper reverently, “ God told me.”
As fast as crutchwith her knees drawn up, her hands clisped around them, and the thumbs turned
upward. Never in the years Margury had
been at the Melville Poor House had she
been knownto take any other position—
straight up stood the thumbs always.
*t Margury,” said Jasper, ‘‘ Jesus, sun,
says,
Thumbs * down,”
accompanying
his words by a forcible reversion of the
thumbs.
‘There was an ugly gleam in Margury’s
eyes, and the thumbs came back with a jerk.

was silent, when Jesus had done

them? They have eyes almost as blue as

how

lettuce

the south porch.

only

-seen

fast the

All the other brethren testified their love to

It saddened him to think he

haven't you

to

their

oldyp position.

Margury, too, seemed more restlésy than

very saucily.

had

now, girls,

you'd

ancient

Grandchildren.
Gather

together, you great and

company, who are interested in

goodly

the grand-

stinct, because they are ours; and we know
that while with the lower animals this love

ceates with the
animal upon the
the human being,
relation of parent
strengthened

dependence of the young
parent for aliment, with
the love deepens as the
and child is ripened and

by growing

sympathy

mutual service. Now this very
that we hive for our own children
Jest in them alone, as they grow
‘and knowledge
and rise into youth
turity. We still yearn for a little

and

affection
does not
in years
and machild to

love, and there is a void in the house where
there is none.
Good Providence has be-

nignly met this need of our nature by

or-

daining

up

tHat when

our

children

grow

had better take care what you say, for you
never can tell who you are hitting. The
Pansy girls.are near relatives of mine,

filled, by children of theirs, and so the child
is not set aside, but rather restored in the

closely

However, I don't care

much for them.

a grandchild.

little ‘* Snap-Dragon,”

not much abashed, it seemed, ‘‘ there are the

should be ashamed to introduce them to
the Pink girls, who are always so neat and
stylish. Besides they'll bring their aristcthe

elegantly

Carnations,

who

are

dressed. And

I'm

going to invite that little ‘pink-cheeked
Hyacinth, that I saw the other day; she
is 0 sweet and pretty.”
;
«No use,” sald another little voice; ‘she

hardly ever goes out of the

house.

the can

not be

are weak, and

cold air.

cate.”

Her
this

That is why she looks so deliyy

We love that little fellow at

once, without waiting for moralist or theo-

logian to define the feeling or urge the duty. He is blood of our

blood

and bone of

our bone, and in the form that most express-

I es dependence and wins

long that they smell musty and dirty.

always so

I do not exactly know how to analyze the
kind of affection that is so ready to cling to

Marygolds, I am not going to invite them;
they'll wear those old yellow calico dresses
that I'm sick of, and they'se worn them so

cratic cousins

grandchild,

So

you needn't feel badly.”
“ Well,” continued

children

to love,

the time

will

his breath .with a hollow roar and a painful hise, and charged madly at the aggressor.
A mere twist of the rein threw the
splendidly trained horse out of harm's way,
and the bull almost went headlong with his
unspent impetus.
For nearly fifteen min-

— Harper's Magazins.
‘but the friend of all.

“My son, give me

thy

heart,”

said

the

is

the

child

protection.

of our. child, and

we

He
love

him for our sake, for his mother's or fa-

.

—

What are the duties and claims of women who are coming forward to fill the places
in family and social life; and what are the
institutions we

want to prepare them to do

these daties; especially, what is the pface
among them of industrial schools? For,
certainly, the general reformation of industrial life in our day must also change home
life, whose accustomed industry is of an
the matter.”
antiquated type, machinery
and manufactoBusiness did prosper.
ries having lifted the work of spinning and
** My son, give me thy heart.”
weaving from its pressute on single-handed
‘ Not yet,” said the man of business; “I strength.
‘Even the ordinary laundry and
am pressed now. When my children are needle-work is transferred to large public
well settled in life I shall be better able to establishments; and, in proportion, female
labor en masse has become a demand, and
attend to religion.”
of commercial value in the market.
He lived to be an old man.
It is not uncommon to see in our daily
“Not yet,” he still cried. ‘I shall soon papers advertisements of thé furnishing esgive up trade, and then I shall have noth- tablishments of our cities calling for a hup-

dred or five hundred female laborers : ~#113

ing else to do but to read and pray.”

all too quickly from the ~/UBtry by
And so he died. Heput off to another answered
irls who know not ta nat they come.
time what should have been done when a
demand for fee all know how sadly
child:

male labor is inf«encing the workisg-wom-

He therefore died as he lived, with-

out God.

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
The

Buffalo
——

at Bay."®

OE

z

Fitz Hugh Ludlow, in his entertaining
volume, ‘‘The Heart of the Continent,”thus

en's quostion every where by the many
advertisements of work wanted, snd the
Miss
sad contrast of work and wages.
Marwedel says that a London dry-goods
some thirty workingmerchant, wanting
was obliged to send away, not withwomen,
out the help of the police, seven hundred
women
who
seven o'clock

gatbered round his door at
1n the morning of a rainy

November day! Aid the average number
of governesses in London who apply for
places every day is more than two thousand! 1t is mentioned in the London T¥mes
and a graphic pen; it is quite possible that that a gentleman wanting a governess rethe imagination yielded some assistance in ceived five hundred and ten applications!
giving to this view the brilliant coloring Governesses in the .work-houses of England
are not uncommon
There are also ten
which it wears. It certainly has a most life- times more governesses that pass their exlike aspect:
aminations in Prussia than are wanted.
Yet there is another fact which, in this
Munger appeared upon a distant divide,
vividly pictures a scene connected with an
exciting buffalo hunt on the western prairies. It is plain that he has an artist's eye

me to him.

I left the dead

connection,

bull,

and rode to ask what was wanted.
When
I got within ear-shot, Munger hollowed his
hand before his mouth and roared, ‘Bring

seem

hard to believe

show

why

and

how this is,

M ss Marwedel

says: ‘“It used to be said in Germany that
a girl leaving school at fourteen could support herself.”
But the inflaence of home

and school” education is dependent on its

keeping
and the
adopted
| so.
At

pace with the wants of the times;
German schools, though they have
somie improvements, have notdone
the time the above-mentioned prov-

erb arose, sll situations for girls of feurteen
were supposed to be inside of /amiles,

But now, when girls are thrown into factories and shops, unguarded, on thei own responsibility, the case is differext. Physically feeble and halt-developed, not fitted to

That makes two; there were three of his
company.
“He had
ridden
upon
as
ped

act and thdnk independently, upsupported

He, on his part, did not need three

they pass from the constrajdt cf school
rules tp, a_.personal-freedony
they co not
know how to use. The ngcessary conse-

big a bull as ever ran the

Plains,

sto

by the requisite preliminary knowledge,

him with a series of shots from a
Colts
army revolver, and was holding him at bay
in a-grassy basin, for our artist's especial
behoof,

it may

in the very same places there is an unfufilled demandjfor thoroughly skilled Jaborers of very many kinds.
In undertaking to

the champing Ben Holladay.

words
to show

him

his opportunity.

leaped from the buggy; out came

He

the

quences

are--all

the

mow

evils to which

our poor factory-girls and domestic servants

ma-

terials of success following him, and in a ace expnsed; snd which, we are too apt
trifle over three minutes from his: first halt, to say, are *‘the charaoteristic faults of our
the big blue umbrella was pointed and time,” forgetting that we are responsible,
pitched, and he sat under it on his camp- by reason of ourmmore commanding posistool, with his eolor-box on his knees, his tions, for these «ame characteristics.
brush and palette in hand, and a clean
- We are proud of onr hospitals and almsboard pinned in the cover of his color-box. houses, of our reformatories and work. Munger’s old giant glowered and flashed houses, of our asylums and regulated prisfire from two great wells of angry brown ons, of our life insurances for the sick and
und red, burning up like a pair ofé¥ighted for burial expenses. But all these things
naptha-springs, through a foot deep envi are for the middle and end of spoiled and
ronment of shaggy hair.
The old fellow infirm Jives. What a blessed change in out
had been shot in half a dozen places. He moral and socisl circumstances it would be
was wounded in the haunch, through the if society and the state should take equally
lower ribs, through the langs and
else- generous care to invigorate and preserye
where. Still ‘he stood bis ground like a the uncontaminated healthy limbs of our
Sparticus:

He was too much

distressed

to

run with the herd; at every plunge he was
easily headed off by a turn of Munger's
bridle ; he had trampled a circle of twenty
feet diameter, in bls sallies to get away

youth, especially

of our female youth, and

to give moral ripeness to their characters !
We are proud of our schools as models for
other nations; but we take our children

out of them when they have received less
From both his than nothing for the conduut of practical life
and mc 8: need good examples and moral proHis breath
was like a tection, neither strengthened in inner capac-

yethe would not lie down.

nostrils the blood was flowing, mixed with

glare and

blacksmith's

fosm.

bellows.

His

great

sides

heaved laboriously, as if he were breathing

with

his whole

body. I never could be
ther’s sake, as well as for his own sake. enough
of a hunter not toregard this as a
We ses in him not only himsel”, but the distressing
sight.
Yet 1 could underwhole world of affection with which he is stand how Parrhasius might have been drivrelated. In that boy or girl in our daugh- en by the devil of his genius to do the deed
ter's arms we see as in a mirror the face of of horror and power which has come down
to u<'through the cénturies,
I seemed to
our daughter when she was in her mother’s see Prometheus
on his rock, defying
the
arms; and that mother’s face smiles again gods. Kill a deer, and he pleads with you
upon us with new grace, whether from the out of his wet, dying eye;.a bear falls headearthly home or from the heavenly man- long with a grunt, and gives up his stolid
ghost without more ado, ifthe bulletis mostion.
tal; but here was a monster whose body conThen this child is nearer our heart from tained at least four deadly bullets, yet who.

[}

Claims of Female Labor.

Lord Jesus to a little boy.
** Not yet,” said the little boy, busy with
his bat and ball; * when I grow older I
will think about it.”
** My son, give me thy heart,” said the
Lord Jesus to the young man.
+ ¢ Not yet,” said the young man; * I am
just going into business. When I see .it
prosper I shall have more time to attend to

child in your own house, and let us help along your painter.” Glad to be of more use
somebody thanT had been to myself,I set
each to a better understanding of the to
out in search of the buggy.
About a mile
meaning and richuess of this relation, We away, I found it rolling along through the
will not begin with the creation or the del- grass, after the well-meaning but veteran
uge, nor undertake to give a history of wagon-team. I told our artist that MunAt the news
grandfathers and grandchildren since the ger had something for him.
day of Enoch; nor will we go into the phi- the buggy axles creaked joyfully; the little
old horses Sheeng forward on a gallop, with
losophy of the parental love, that is the key all the recalled freshness of their youth;
to the whole matter. We know that we love and in something less than a
uarter of an
unger and
our children, first of all,from a certain in- hour, we stood, or sat, beside

their place'shall be supplied, or rather truly

pretty

our own

beckoning

connected, and you

families

usual, was even seen once or twice .to sgeJangs

and sit in the shade, sontething which
never before happened,
:

looking up

“In an old garden like this,
very

so

|:

to have a fete; and that was the subject of

living down in Bog lane;

so;

better be up early to-morrow morning,
and take a good bath, so that the dew will
brighten your complexions.
Good-bye!”
And that was all I heard.— Little Chief. .

ing down the garden walk, thinking

him.

awkward

and sprawling, they always seem to be in
the way, to trip one up, but I think I'll ask
that Miss Pride, from London.”

‘Forget-me-not,” but the Pansies won't
deign to look at them. Such stuck up

Christ.
for him.

5

‘the sunlit days and sleepless

:

¢¢No, I think not; they areso

¢« Bless de Lord 1 cried Jasper in an ecOld Jasper sat sunning himself on the
County House steps.
Sunshine seemed stacy of delight. ¢- Bless de Lord.”
All the weary weeks were as nothing in manner that you, little children, are apt
good to Jasper. It gave him, as he exhis
sight. For awhile his joy was unclouded. to have, when discussing your mutual faul
pressed it, “a kind of nice all-overishness.”and pecaliarities.
:
Perhaps in some vague way it brought back Then he remembered that in the far away
“Are
you
going
to
invite
the
Pausy
to bim thesunny African home from which time when he came to Jesus, the minister
he had been stolen when a child ; or he may bad said there must be a change of purpose, girls? little * Forget-me-not ” inquired.
“Oh, no; don’t,” whispered ‘ Lily-ofhave loved it only as he did the County that love to God must reveal itself in outthe-Valley,”
shrinking invéluntarily behind
House dog, sleeping at his feet. Be this as ward acts. Jasper was not clear now as to
her
large,
green
mantle. ~ ¢ They look so
what
that
meant.
He
only
felt
in
a
feeble,
it may, sunshine was good; farther than
that Jasper never went. Reasons were confused way, that if Margury loved Jesus proud and haughty I am afraid of them.”
« Afraid of them !” repeated ‘‘ Snap-Dragtough things that had best be left to them- ‘ghe must show it by some act. But what
pire on.” ‘You'd be. afraid of a small mosquito.
‘selves; so Jasper said by acts if not by could that act be? Long, long,Jasper
zled until the poor old head was utterly be- But I'm not going to invite them; they'd
words.
+ Byen in his palmiest days, when the ax wildered. He must think of something, wear their best velvet dresses, and throw
sent by his hand went farthest into the sturdy for perhaps upon it depended the salvation us all into the shade, and they do put on
oak, the day’s labor was Jess exhaustive than of Margury’s undying soul. So through such airs! Snobs! Why, they have cousins
"the Wednesday lecture, when

her?” laughed

dont you know

quired Talip.

low, sweet voices, the voices of the little
flowerets; and very animated they were,
chatting very much, es you, little children,

of-the-Valley”

If we have only

quickened toward us and ours toward them
by this new attraction, that sends a child
into the family not to be the rival of any,

little, buzz, buzz, buzzing ;

but listening more

by

always smell so strong of opium, it makes

they were known simply as the Flag family, but tince they have moved into a more
stylish neighborhood, they have added a
de to their name, and think themselves very
French and aristocratic. But they always
look pretty, and are very good-natured.”
¢¢ Shall you ask the Honeysuckles?” in-

strange murmuring amongst my pet flowers. For
a while the noise seemed confused and meaningless, and I could net
understand the

child in the midst of us,

attracting his attention

feigned assaults, that our artist might See

utes, this process was continued, while the
“Lady's Delight.” The boys all call her
artist's hand and eye followed each other
The
Young
Grayhead.
i
“Touch-me-not ;’ she’s such a prude, I heard
at the double-quick over the board.
The
—
PW
|
wouldn't
he
¢Johnny-Jump-up’ say that
++PDr, Marsh, an English minister, who signs of exhaustion increased with every
dare touch her with a ten-foot pole, she died not long ago, over ninety years of age, charge of the bull; the blood streamed fastsquirms and wriggles so. I hate such was very fond of young people. He often er from wounds and nostril; yet he showed no signs of surrender, and an almost hupretended modesty.”
in
invited some cadets from a neighboring man devil of impotent revenge looked out
«Well, nobody will ever accuse you of school to his home, where he entertained of his fiery, unblinking eyeballs.
that,” said Snap-Dragon.
I suppose you
Butour Parrhasius was merciful.
As
‘them so pleasantly that they learned to love
thought nobody saw you the other day,
him very dearly. When leaving him one soonas he had transferred the splendid
action of the buffalo to his study, he called
when that dashy looking-Coxcomb was
day, one of the boys said to the others:
on us to put an end to the distress, which,
kissing you.”
:
.
“What is the use of being young, when for aught else than art's sake, was terrible
«Why, I've known him ever since I
on@sees a man of eighty or ninety in better to see. All of us- who had weapons drew
was born, and he's old - enough to be my
up in line, while the ariist Wttracted the
spirits than the jolliest amongst us.”
father, and
I like him ever so much; but
bull's attention by afinal feigned assault.
Mark
this,
my
merry-héarted
boys
and
We aimed right for the heart, and fired. A
| who else are you going to invite?”
girls! Here is an old man in better spirits hat might have covered the chasm which
« Well, there were some strangers, the
from his side when our
other day at ‘ Lady’s-Slipper’s’ grand dinner, than the ‘‘jolliest” boy in a school. Where poured blood
smoke blew away, All the balls had sped
did
this
dear
old
man
get
these
spirits?
who were very tall and fashionable-lookhome; but the unconquerable would not
ing, and wore a great many different They came from God! This old man lived fall with his side to the foe.
Iie turned
very
near
God,‘and
God
became
a
fountain
himself painfully aroundon his quivering
colors; but it was so queer, they all went
of life in his heart. Thus his spirits were legs ; he stiffened his tail in one last fury;
to sleep at 4 o'clock, and do what we
su
free and fresh, even in his old ag®, that he shook his mighty head, and thén, lowerwould, we couldn't wake them. We set
the * Canterbury Bells’ to ringing, and we | the boys who knew him almost wished ing itto the ground, concentrated all the
life that lasted in him for a mad onset. He
.
pinched ‘Mouse's Ear,’ until she roared themselves old men.
rushed forward at his persecutors with all
Learn from this fact, my children, the the elan of his first charges; but strength
most lostily, but all to no purpose. We
thought perhaps they were under the in- secret of keeping your hearts young when failed him half way. Ten feet from where
stood, he tumbled to his knees, made
fluence of old Poppy, who had been talking you grow old. Invite God, your heavenly we
He heroic effortsto rise again, and came up
to them, and whose breath was unusually | Father, to live in you and with you.
on one leg; but the death-tremor possessstrong that day; but I have heard since will accept the invitation, and when your ed the other, and with a great panting
power sad
that it is a peculiarity of the whole family heads are silvered with the frosts of hoary groan, in which all of brute
age, your hearts will be fresher and happier
ty weut forth at once, he fell prons on
to go to sleep at 4 o'clock.”
the trampled turf, and a glaze hid tbe an‘“ How funny!” said ¢ Forget-me-not.” than in the merry days of childhood.— S. S. ger of his eyes. Even in death those eyes
Advocate.
:
“They are something like that pretty
were wide open on the foe, as he lay grand,
like Cesar before Pompey’s stature, at the
Primrose we met the other day, only she
‘Not Yet.
feet of his assassins.
won't open her eyes until evening. You'll

Flowers.

1 heard,

round the bull,

affection by ever setting, like Jesus, a little

I had

ayes glared fiercer and redder; he drew in

«Why,

other morning, while taking a walk

my

and calling us to live in fresh and undying

It was the first time

grandeur in a brute.
Thompson, and I rode slowly

the dust; out of his immense fell of hair his

says, when they lived down in Bog lane,

.The

seen moral
Munger,

for himself,

children of ours have children, their affections are softened, and their hearts are

Are you going to ask

feels as well.

me sick, but I met a Miss Mimosa the other
:
day, whom I liked very well.”

“She cannot live through the night,”
said the doctor one afternoon,
+ Sun, sun,” moaned Margury.

the last line of gold faded from the western
sky would she go in. Such had been her
life day after day, month after month, for

shows to us how it is face to the foe.

any of the Poppies, Snap-Dragon ?”

she

‘‘but

«« No indeed,” she hastily rejoined ; ‘‘they

she would sit until the sun left, then she
would follow it to the south, and only when

If some hollow creed you doubt,
Though the whole world hoot and shout,
Doubt it!

educating us

the bu'l with his weapon. The old giant
lowered his head till his great beard swept

answer,

the

yes,” was

The doctor’s heart was too kind to refuse
the dying wish even of a pauper, so, taking
When, after her recovery, they asked her ‘the wasted form in his arms, he carried her ‘ask her, won't you I”
:
concerning hersell, she either would not or out into the evening. The last rays of the
“Yes, and all the Rose giils. The one
could not speak. For a time she was the
sun were painting the western sky in crim- that wears the yellow dress, isa terrible
center of curiosity, but after awhile other son and gold.
Stretching her hands to- flirt, but that little one in white is a darevents equally strange came to take the at- ward the fading glory, the darkened soul ling.”
tention of the paupers, and Margury was cried, ‘Jesus, sun,” then thumbs down‘Rather tame,” said Miss Tulip; * her
left t2 gb her own way. Margury’s way ward, Margury went up to that city ‘which face never changes, not a particle of color.”
was a very uniform one. Every morning, hath ¢‘ no need of the sun, neither of the
«0, indeed, you never think any one
as soon as the first rays of the sun tinged moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God is pretty that hasn’t cheeks all in a blaze,”
the distant mountains, she would come out doth lighten it, and the lamb is the light retorted Snap-dragon. There are the ‘Fleur
upon the east steps; there, hoar after hour, thereof.”"—Advance.
de Lis.’ Father laughs about them; he

Gy

He

that God is ever

of new interests and cares that may come
between them and our hearts. When these

never

black

more

our human life.,

ooiie when they will grow up and be full

«Oh,

he

being an
interpreterof the planof God for | stood as unflinchin
as adamant,
g with his

him in action. As each of us came to a
point where the artist saw him sideways,
the rider advanced his horse, and menaced

sickly looking, and washed out; but I've
seen her out doors, nevertheless.”

more upon Margury. Every day she grew
weaker.
g

the result of her exposure. From her ravings they ascertained that her name was
Margury ; beyond that they knew nothing.

y

«I don't think she’s so dreadfully pretty,”

face, a gasp, astruggle, and Jasper slept
with Jesus.
is
:
For a time Margury seemed to miss her
old companion ; but after a while she settled back to the old life, and Jasper appeared forgotten. The winter was a severe
one, and the confinement wore

in and cared for her, but a severe fever was

Hear It.

ee

Margury could,

was a flash of joy

talk Je-

pretty I like to look at

Valley ;” she's so

de-

much

Just then his eye fell upon a bundle of
rags that lay in the sun near him. ‘ Dat's
a fact, dar's Margury ; reckon I know more

Are buried out of my sight.

»

Jasper was too weak to show much

hend.
More than once h
Jasper’s simple confession been the arrow of conviction

I wish dar was, den I'd

dear! I'm sorry,” said ** Lily-of-the-

her.

Margury was overjoyed to see him. She
sat in the old position, but the thumbs were
turned downward.
“¢ T mind Jesus, sun,” she said.
light. He only felt vaguely that the Lord
was'so good. Sitting therein the sunlight
he talked of Jesus. He did not know how

sus to 'em.”

Oh my lost, lost innocent childhood!
My heart could not bear this pain,

¢

extended

«QO

One day he crawled said a
for the last time.
near. * Rather insipid, I should say, so

the consciousness of havipg done his duty,
he would strive to gather ip such fragments
of the other's remarks as 8 could compre-

danI do.

Nor pause in their weary flight!
The friends I loved in my childhood

—r

suggested that

"| believe dars no one dat don’t know no more

Alas for the years that fly onward,

]

)

minister

Atlength the Lord called for Jasper.
There was no sorrow in his heart when he
heard the summons. He only felt that the
¢ journey was too slow, for he was travel-

loved to speak of the friend he was so soon
in sinners’ hearts. They could .not leave to meet.
That night he was
worse.
it as they left the sermon—in the church. Toward morning he asked the woman who
The homely black face followed them in watched with him to read the description
| their business, always repeating, ‘I love of the heavenly Jerusalem, but before it
Jesus,” until they, too, came up to the little was finished he fell asleep. Later he rousprayer meeting with the words on their ed up and attempted to speak, but the powlips.
/
:
er of utterance seemed gone. The lips
But prayer meetings were in the past of moved convulsively,
yet there was no
Jasper's life. He was a pauper now. ~ The sound.
o~
« He wanders,” said the doctor, with his
strong arm that once could fell a tree al*¢ Itis somemost with a single blow was as helpless as a ‘ear close to Jasper’s mouth.
.
child’s, and over the poor beclouded brain thing about thumbs.”
the darkness had grown deeper.
This " «No, no,” cried Chloe, to whom Jasper
morning the young minister from Melville had confided his hopes. ‘I know:
had visited him, and Jasper was wonder- | Running down the stairs she gave one
ing over his last remark: ‘ Don’t lese look at Margury, then hastened back to the
heart ; you can work for Jesus even now.” bedside of the dying man. He. was too
« Work for Jesus,” repeated Jasper. ‘I'd far gone to hear, but bending over she
like to know who's goin’ to listen to dis old held her hands, the thumbs turned downfool, even if he do talk 'bout Jesus. I don’t ward, close to the fast glazing eyes. There

Here’s the vine that used to clamber

1

the

er failed to rise in his place and say simply,
«I lubs Jesus.” Then, Sitting down with

- Standing like some sentinel hoary,

i
¥

running

was able to come to the meetings,

I’ve wanderedso far to see!
Is this all that is left of its beauty—
Is there no one to welcome me ?
Ah! there’s only a heap of gray ruins,
With the chimney, rugged and tall,

How

said, the tears

marks. This came to Jasper like an inspiration. From that time, so long as he

Here’s the dear, old home of my childhood

:

'fessed him in both,

down his black cheeks.

- At length

The

brothers

ity nor out-side practical

ability, even when

they have, what the majority

a

year

never do have,

of regular apprenticeship.

necessarily, must be the lot of the

What,

wor king-

women of to-day P Without any systematic
instruction, in the majority of cases, instead

of being skilled in labor, in a" hopeless me-

diocriry, their lot is tke. sorrowful

ome of

working for any wages ; and this is not all,
for the better working pewer is drawn

down by the iron law.ofd emand and supply "to ‘the same starvation prices. ‘This is
not only true in Germany; the workingwomen of France, England and Amerioa
are suffering in the same w Ys
Harper's.
Magazine.
(

—

SL

~~
Mr. J. R. Lowell, in his new volume,
« Among My Books,” thus speaks of the
olsed by our New England
- establish
scho
Fathers:
:
Passing through some Massachusetts vil-

though
stoke”

Amie

Da

ERE

US

ians, have made good husbands to our
daughters. But the chances are quite the
other way, and the differenee of birth and

they ultimately stowed away1y the
th |

manners is apt to be a root of discord.

in pockets or shawls, they hardl

There is a difference in ‘the

touched the steaming liquid. Not so their
older and more experienced fellow-crimipals. With them the pangs of hunger were
sharper. Soup and bread disappeared with

very

starting

idea of the marriage relation between the
two worlds, and an American woman

can

not expect to find in a foreign husband the

recognition of her asserted
equal rapidity, and more than one poor won. | same thorough
him that prevails in our own
lage, perhaps at a distance. from any house, an asked for and received another and yet equality to
‘American men,
In one respect there is
vit
it'may be in the midst of a piece of woods another allowance.
"After supper the wemenssang a hymn generally no mincing the matter on the part
where four roads meet, one may sometimes even yet see a small, square, one from a collection arranged by Ned Wright of the European lover. He goes at once to
story building, whose use would not long himself, and the old anthem, ‘I will arise business, and before he makes open love to
‘be doubtful. It is summer,and the flickering and go unto my Father.” Both these pieces the daughter he puts the matter of money
shadows of forest leaves dapple the roof were, upon the whole, well sung, and in to the father, and finds out precisely what
of the little porch, whose door stands wide, the latter, which seemed well known to he may expect. This is not a charming
and shows, hanging on either hand, rows most of the guests, their voices became aspectof the love relation to our American
bonnets that look as if quite musical with the music inspired by vision; for we take it for granted thata
‘of straw hats and
they had done good service. As you pass deep feeling and genuine interest. After man ought to marry mainly for love, while
the open windows you hear whole platoons offering up a prayer of moderate length, we do not -object to having, a little money
of high-pitched voices discharging words the more earnest appeals in which were re- thrown into the bargain, if it happens to be
We
have what we call the
of two or three syllables with wonderful sponded to by the women with murmurs of convenient.
precision and unanimity. Then there is a sympathy and frequent utterances of the | American system on this subject, and itis
pause and the voice of the officer in com- ‘ Amen,” Ned Wright read a portion of the the best system, with all due wizdom in
mand is heard reproving some raw recruit 15th Shaptes of St. Luke, and then leaving carrying it out. It seems to keep its place
with our best American families in Europe,
fire. Then the the Prodigal Son envying the pigs who
whose vocal musket hung
drill of the small infantry begins anew, but it was his business to feed, dashéd some- and I was. greatly pleased, in Paris, to hear
pauses again because some urchin,—who. what suddenly into a discourse which was a fine girl who had been asked in marriage

agrees with Voltaire that the superfluous

thing,—insists on spell-

is a very necessary

¢ subtraction,” with an s too much. . .

ing

half

Now this little building, and others like it,

spects

speech, half

sermon,

neither one

nor

and in some re-

the other.

The

principal topic of his address was the efficacy

were an original kind of fortification invent-

ed by the founders of New England. These

of the Atonement, the sufficiency of a belief
in Christ, the

Redeemer toeinstre salvation,

and the certainty
that all the sins of the beprotect our liever are washed out and destroyed forevare the martello-towers that
coast, This was the great
er by the blood of the Saviour. In the deour Puritan forefathers. They
velopment of this theme he narrated several
first law-givers. who saw clearly and ep- personal anecdotes, and these stories unand questionably more thoroughly secured the
forced practically the simple moral
political truth, that knowledge was rot an, attention of his audience, than did his more
alms to be dependent on the chance charity stric:ly theological arguments, or his mest
of private men or the precarious pittance pathetic Sppe 8. With these exceptions, it
of a trust-fund, but a sacred debt which cannot fairly be said that Wright's address
the Commonwealth owed to every one of Sppeared to produce any great effect upon
her ‘children. The opening of the first his audience,
At firet t oy listened to it
mmar school was the opening of the with half-eager curiosity; but they seemed
first trench against monopoly in Church uvable to maintain their attention for many
and State; the first row of trammels and minutes, and before long many of them bepot-hooks which the little Shearjashubs gan to chatter and gossip among themselves,
and Elkanahs blotted and blubbered across only again inclining their ears to the speaktheir copy books, was the preambleto the er when he approached one of his more
Declaration of Indepenence. The men striking passages. At the close of the progave every man the chance to become ceedings, each of the women received a subwho
a land holder, who made the transfer of stapti
resent of bread, tea, and sugar,
laud easy, and put knowledge within the .and. for this all seemed to be very grateful.
reach of all, have been called narrow- —London Daily News.
inded because they were intolerant. But
intolerant of what? Of what they believed
to be dangerous nonsense, which if left free
On’ Sleeping.
wotld destroy the last hope of civil and
religious freedom. They had come here
There are thousands of busy“people who
that every man might do that which seemed good not in his own eyes, bul in the die every year for want of sleep. It may
be that too much sleep injures some ; but in
sight of God.
an excitable people, and inour intense

Remarkable

business habits,

Memories.

S—

—

Magliabecchi, the founder of the great
library at Florence, had so wonderful a
memory that Gibbon styled him ‘Memory
personified.” At one period of his life Seneca could repeat two thousand words =
cisely as they had been
pronounced.
Gassendi had acquired by
heart six thousand
Latin

verses,

and

in

order

to give

his

memory
exercise he was in the habit daily
of reciting six hundred verses from different languages. Saunderson, another mathematician, could repeat all of Horace's odes

and a great part of the other Latin authors.
La Croze, after listening to twelve verses
in as many languages, could not only repeat
them in the order in which he heard them,
but could also transpose them. Pope had
an excellent memory, and many persons
have amused themseves by looking through
his writings and pointing ‘out how often he
had

brought it into

play.

He wasable to

turn with great readiness to the precise
place in a book where he had seen any
Rassaies that had struck him. John Lynen had a very peculiar faculty for getting
things by rote, and he could repeat correctly any long, dry document, such as a
deed of parliament, after having heard it
read; but if he wanted any single paragraph he was obliged to begin at the coremencement and proceed with his recital
until he came to what he required. There
was a French novelist, who, being

from want of
Sleeplessness
precursor of
reach to that
peril, as well

was an

old

activity is the result

a printer,

almanac, in which

A Thieves’ Supper.
evening a curious and
was held on the south
At the invitation of Ned
a converted deserter,

prize-tizhter, and house-breaker, about seventy female thieves, and about half that

number of similarly bad characters belong-

ing to the other sex, assembled in the Gospel Hall, New-Cat, Lambeth, to eat a sup-

per of pea soup and bread, and to listen to
the preaching of the Gospel. The “Gospel
Hall,” which is situated towards the Westminster-road

merly
.many

end

of the New-Cut,

was for-

a ¢ Penny Gaff,” and it still bears
marks of its ancient appropriation.

Within, we find a it. a gallery, and

a plat-

form. The pit and the gallery will hold to* gether between 200 and 300 people. The
Supper being intended especially for female
thieves. the women had almost exclusive
possession

of the

sent up into the

floor, and

gallery.

the men were

The women, who,

as we have said, nmnbered about seventy,
were of all ages, from sixteen to sixty, or

probably more. All were, to judge from
their appearance, thieves of the meanest
and

most

miserable: kind,

There

was no

show -of success or pride
or‘even bravado
about them.
With the exception of two or three girls
on one of the front benches, who wore

bright wraps around their necks and showy

feathers in their jaunty hats, the clothes of
all

were

mean,

and

and scanty;

poor,

their faces were pinched and drawn
by
want and hunger; and their manner was
watchful, timid, and cowed. Of the few
girls who looked better fed and better
clothed,

who

still

retained

some

of the

freshness of girlhood and some of the daring mirth, of youth

and

innocence, two or

three were afflicted with racking coughs

thay shook them at times from head to foot,
which told a sad tale of constant exposure
to ‘wind, and rain, and storm, and threatened in unmistakable tones a speedy termina-

tion of their miserable careers.

The supper

which was providedy consisted of large
bowls of strong pea soup, replenishable at
the will of the consumer, and huge lum

of good wholesome bread.

of some

form

substances are replenished.

Bec

afd

—

lates at night, he

vigor.

The girls in the

front Places did net appear greatly to relish their entertainment.
They loudly
Jaughed
alwost contemptnously, among

will

Ifhe usesup

right, he

will

of de-

Waking

con-

all

gain

just hold

in

that he
his

health

gains

own.

and

at

If he

uses more by day than he gathers by night
he will lose. And if this last process be
long continued, he must succumb. A man
who would be a good worker, i
see to
it that he is a good sleeper.
Human life
is like
a mill;

a

ts

tian

ashok

ibid

“ Life! we’ve been long together,
;
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather;
Tis
to part when friends are dear,

Tomas

steal

sometimes

the

stream

is so

copious that one needs care but little about
his supply. Now, often, the stream that
turns the mill needs to be economized. A
dam is built to hold a larger supply. The
miil runs the pond pretty low through the
day, but by shutting down the gate,the night
refills the pond, and the wheel goes merrily around again the next day. Once in a
while,—when spring rains ‘are copious
overflow, the

mill

may

run

night and day ; but this is rare. Ordinarily the mill should run by day, and the pond
fill up by night.
>
A man has as much force in him as he
"has provided for by sleep. The quality of
action, especially mental activity, depends
upon the quality of sleep. If day-time is
the loom in which men weave their purposes, night is the time the hreads are

laid

TN
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F. B. church.

She had been in

ness and death of her only sister.

cover the Italian as well as
market, and the broker had oa

her

again seeing her when the vail is withdrawn
that now hides her from them. She died trusting in the merits of Christ.

reader of the Bible, strict

y

Mr. C. was in the habit of asking his

She

in the

was a constant

observance

of

the Sabbath,very much attached to the Sabbath
school, and continued to attend until fast failin,
health compelled
her to desist. Our heart is 8
when we think
we ¢an gono more to the house

in

and tne filling prepared.
Every man must slash according to his
temperament.
But eight hours is the average. ‘If one requires a little more or a

religion, and accept the monstrous superstition of the Latin hierarchy.

Mrs.

Barbauld.
—

In December,

E—

1805, I formed

a new

ac-

of God with her.

She

has

left many

choice.

devoted

closer, sweeter relation to heaven than ever before. He went to the bosom of Jesus atthe age
of 1 year and 2 months.
Com.
JOHN FULLER died in Appleton, Me., April
29, aged 93 years and 7 months; being the oldest
man in town.
A native of Bristol, Me., he moved to Appleton in 1804, experienced religion in
1837, was baptized by Elder John Stevens, and
remained a worthy member of the F. W. Baptist
church till his death.
He retained his faculties
remarkably, and the close of his pilgrimage was

« Mrs. Barbauld is, however, much more

1

will

introduce

you

to her

She then called to Charles Aikin, whom
she soon after married.
And he said,—

«1 dine every
Sunday with my uncle and
aunt at Stoke Newington, and I am expectwith me,
od alwaysto bring a friénd
Two knives and .forks are laid for me.
Will you go with me next Sunday?”
*Gladly acceding

to the proposal, I had

the

good fortune to make myself agreeable, and
goon became intimate in the house.
Mr. Barbauld had aglim figure, a weazen face, and a shrill voice. - He talked a
great deal, and was fond of dwelling on
controversial points in religion. He was
by no

means

destitute

of ability,

though

ing

her last years of physical debility,and calmly

passed to the ‘ better country.”

E.K.

WAITY, wife of Dea. Caleb Weaver, died In
West Greenwich, R. I., June 22, 1869, of heart
disease, aged 61 years and 11 months.
Her husband came from labor and found her*dead, sitting
in her chair. - The subject of this notice
gave her
heart to the Saviour in 1841, in Pa., and
moved
in 1842 to R. I. In April, 1848, she was baptized together with her husband and nine others,
by Elder Charles Ward, and joined the then Foster and Gloucester F. B. church.
She has al"
ways lived a consistent Christian life, beloved
and respected by all who knew her.
Funeral
sermon by the writer.
C. GREEN.
Levi Hanscom died in North Berwick, Me.,
Oct. 19th, 1869, aged 78 years. He experienced
a change of heart when quite young
and united
with the F. W. B, church in N.
Berwick, an
ever after enjoyed 3 good hope through grace.
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OOMMENOED IN 1817,
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HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
And its large varieties of

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,
And lately for its unrivalled
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BEST

LAMP

EVER

BELIGHTE

USED

D.AND

TRIMMED

¥/[THOUT REMOVING GLOBE, SHADEORCH | MNEY

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings.
i
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoroughly Jrovided with light as a house in the city, we are

prepare

to furnish every

room

complete with

its appro-

priate lamp, sajly secured in its proper place, thus doing *
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and hades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose
25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
criptive Circular.
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
es
9zt12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

will commence

on MON-

SEMINARY.

of this Institution will open

March 29, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00.
For furtherparticulars address the Principal,
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY.
Evansville, Wis., Feb. 17, 1870.

NORTHWOOD

A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
Cougs, CoLps,
CRrOUP, WHOOPING
- COUGH,
HOARSENESS, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE

SEMINARY.

PRING TERM commenées
and continues 14 weeks.

TUESDAY,

March 8,

skill.

FREE

Secretary.

BAPTIST BOOK.
IN BOSTON.

STORE
:

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

prices for

The

most

Complete

Assoriment
Prices.

D. LOTHROP

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.

E. S. TASKER,

baffles the aid of

has baen submitted

to the severest tests in the twelve
years of its exis
tence, and has won for itself
the high esteem in which
itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and
.ungs.
It possesses special virtue in the cure of se
vere colds, so common at this season.
No other rem
edy equals it for all such cases.
It truly “acts like
magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire
testity,
WM.JOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Propri
etors.
Lp
‘
GEO. C. Goodwin/& CO.,and BURR & PERRY,
Boston, General Agents.
Sold by all druggists.
p
3m9

those who wish to board themselves.
A% Send for Catalogue.

NorthwoodCentre, Feb, 17, 1870.

.

And Religious Publications,

Mis. J. E. ROWELL, Preceptress.
with competent assistants.

at reasonable

LUNGS.

stinate disease of the lungs; which

human

JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal.
be obtained

AND

A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the
timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieve and cure when allowedto continue, resultin ob-
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INSTITUTE.
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April 23, 1-70.

HE SPRING TERM
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The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

INSTITUTE.

G. H. RICKER, Principgl.
¢
North Scituate, R. I. March 1870. ~

Rooms

FACES.

Address orders to

College,

CENTRAL
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GOODNOW,

HE SUMMER TERM of this Institution will commence May 12, and continue ten weeks.”
For parG. B. FILES, A. B., Principal
ticulars address,

HE SUMMER
DAY, April 25.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

of this Institution

JNO. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

Pittsfield, Me.

OFFER !!

May 10th, under the

with the usual assistants in all branches of instruction, For full particulars, address

MAINE

strat,

LEBANON, ME,

SUMMER

will comménce
charge of

656 Washington

GREAT

Hampshire, went with

ACADEMY.

No.

iL dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODE, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW . PRICES, FOR
DURING
8
MONTH, or will take from $5 oo monthly antl
paid; the same to let, and rent mon
.
chased. Chickering pianos are a iiplied if puzoffer,
» :
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.

his parents
to Vermont while young, where,
after-afrriving at manhood, he married Hannah
Darling.
In May, 1822, he was converted under
the labors of Elder 8S. Lathrop, and with others
organized the Groton F'. W.
B. church, of which
he was chosen clerk. In 1837 he moved to Ohio,
where he remained until his death. He was a
man of more than ordinary mind, was at differ-

oy E Coq

Btite :

Horace Waters,
481 Broadway, New York,

JOHN HEATH died in east Liberty, Ohio, Sept.
21, 1869, aged 86 years and 8 months.
He oP

LEBANON

quaintance, of which I was reasonabl
proud and in the recollection of which
still rejoice. ‘At Hackney I saw repeatedly cheered by the kindest atfentions of affectionate
Miss Wakefield, a charming girl. And children. * Thou shalt rice up before the hoary
one day at a party, when Mrs. Barbauld head, and honor the face of the old man.”
had been the subject of conversation, and |.
< MARTHA PRESCOTT, widow of the late StephI had spoken-.of her in enthusiastic terms, en Prescott, died in Palermo, Me., at her stepWakefield came to me and said,—
Miss
son’s, April 14, aged about 93 years.
She was a
« Would you like to know Mrs. Bar- native of Haverhill, Mass., moved to Gilmanton,
N. H., thence to Liberty, (S. Montville, Me.,)
bauld ?”
seventy years 380, She was a quiet,
I exclaimed, ¢ You might as well ask me nearly
Christian woman, tenderly caring for her late
whether I should like to know the Angel husband, who died nine years ago at the advancGabriel.”
4
ed age of 96. She was kindly provided for duraccessible.
nephew.”

169

J

ston Mas

friends, who will long cherish her memory.
Funeral sermon by the pastor, Rev. R. Woodworth, from Eccl 12:1, a text of her own

@bitmarics.

merchantable officers of the Pope's Zouaves,
as well asa large assortment of the poor

-

nts to sell
l thethe celeb
celebrated

To

phys-

ical strength ‘was overtaxed, and from that time
she failed more
speedily. Her adopted parents
tenderly and faithfully cared for her, and did
everything for her restoration; but the hand of

“I say Fo,
ain’t you going to start
soon ?" said au impatient passenger on a
steamboat: which was lying to in a fog.
‘As soon as the fog clears up,” repl'ed the
pilot. “Well, itis starlight now, overhead.”
“I know,” replied the pilot, ‘but we're
not going that way.”

the French
his lists the

A

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES -

By her anx-

death could not be stayed. They deeply feel their
loss, but mourn hot as those without hope of

rd

REI

eS

ious watching and ministering to her,

OO

“ The penalty for walking on a railroad
track in Kagland is ten pounds,” said one,
discussin
e numerous fatal accidents on
a railroad. ¢ Poh!" replied Uncle Jerry,
‘“ig that all ? The penalty in this country

EE

feeble health for several years; about one year | “alike on both sides, ON MACHINE WITHOD!
)
CL further” 30)parti culars address
THE
ago she was called to witness the severe sick- For

Brevities:

is death.”

PT

A

«the Greenville,

give little warning

—

ST A

Lucixpa E., adopted daughter of Smit

Say pec ot nie wau timsome - hi
Bid me good morning.”
Tighter. slime
— Henry Crabb Robinson.

\

RE.

Huldah M. Phillips, diedin Smithfield, Jin
nd
in the 25th
her age. She was 8 member of

twll costs & h, a tear
away,

PY FE ER

children to repeat the text, on their return
from church,.to prove that they gave attenby an Italian
prince, on certain financial tion.—One Sabbath” the text was, “Why
conditions within her ability, say that she standye here all the day idle? "Go into
was wholly American on that point—Amer- my vineyard and work, and whatsoever is
ican, I think she said, ‘to the backbone;" right I will
pay thee.” Charlie came home, ent times chosen to fill important civil offices,
avery memorable comparison in case (f and was asked to repeat the text. He hes- and served in the war of 1812 as a non-commissioned officer. He was loyal to his country in
one whose vertebrae were so proully strung itated a moment, and then, as if it just ‘the
late rebellion,encouraging his sons and grandtogether and gracefully poised as hers. She came to him after much thought, he said : sons to ally to the rescue, several of whom went
meant to say that she should marry the “What are you standing round here doing and showed their devotion to liberty and truth.
man who loved her and whom she loved, nothing for?
Go into my barnyard and by bravely fighting the battles of freedom. He
a faithfa Christian, and died entertaining a
and she wasnot in the market for a bid, go to work, and I'll make it all right with was
good hope.
J
and thatthe prince might go to his own sul- you.
HANNAH HreaTH, Wife of Jona Heath, died in
phur estates, or down lower,
before! he
An ill looking fellow was asked how he East Liberty, Ohio,” Sept. 10, 1369, two days.
could have her or her money.
could account for Nature's forming him so prior to her husband’s death, aged 79 years, 3
THE EUROPEAN MATCH-MAKERS.
ugly. “Nature was nct to blame,” said months. She was baptized in May, 1822, and
joined with ber husband and others in organizThere is something, indeed, to be said in he, “for when I was two months old, I Ing the Groton church. She, too, died in the.
was
considered
the
handsomest
child
in
aith,
behalf of this open bargaining for a wife;
for a man adds to his expenses by marriage, the neighborhood, but my nurse, to revenge
herself
upon
my
parents
for
some
fancied
REBE WELCH died near Broadway, Union Co.,
and it is a comfort to have a little help in
0., June 10, 1869, aged 72 years and 2 months.
meeting the extra outlay. Yet the foreign injury at their hands, one day swapped me He was born in Groton, Vermont,was converted,
for another boy, belonging to a in 1822 and joined with others in organizing the
custom robs marriage -of its sanctity by away
making money the first thing,and tempting friend of hers, whose child was rather Groton F. W. B. church. He came to Ohio in
plain looking.”
company with his brother, Neddie Welch, in
men to bestow their affection upon mistress- |.
1838, He remained a faithful and true Christian
es and reserve their cold thrift and pruA livery stable keeper named Spurr, until his Master called him from labor to rereprobate,
a
often
Too
would never let a horse.go out without re- ward. Only the Saturday prior to his death he
dence for the wife.
who has squandered his patrimony in gam- questing the lessee not to drive fast. One met his brethren in Q. M. at Broadway, and exbling and licentiousness, looks toa wife to day a young man called to get a turnous to horted them to be faithful, expressing the opinion that it would be his last meeting of the kind
save him from utter ruin, and perhaps pay attend a funeral.
;
on earth, which it proved to be.
Com.
what are called the debts of honor.
We
“Certainly,” said Spurr, “but,” he added,
Lizzie A., wife of W. H. Dwinel, and daughhave had full enough of this thing, and it forgetting the solemn purpose for which
is time that our American parents under- the young man wanted the horse, ‘‘don’t ter of Andrew and Mary A. Ryder, died in
Plymouth, Me., Nov. 19, 1869, at her father’s
stood what they are ding with their drive fast.”
4
.
i
residence, aged 24 years and 256 days.
Lizzie’s
daughters: It seemed to me that Americans
“Why, just look here, old feller,” said sufferings during her sickness were great, but
had let themselves down very much by fall- the somewhat excited young: man, ‘I want she bore them all patiently. She left her friends
ing into foreign ways, and even going to you to understand I'll keep up to the pro- an evidence of her acceptance with God through
faithin the precious Saviour.
:
their extremes. A lady, in ahigh official cession if it kills the horse.”
position told me, in Paris, that she had reLANDRES EARLE also died in Plymouth, April
An irrepressible boy of five years, who 20, aged 73 years. Bro. E. was bornin S. Berceived a formal proposition from a leading
marriage-broker to furnish him with a list was always compelled to keep quiet on wick, Me. He experienced religion thirty years
ago while living in Sidney ; was baptized by Rev.
of American girls who wished to unite their Sunday, baving grown weary toward the Daniel
and joined the F. W. B. church
wealth with the titles of young Frenchmen close of a Sabbath day, frankly and honest- there. Lewis
For over twenty years he has resided in
of rank, and that the fellow did not appear ly approached his excellent but rather strict Plymouth, and has for many years been a
to think that he was overstepping the limits father, and bravely said: ‘Pa, lets have a worthy memberof the F'. W. B. church there.
of propriety in making the suggestion.
It little spiritual fan.” This was too much, not He was respected and beloved as a neighbor,.
and Christian.
He died as he lived, trustwas to be an honorable piece of business on only for the gravity but for the strictness of citizen
ing his Saviour.
His wife and several ‘children
his part—the men offered were to be bona the father, and for once he ‘‘lct nater caper” survive him.
A. L. GERRISH.
| fide of gentle or noble biood, and no com- till bedtimer
pensation was expected until the negotiaAcademies, &c.
tion had been completed. The plan was to

sumes, sleep replices; waking exhausts,
sleep repairs; waking is death, sleep is
life.
Li
The man who sleeps little, repairs~little ;
if he sleeps poorly, he repairs poorly. If
he uses up in the day less than he accumu-

and freshets

u

ae

composition in the body. Every thought,
Very likely we laugh
still more every emotion and volition, geutry of France.
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua
wastes some part of the nervous substance too remorselessly at such doings, and for- ries published in the Morning Star; who do not
that produces the phenomena of intelligence get that there is something to be said on patronize it, must accompany them with cash
that side in behalf of matching the old Euand voluntary life.
On the other hand, sleep is not like death ; ropean blood and culture with our new equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
for it is'the period in which the waste of the beauty and money. But the idea becomes Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
utterly monstrous when affiaity and con- single square can well be afforded to any. single
system ceases, or is reduced to its minimum.
Sleep repairs the wastes which wak- geniality are lost sight of, and it is propos- | obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
ing hours have made. It rebuilds the sys- ed to make a lovely girl over to a needy
gold as
tem. The night is the repair-shop of the nobleman by so covering her with
HERMON,
only
child
of
Rev.
J.
and
Nellie L.
the.
with
parhaps
and
passable,
her
make
to
body. Every part of the system is silently
Hayden, died in S. Gorham, Me., April 30, thus
overhauled, and all the organs, tissues, and added condition that she shall give up her bringing the afflicted parents and friends into a

he occasionally jotted down a thought.
Scaliger obtained so perfect a knowledge
of one Latin book, that he offered to repeat
passage with a dagger at his breast,
ne
to be used against him in case of a failure
of memory.

On Wednesday
mournful gathering
side of the water.
‘Wright,
himself

mischief results

for lack of courage, for ineffectiveness, to
loss of sleep.
It is curious that all the popular poetical
representations of sleeping and waking are
the reverse of the truth. We speak of
sleep as the image of death, and of our
waking hours as the image of life. But all

fl

book

more

sleep than from too much of it.
becomes a disease. It is the
insanity. When it does not
sad result, it is still full of
as of suffering. Thousands

of men havebeen indebted for bad bargains,

composed a volume in type, and thus the
book was printed without having been
_written. Bishop Warburton had a prodigions memory, which he taxed to an extraordinary degree. His ‘ Divine Legation”
would lead one to suppose that he had
indefatigably collected and noted down the
-inpumerable facts and quotations there
introduced; but the fact is that his only
note

far

a

URS
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themselves, when the huge bowls of steaming soup were
presented
to them; and al-

England’s Forts.
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HARMON

still supplies Musical Instruments
vantage of purchasers.
Among the best terms offered is

TAVE

PORTABLE

greatly to
a NEW

MELODEON

the adSIX
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of grand tone for’

$65; same rents for $5 per qarer.and rents pay for it.

Address REV. L. L. HARMON,

A copy given to any

person securisi a good Agent,

with Agent's first order. 80 pages sent free. Address
—stating Territory desired—
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
37 Park Row, New-York, or 148 Lake Street, Chicago.
:
13610

Portsmouth, N. H,

Residence, 14 School Streét.
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te

QUARTERLY.

- The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no
published.

longer

to be

VOID QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscre
it out ‘for himself. the affliciive disease was lurking in him It afforded him comfort and support in his last
sickness, which was lingering and painful, as A tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay
| 500 AGENTS
WANTED for “HAND
OF
Whoever by work, pleasure, sorrow, or by which in a few years broke out, and, as well
&c., having tried
in vain every advertized remedy
as in the hour of death.
He passed peaceIN HISTORY.” By Rev. Hollis Reed. Grandany other’ cause, is regularly diminishing "is well known, caused a sad termination to fully away, we tryst, to the better land. The has discovereda simple means of self-cure, whicl GOD
est Subscription Book of Modern Times.
Ministers
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt ol
;
his sleep, is destroying his life. A man his life:
last few months of his life weré spent with his
and Students will find this book well worthy of their
3o pay postage.
Address J. H. RERVS
attention, as every family ought to have it. Also,
Mrs. Barbauld bore the remains of great only brother, in whose family he died. He a78 stamp
may hold out for a time. But nature keeps
Nassau St., New
York.
1y24
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST
TABLE, se arcombrilliant
a
leaves
to
mourn
a
wife,
one
son
_and
a
brother,
had
She
beauty.
personal
‘close accounts, and noman can dodge her
ranged as give the annual interest of any amount from
many other friends, . Funeral services
plexion, light hair, blue eyes, a small fig- besides
one day to seven years, from six to tem percent. A
settlement.
.
:
J. NASON.
child could readily understand its For terms and
agreeable, by the writer.
There is a great deal of intemperance be- ure, her manners were very
territory, apply immediately to
D.L. GUERNSEY, Bookseller,
sides that of tobacco, opium, or brandy. with something of the generation then deTABITHA, widow of the late Welcome Winsor,
kindly,
very
me
New Works soon to be issued.
Concord, N. kh.
received
She
died
in
Providence,
R.
I.,
April
20,
aged
nearly
parting.
systheir
Men are dissipated, who overtax
3m9
:
79 years. Thus the last but one of tem brothtem all day and undersleep every night. spoke very civilly of my aunt,onceZachary
slept ers and sisters has gone to her rest, the writer
rabb, and said she had herself
Some men are dissipated by physical stimis so being the one surviving. Sister W. was baptizulants, and some by social, and scme by at my father's house. Mrs. Barbauld
some fifty years
ago by Rev. Joseph
White,
it is ed
that
writings
prose
her
by
known
well
man
a
But
and was a member of the Gloucester F. Baptist
commercial.
and
professional
church till she united with the Park St. F
who dies of delirium tremens is no more a needless for me to attempt to incharacterize
Pronounced the fastest seIing book ont. One Agent rethe sound- church, Providence. Here, as in her early con- ports
lay
25 in first day. Another 9 orders in 5 days. Itindrunkard and a suicide than the lawyer, the her here. Her excellence
nection, she felt much interest in the Lrotberit
cludes all that 1s mysterious and interesting in the focus
minister, or the merchant who works ex- ness and acuteness of her understanding,
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Porof
the
church.
She
was
very
dear
to
family,
relIn the atives and acquaintances; but’ she was stricken traits and Lives of Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
cessively all day, and sleeps but little all and in the perfection of hershe taste.
others. Filled with illustrations. Great inducewas the first down suddenly, leaving two sons and seven many
estimation of Wordsworth
night.— Beecher.
ments to agents! Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
10t16
not
randchildren.
The words of the funeral servDUSTIN & CO., Hartford, Conn,
of our literary women, and he was
bribed to this jndguen} by any especial ce by the pastor, Rev. C. 8. Perkins, were
timely and comforting. May we finally
congeniality of feeling, or by concurrence choice,
uc
o
v
meet in the better land.
THE MYRTLE.
relate
here
may
I
opinion.
in speculative
Social Life in Europe.
Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It js far the bes
M, WW. BURLINGAME,
|
and at once relieves
discovered,
Wordsyet
and
remedy
her
Cathartic
an anecdote concerning
We have sent out the first number of and invigorates ail the vital functions
without caus
AMARANCY R., wife of D, E. Sweet, died of
worth, though out of its prope: time by
complete success
most
The
them,
of
any
to
ing injury
Rev. Dr. Osgood tells these plain facts many years ; but it is so good that it ought the 24th of March, Cedar Co., Iowa, after a short the current volume of this excellent has
localities; and it
long attended its use in many
is now offered to the general public with the convieabout the social ambitions and pitiable to be preserved from oblivion. It was illness, in the 42d year of her age. In her youth little paper.
:
that is
she made the wise choice, and although her life
it can never fail to accomplish
that
tion
; leaves
weaknesses which mix themselves among after ber death that Lucy Aikin published was one of suffering, being afflicted with asthma
claimed for it, It produces little or no
We
have
printed
three
thousand
taxes
over
never
and
irritation,
from
which
free
of
organs
the
works,
fortitude,
with
in its worst form, yet she bore all
the higher motives that lead so many Amer- Mrs. Barbauld’s collected.
the nervous system. In all diseases of the
Among and died as she lived, in full hope of a home in (3000) extra copies, to meet the de- orakin,excites
Wordsworth.
Miss
to
=O foils
copy
a
Ry
gave
I
I
bowels,
stomach,
biogd,
icans abroad :
She has rejoined her infant son, who
ren, and in man
ou!
the poems is a stanza on Life, written in heaven.
receded her about 7 months. Thus earth has mands of those who want, the entire drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best ~
HUSBAND -HUNTING.
extreme old.age. It had delighted my sis
beians recommend and prescribe it; and no
'80n
& faithful Christian, and heaven has gain.
0st
volume, but whose names are not now. siho ence uses this, will voluntarily return to vs HenT
It has been, and is now, apparently, the ter, to whom k repeated it on her deathbed.to ed another trophy of the Saviour’s dying love.
cathartic.
other
any
works
8.
8.
SWEET.
w
these
.gave
I
after
aim of some American women to go abroad It was long
This large ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
on our list of subscribers,
brother said,
+
+ Postagy \g cents,
Box,
$025
«
'
.
to find husbands, either for themselves or Miss Wordsworth that her by Mrs. Bar
ner Broaddropsy,
of
died
WELCH
NEDDIE
was barely suf- 15 Boxes, 1.00
.
hi
d T1 number of extra copies
10, 1867,
April
their daughters, so that the whole subject « Repeat medid thatso. stanza
Ohio,
Co.,
Union
way,
25
He made me repeat
He was born in
Groton
ears and 7 months.
It is sold 4 all dealers in drugs and medicines,
has assumed serious importance, and proba- bauld.” I
ficent to meet the demands for the palearned it by heart.
TURNER & CO. y Proprieto th,
In April, 1827, he was converted and
bly at this very hour there are scores, per- it again. And so heavalking in his sjiting- | ermont. Groton
190 Tremont Street, Boston,
Mass.)
he
1838,
In
church.
B.
W.
F.
per
one
year
ago.
the
time
“joined
the
ut
was
He
gbroad
girls
American
of
haps hundreds,
eow4o
behind him ; movedto Licking Co., Ohio, where he united
hands
his
with
Rydal,
at
room
obtain
to
themfor
wishing
matter
the:
Parties, therefore,
who are thinking of
W. B. church in Liberty, and rethe 1st F.
him mutter to himself, ‘* I am with
mained a worth member until he came to Union
selves with an eye toa direct applicant for and I heard habit
40 entirelynu
their
ADAY MADE AT HOME}
people
grudging
of
prosent voldine complete, will do $
the
the
in
not
He is now, doubtless, a worthy
Ohio.
Samples
forfor Agents.
'Clived, Moy
ples sent free. aA
their hands. We know very well that good food things, but I wish I had written those Co.,
ticles
25 articles
member
triumphant.
church
a
of
left
the
He
ress H, B. SHAW,
well to send in theinprders at once,
matches are sometimes made there, and
wife and three children to mourn their loss.
:
Ba
that Germans,and even Frenchmen and Ital- ines.”

little less, he will find
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Wall Street.
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Summary.

left Shanghai for the North
on the 8th of April. |
A Madrid

CONGRESSIONAL.

the general

appropriation

position expressed

to

The

spent in debating

bill,in which

amendments were made.

There was

the bureau

of education,

report

There

bill was

debated, but no action taken on it. The House
spent the whole

There are a good

session filibustering to stave off

a vote on the Northern Pacific railway bill.

is much

commotion at

by the fact thatthe Spanish ambassadors to sever-

refuse water wheeled

away to

bog

which

j

near the house,

5

harvesting.

which is equivalent to a defeat.

his determi-

nation to press it through.

;

hibitory liquor law for the district was reported,
and there was a long. debate on the question of
same

salaries

as men in the

was won'by the Sappho.
The Cambria
departments. Inthe House the bill giving the ){ the contest before it was half over.
Kearsarge heroes $190,000 was objected to, and d |

the tariff bill was considered, the paragraphs

{

[

On Saturday Congress was not in session.

the most

MISCELLANEOUS.

The McFarland trial ended
verdict of acquittal. The jury
hours. The prisoner, after the
recipient of quite an ovation in

of which his counsel shared.

the

strain on

up

it many

of eur windows can be opened at the top), sev-

fact, appear .only five miles off (so clear is the
atmosphere,) when in reality they are full sixty

eral years ago I broke out the upper right-hand
pane of glass in the closet, knowing it would be

| miles.

Covered with eternal snow, they present

A

:

and

fresh

manure

in

Stal
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of grapes without a healthy leaf

enough.
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in a row

whic

ed

one

hurt others.

man

N. J.,ie
| Eng., up to 1852,ooonly 13,000 patents
issued
i were
aboaL 4.900
and

| in
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of

Twenty families

e average now

is about

year.
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Nast,

Of

|
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years, an

gutter

about

bringing

18 inches long
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near
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window,
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claimed peace, and business is reviving.

o
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lowe fx eu ik

3 ph y Costing
:
Several

my
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ents had no artistic taste, and wished him to be-

come a watchmaker.

sums, New

Bat Nast had

mind to draw, and he did so.

Fae

made up his | attach

Jet iad sig

20

feet

of

Q0s:side he winlow I|

hose

eliver

My barnisa fair success.

The advantages and

1. It is based upon

LINES

8 Bession.

ia

so | ews.

not conspicuous, and

Onhis return home he had thought of | will not be seen at all in summer.

blasted

of the

New York Herald de- | for caricature

:

:

Oy

New

?

Yor

osThe gr green on the new

a

|

2
.
Toss

three

did not develop

has drawn but {| time» ’
Cenis

Tunnel

advanced 29,930 feet

is isp poi-

"

. Jerusalem 8,200 families,
L
There are in

think for themselves, instead

EXintseesseescens

@ 12

id

y 1869,

on

Poor

;
making

:
3
York section
unless the latter makes concessions.
There is no reason to suppose that the San

| sbouioue
g

million dollars per annum.

| Two singular instances of Mohammedan infat| uation have come to light at Signapor e, Iudia,
| one of the parties, a Malay, having buried him| Self alive in order to become a prophet, and the
| ©ther, aking, having been frustrated in a similar
| attempt by the police.
pt
oy
P
i
3
The highest
class of black bear skins
are used
for making the martial headgear of the British

rejected if it does.

oD

The guardsman is rather

eETenave Side

gh

Bis

Bead

Syverias,

the

solid solid rock,

while

the

roof is of

had

cows

in

my

Cows.

herdx

that

made

700

lbs.

bull of the breed

we desire, and be sure that he comes of a good
milking family or breed. We should raise ten

FO8 SUS OL Pred, Te

SHC dairy of

fifty cows we should every year raise five heifer
and when

they come

in, turn off five of

A“ Seullolds

Jolor

feet.
|.

of

- cheese in a season, while others in the same her®
Fave mo: move, So 500 > ounds, Ve should
| Select our her v
great care, and then en| deavor to improve it. We must raise our own
| dairy cows. The native cows are the best to
start with, if selected for the milking qualities.
Then get a good thoroughbred

calves,

ex- | C8!Petings—

hgh

regions and Iron and Coal deposits adjacent, must
.

be latge and probitable

in eil—

”
West Virginia,

|Pans Whites....8 @. 8%

:

auBiownim 1X83

5. It isunder the management of efficient and WELL-

i

, | Varnishes

Louis, by which nineteen persons were imme- also an enormous gold ring, which the effigy and
diately killed and as many more wounded.
An | inscription denote to have belonged to Trajan.
express passenger train, through the misunderThe deepest mine in the world is a coal mine
standing of a running order, came in collision near Lancashire
Eogland.
It is 808 yards d cep
nearly halfa mile, and the temperature is so
Schuyler Colfax, jr., was baptized Wednesday great as to make it almost impossible to work
evening. President Grant gave the boy a silver it, being 93 1-2 degrees in the solid ‘stratum, and
cup.
:
d
79 degrees in the open air. The increase is one
General Jordan said at the Delmonico banquet’ degree for every 54 1-2 feet.
that if the Cubans had arms and ammunition
Two immense telescopes have

with feedine cut feed and meal to his horses,
accompanied with weighing and measuring. He

in England by private parties.
One of them is
a refractor of25 inches, clear aperture, belong-

cuts oats and straw about an inch long witha
raw-hide ‘ cylinder ‘machine; and this chopped

with a freight train.

enough

would

“soon be driven

°

ta

The peace conference in Washington, between
the South American republics and Spain, will
not begin till June.
Michigan reports excellent crop prospects, and
Kentucky promises a tobacco crop of the very
“best quality.
Agricultural prospects

in

North Carolina and

lately been built

ing to Mr. Newall, and mounted
manner on
twenty-one

in the German

a Fraunhofer
stand; the other, a
inch refractor, - belonging to Mr.

Buckingham.
Miss Lewis,
American
sculptress, colored,
received orders for works from the Marquis of
Bu'e.

al

Georgia are flattering. In the latter State an |.
The British Museum has cost the government
unusual breadth of cotton was planted, and it is
looking as well as could be desired.

One thousand and fifty yards of matting, one
yard in width, are required to cover the
the National House of Representatives.

floor of

Rye, seven feet and 4 half high Is reported
from Georgia.
hdl
The Equal Rights Association was Saturday

merged in the Women’s Suffrage Association, of

which

Mr. Tilton is President.

Mr.

Blackwell

nearly $20,000,000, and it now costs nearly $600,
000 a year to maintain it, or more than a dollar

for every person who visits-it.
At Dijon, the Mayor was so persuaded - hatt
the muzzle only predisposed dogs to _,mad-

ness that he forbade its use,
ness

appeared

when

No cases of mad-

the use of the muzzle was

not enforced. His successor had the rule as to
the wearing of muzzles re-enforced, and cases

FOREIGN.

The naturalization bill. passed the
House of Lords last Monday, 9th inst,
Private letters

from Paris

.

Eng'ish

bring the informa-

tion that Pierre Bonaparte has really made his
arrangements to visit this

‘An ‘insurrection

country

of a serious

next

month.

A professor in the University of Vienna propounds the theory that we have better eyes than

the ancients had. The elder Pliny gave the
number of visible stars at 1,600, but over 3,000

have been seen by the unaided eye since. Only
character has seven stars were then
known to be in the

broken out in the province of Calabria, Italy,
Rochefort’s paper was again

muzzle is never used, and they do not know
what madness among dogs is. Ia Prussia, the
less the muzzle is used the less madness there is.

seized Thursdav

The plitsto assassinate Charles O. Shepard,
American consul in Yedde, have been
A clergyman and his housekeeper at

ated.
Chelses,

nd, were recently murdered by a workman once employedby the clergyman.

An insurrection has broken out in the Argen-

tine Republic.
"The

group of the Pleiades. Nowadays there are peo"
ple (not astronomers) who can see from fourteen

to sixteen
means

stars in the Pleiades, and it is by no

uncommon

see eleven.

for

persons of good

sightto

Some hardy French experimenters have tried

to learn

whet
a decapitate
her d head

sensation

for

any

period.

They

took

retains its
the head

of an executed criminal five minutes after it had
been cut off, put smmoniato its nose, hallooed
in its ears, and applied nitrate of silver to its
eyes; but could find no sign of sensitiveness.

forces of China have been twice
ed in the provinces, and the leading
gen- |
There
are in Mexico
at this time, according to
eR
$i
3
**
Outh
have again occurred in Calabria, statistics recently published by a daily journal
at the capital, no less than 3742 schools, public
Italy, and troops are moving thither In force,
.| and private, with an attendance of 276,854 pupils
The voleano of O
y in Mexico,
is in of both sexes. In 1795 there were but twelve
full eruption and presents a grand sight. The schools in 1 Mexico. Ifthis rate of progress

airis filled with. ashes for a distance of fifteen is kept

leagues, and the inhabitants of the neighborhood

Tiave fled in terror from their homes.

up, fhere is promise

that

the next

generation, if not the present, wi be sufficiently

enlightened for judicious self-government.
f)

]

v

cows
for 14

htThere
aud

gmall....... 4 75 @ 6 0) [Kerosene

om

straw is then treated with corn-meal and bran
in

about equal

so that each

horse

quantities

has about

as to weight,

a bushel of cut

feed and three quarts of the meal and bran
twice in each day. Sometimes hay is cut instead of oat-straw, or both are mixed.
It is:
found two hundred
pounds per week of this
mixture of corn-meal and bran, added to the
cut feed, will keep a pair of working horses in
the best condition.
This, he is satisfied from
experiment, is less than two-thirds cost of keeping them on uncut dry hay and whole grain.
The corn meal alone is not so good for horses

a8 when mixed with bran. An excellent meal
is made of ground oats. The fodder is cut by
horse
power, on stormy or
stored in large bins, so as to
surplus on hand.

spare days, and
furnish alwaysa

i

more;

our

rambles

days ago, we

—

We.

“Up

the

chanced

Chippewa,”

a few

upon a brown-faced girl

plowing out a twenty acre corn field. She was
rigged in a snuff colored “bloomer” with a straw
hat, and good, honest number seven boots.
There was no sham about her. She was evident-

ly working with a will. She had been in the
field since early morning, taking long strides behind a spirited horse, with the lines thrown
across her shoulder, and both hands firmly at
the plow. It was just ‘good fun” she said, to
take care of twenty

acres,

and

away she strode

through the lobg rows—turning corners, kicking
over sods, and never a thought of rest or “whoa”
till the dinner horn sounded across the field.
| On inquiry, we learned that our cornfield heroine was one of two

New

Hampshire girls,

who

migrated with their parents to Eau Claire, some

dozen years ago.

They

bargained for a quarter

section of wild land, and set about making a farm.
There were no boys if the family. The girls
were-young, bright, healthy, and full of pluck

and vigor.

:

,

31
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Seivpnew,
at cattle
- : | choice
Belin do....
5-45 %

ecoliections.

:

and

=

0

Growing

to

intense

=

cold.

Southern,sup

UD

. ..

Their mother dressed them in bloom-

ers, and gave them their choice, indoors or out.
From the start théy took the place of boys; they
were not afraid of dust or sunshine;

they never

complained ; they never tired out; they seldom
missed a day from the fields through all the seasons, from earliest spring to latest autumn. As
they grew older, they grew tough and wiry, and
J

black

cabbages, and

a

great many causes suggested, the most common
of which isthe manure.
In my experience, it
is not the manure that causes the stump-foot, for

I have used all kinds, night-soil
the most, and it
is rarely that I find a stump-foot cabbage on my

lot; if I do meet with one, it is on some hard
spot where it has been made hard by turning at
the end of furrows. I think that stump-foot is
caused by hard, moist land, rather than by manure.
‘
:
Any land that canbe made mellow ten inches
deep, will grow cabbages,if not too wet.
Ia cultivating, care should bé taken not to disturb the
roots and leaves, as they are source s from which
the plants receive their food. I plant none but

winter

cab-

bages, I prefer the Stone Mason; for early use,
the Winningstadt and improved Brunswick.

1

¥ ell

Peas.¥ bush.

pSMuMa,

Oe

plants mustbe kept from runners. The effect
of this practice is wonderful. The whole growth
by this means in the

original stock, and it enlarges, until a quart
of berries has been plucked from a single plant.
It will be understood that this method is followed only with such plants as are not raised with
a view of propagation, but are permanent varie-

- is

uly

pend on the nature of the soil and the mode of
cultivation. Before the plants are in bloom in
ma-

An English farmer thus gives his condenséd

conclusions about

guano:

ceat,

and funding

of G.

i

Capital.

Powder it, mix with

plaster, apply broadcast; if used in toe hill or
drill, mix largely with loam; 16 pounds of ft
are equal to a load o average barn-yard manure.
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Short Voluntaries,
| FOR THE
OR REED

ORGAN.

DITSON

& CO., Boston,

CHAS. H, DITSON& CO., New York, .

@.1 20 | Medium......47 Fy « 49
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information

Designed chiefly as Opening Voluntaries and Re-°
sponses, for delicate and expressive stops. EASY"
Selected and Arranged by Wu.
AND PLEASING.
H. CLARKE, Author of the “New Method for Reed
Organs.” Price m boards, $1.50, Sent post-paid on
receipt of price.
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NOTICE TO INVALIDS.
In cases of General Prostration, when the Appetite is
lost, or food causes distress,
Clarke's Vegetable Tonic and General.
Invigorator,
Is the Medicine you need.

By its use the natural appetite is revived,

the functions of digestion restored, the blood"
purified, and health and strength regained.
It is also a sovereign remedy for the Piles, .
and chronic Kidney diseases.

Price $1.00 per bottle,

Rast Hay, tonPordian8 a;a,Andsu by Goi
Co. Boatromons
i.
the. Prapricior
Sold wholesale by J. ¥.

BEEF—Extra $13,25 to $13,5:0 first quality $18,50 to
$13,00; 2d quality $11,75 to 12,0;
3d quality $10,00to

of liquid

Ina

Serest and having

as the best, the Wilson retains its position as the
best market berry. Much will be found to de-

endless list of varieties which have been extolled

application

tof

50 @.. 55

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,

the

ofof a six
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@ . 15 | Jacksons....

ties, set out for family use. In order to sell,
the runners must be encouraged. After all the

nure will be found of great valae.
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It has become fairly settled as the only sound
method of cultivating the strawberry that the

the early spring,

interest al at th e

: ¢T,

¢ . .. Glover, Northern 69..
Layer ......4 05 @ 4 10
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ER.

Cultivating the Strawberry.

Factory
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mixed

The next thing to be attended to is the

of the plant is concentrated

bearing

(Beans,
¥ bush,

8.5

with loam

bug; it will sometimes attack the plants before
they are hardly out of the ground.
I have used
plaster, and if it is kept on it will save the
plants.
There has been for the last few years, a great

For

S 6..17%

@ . 40 | Western......i5 @ 1¢3 |

half an inch deep, with thé foot, and mike a
smooth surface to drop the seed upon, and cover
half an inch deep.

complaint about stump-footed
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buts:008 ? 6a | others who prefer absolute security with reasonable
FRUIT,
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income

2

cords of barnyard manure to the acre, and thoroughly mix it with the loam with the plough and
harrow.
I then furrow about three inches deep,

with loam.
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ps Sings
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An accurate farmer has furnished the Country Gentleman a statement of his experiment
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the rows three and a half feet apart, and put into

Cut Feed for Horses:

and Lucy Stone voted together in favor of dis- of madness were immediately reported. In
Constantinople
(continued the Marshal) the

solving the society.

The cheese from such
pound, while it was sold

This is a big leak.

-

the Spaniards

from the island.

cents.
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A on ; 2 oy fot. Be. breed is decidedly the Durham,My unless
the pas- | of Manchester, N. H., who has raised eabbages Qurranta saves 14
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fy purposes, a
ne skin letches | tyres are poor, in which case I should prefer | extensively for the lastten years, furnishes the ron Nato
est office in the gift of the Grand army of the 2s ue
of
:
:
the Ayrshire
The Durham is good for beef, | following statementto the Mirror and Farmer:
8, common. 12
Republic, General Logan was re-elected by one | Six admirable statues in bronze, representing | and if a cow fails to be a good milker, she can | My land
is a light loam, with a sandy subsoil. Lets os by
majority.
Say, ni, Mass, 2 inerva, Appolo and | be sold 103 the buchos 8% a good pes, : Two
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The rival
Suffrage conventions were
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New York last week, Theodore
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BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.
For the week ending, May 11, 1870,
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AND STOCKS.

20. He who buys the new and untried variety
should remember that the seller’s maxim is,
let the buyer look out for himself.
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opposite, is like a ship at sea without a ru dder,—
it can’t come to port.
15. Laterals are like politicians;if not checked, they are the worst of thieves.
16. Good grapes are like gold, no one
has

tions or facts that may come out during the discussion. If a school house or town hall is near,
it may be ied for the place of meeting. If not,
have
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11. Vine leaves love the sun, the fruit the shade.
12. Every. leaf has a bud at its base, and either
tendril is an
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10. Those who prune long must soon climb.

13. A
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a bunch of fruit or a tendril opposite to it.

everything they can, in order to subserve their
own interests and gain a foothold in some paltry
municipality ward election.
The rules need be but few and simple, First,
a Secretary should be appointed, whose business
it will be to keep a book in which to record
the names of members and the minutes of each
meeting, taking notes of any valuable sugges-

his

iat

9. Prune spurs to one well-developed bud, for

bunch of fruit a productive tendril.

Piss, 047
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6. Prune in autumn to Insure growth but in
the spring to promote fruitfulness.
7. Plant your vines before you put trellises.

fellows who

house, if he has a room large enough.
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8. Vines, like soldiers, should have good arms.

ture that may come under their observation.
One proved fact is worth a thousand theories.
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‘4. Dig deep, but plant shallow.

The value of a farmers’ club in any locality is
very, great,
It is easy to get one up, and when
the leisure
time of winter comes, those farmers who take a real interest in the advancement
of their profession should lose no time in getting
up clubs. A few intelligent, stirring men. in
each township, ward, or community of settlers
can easily start and keep going a good club.
When the thing is undertaken, let active men
take hold, and once started, keep up the life of
the matter hy intelligent and useful discussions
on any and all subjects connected with agricul-

Above all,” keep out

excites | ExMess¥bbll4 00 @17 00

growth does not always

fruit.
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years, I decided that I could and would

old Rocky Mountains loom up in the distance, in

did their own trading

Farmers’

lights a cleset or bath-room.
As the small room
adjoining was deficient in ventilation (for none

thousand,
The grand

They

for

the nearer the old wood the higher

Above that south door is a large window, which

substantial city west of the Mississip-

pi.. It has a population of seven
two daily and three weexly papers.

Tuesday, with 8
was out but two
verdict, was the
the court-room,

gave
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decomposed;

8. Luxuriant

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 0]

back

more
from

growth, but it does not mature it.

and thousands of ready stamps, mostly achieved
through the grit and energy of his daughters.—

{ bring it in. Perhaps others will do better than
I have, if they will plan instead of regretting.
Our house formerly had no gutters at the eaves,
but a few years since it was slated and a gutter
* Paragraphs.
added with a conductor, which delivers the waDenver City is described by a recent visitor as ter to a hogshead at the side of our south door.

be- |

ing those on grain, fruit and vegetables.

experience

well

ning with nothing, is now rich, with broad fields

The Cuban League condemns the murder of .and arms; so she toils painfully up the stairs
General Goicouria, and wants the President to
with a bucket of water, knowing it must be
demand his body for burial in America.
brought wearily down again, wishing, perhaps,as
The first of three races between the American, I have done for years, that she could have water
| yaclit. Sappho and the English yacht Cambria brought into her second story. After wishing for

On Friday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner introduced a supplementary civil rights bill,"a pro-

paying women the

as she knows by
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— For the week ending, May 11, 1870,
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2. Give the vine plenty of manure, old and | BX Medium 2009237 |

marketing, and could never be outwitted by any
of the store chaps at Eau Claire.
The girls are now eighteen and twenty yesrs
of age, and have done more farm work tban any
two boys in the county.
Their father, begin-

sink drains and, neglected ventilation, for. they
A great many Americans have been compellare abroad in the breezy fields and acquire a
ed
to
leave
Rome
in
hot
haste,”
on
account
of
tending the Capitol grounds were passed. In
stock of hardy health, which does not succumb
the House the Northern Pacific Railroad bill was typhoid féver, which isso malignant that few tq malarial exhalations; but women, who are
Two or three of our
sent to a committee and more deductions of tariff who dre attacked survive.
obliged by their duties to keep in the house,
rates carried. Also the Hon. John Lynch of prominent American citizens have died there
often breathe an atmosphere of sickening odor
this
week.
3
Yams
Maine, chairman of the special committee on the
from sink and cellar, and drift into consump‘The total vote in France, excluding the vote
decline of American commerce, made a forcible
tion, fever or paralysis.
A farmer’s wife usualspeech in support of the two bills already report- in Algeria, ‘was 7,210,296 in favor of the Emperor’s proposition, ard 1,530,610 against it, a ly rises at about half-past four o’clock in the
ed by the committee.
six in. the winter. Therefore,
So it summer, and
On Thursday, the Senate spent the day on the ‘majority for the Emperor of 5,679,686.
at half-past two she has worked ten hours and
army bill, which, after amendment in several es- appears that about 82 1:2 per cent. of the voting
has a possibility of feeling weary, and before
sential particulars was passed.
A conference population of France prefer the Emperor’s policy
she goes to her chamber for an hour’s rest she
to
the
hazards
of
a
change.
:
committee will have to settle the matter.
In the.
remembers that the water for the chamber is
The woman suffrage bill, in the English House
House, the morning hour was spent debating?
to be carried up. Itis work that she will not,
Mr. Lynch's bill, and then the tariff bill was of Commons, has been postponed six months,
if she can avoid it; allow her daughters to do,
taken up, Mr Schenck announcing

spring.

of cattle, drawing hay from the swamps in the
coldest weather. They hiredno help except at

space, and the water can not be easily carried
away by surface drains.
Men do not always know that they suffer from

—

It is not easy to find a score of maxims
appropriate to vine culture than these

they attended school, and took care of sixty head

having a cholera

for Grape Cultivation.
Lo

their hay “by hand” carrying it em poles, knee
deep, through sloughs and marshes.
In winter

stands on a level

¥

1
In rainy scasons they had to bring out. Fuller;
"1. Prepare the ground in the fall, plant in the

of grain.

nace. It is true, there is a sink; but I turn it out
of doors every summer, preferringto have the

caused

| Maxims

sons, they cut eighty tons of hay and eighty acres

bells, no - soft water, no sinks, no drains, no fur-

_

=

creeks, clearing meadows, loading. hay, binding
grain, or mounting a straw stack. In good sea-

live in one.of those farm houses built about
fifty years ago, which are only remarkable for
having no modern conveniences.
No gas, no

al European courts have been summoned home,
It is now thought the crown will be given to
Espartero, and that Prim will be named his suc-

cessor.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, appropriations
for a new State Department building and for ex-

Madrid

1870.

colts, building
bridges, opening roads, fording

~ Waterin the House.

about a concentration of Fenians

oppose the landing of the Canadian expedition,

;

On Tuesday, in the Senate, the army

Es-

roany at Duluth and about 800 in St. Paul.
It is
not known whether they will march nto the
Red River country or go to Fort William
to

op-

but the vote on that item was postponed. The
House met, but adjourned without, doing any
business.

states that Ex-regent

in Minnesota is confirmed.

several

much

despatch

partero declines to have his name mentioned
in connection with the throne of Spain:

On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Morrill of Vermont made a speech on the tariff question.
The

remainder of the session was

Rural any Bumestic, |

Mr: Low, United States. Ministgr.to China,

18,

;
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=
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